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Member of education committee, 85th lege. Information: Served as Superintendent of New Boston ISD. 33 year educator. Publicly stated school continue to be underfunded. Opposed to using high stakes standardized testing as a measure of the student performance
to be used for teacher evaluation. Supports increasing basic allotment for schools.Supports more local school district control of their state funds. Believe the state should increase its investment in the lives of educators by providing affordable healthcare options. Believe
the resources are available, it is simply a matter of making affordable healthcare for educators a priority. Is absolutely committed to maintaining the TRS system as a defined benefit pension. Convinced that the defined benefit retirement system offered through TRS is one
of the best recruiting tools for attracting talented young people into the profession. Former superintendent. Wife is a teacher. Voting record: Voted to reduce testing. Voted to increase funding for PK. Voted against limiting PK classe size. Voted for SB 149. Voted for
suicide prevention training. Voted against home rule. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Attended the RALLY in AUSTIN on July17. ; voted for HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill); Sponsored HB320, additional
funding for program enhancement for students with dyslexia, autisim, speech, or LD. Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance) 2019 session: Member, PubEd committee. Authored legislation: HB330 - relating to excluding certain districts from the computation
of dropout and completion rates for purposes of public school accountability. HB397 - relating to acceptable uses by a school district of the instructional materials and technology allotment. HB396 - relating to acceptable uses of the instructional materials and technology
fund and the instructional materials and technology allotment. HB735 - relating to the calculation of the rollback tax rate of a school district and a related study. HB1054 - relating to proportionality between state accountablility performance indicators and the State's share
of the foundation school program for school districts. HB1051 - relating to an adult education program provided under an adult high school diploma and industry certification charter school program, eligibility of certain students for Foundation School Program benefits, and
reporting requirements regarding the dropout status of certain students. Co-authored legislation: HB92 - Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a community school. Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to
including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voting
record: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system).
Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB4198 (Relating to a school district policy to exempt district students from the administration of certain assessment instruments and from certain promotion and graduation
requirements based on a student's satisfactory performance on those assessment instruments). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness
for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and
receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721
(Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for
promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or
programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643
(Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational
Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment
under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to
achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this
state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831
(Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials
to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Very generic wording on website: "We must have an educated society. It is important to teach critical thinking and not teach to tests. We must ensure all children have a basic education. We also must make higher
education more affordable for those that choose to earn more degrees. We must emphasize vocational education along with academic education." Per his Facebook, plans to join TEA party/freedom caucus.
Endorsed by TEA party. Spoke against Speaker Straus and celebrated his stepping down. He was asked on his Facebook on June 15 about funding public education, teacher salaries/benefits/insurance, and gave
this answer: "Education is a priority. Our society depends on an educated society. I have family that are teachers and former Sunday School teachers ." Supports the bathroom bill, per a Q&A on his Facebook page.
Quotes Empower Texas and Jonathan Stickland on his FB wall. Campaigned on his FB page in 2016 against a local school bond issue. Endorsed in 2016 by Texans for Vaccine Choice. Supports ending "gun free
zones". Endorsed by Empower Texans. Current info on website: "We must have an educated society. It is important to teach critical thinking and not teach to tests. We must ensure all children have a basic education.
We also must make higher education more affordable for those that choose to earn more degrees. We must emphasize vocational education along with academic education." Took money from American Federation
for Children, a pro-charter PAC.

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB434 (Would allow students to substitute CTE courses for foreign
language in graduation requirements). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB81 (Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a community school). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax
imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Absent
for vote - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Absent for vote - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped
program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective
courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are
disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional
materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to
policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes
- HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in
a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing
STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students
know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators
and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and
fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of
information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods
from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning,
virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions
for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to
funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to
requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education).
Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to
civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems,
and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly
or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting
loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public
school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: For reduce testing. For increased PK funding.For suicide prevention training. Against limiting PK class size. Against Privatization & Home Rule. For increased Educational Funding. Against public ed funds being spent on private school vouchers. For TRS
funding. Against Texas Teacher Residency Program. Against raising cert standards. Against 15:1 cap in ASDs. Against delaying expansion of charter schools.President of Magnolia School Board, supports local FFA, youth clubs. Elected to the Texas House in 2012.
Voting Reord: 2017 UPDATE-Authored HB1191-secondary level student assessment of students and use of individual graduation committees to satisfy certain public HS graduation requirements.Co-authored HB 136- relating to inclusion of career and technolgy
education. Co-authored HB395-relating to CTE allotment and essential knowledge and skills of CTE applications curriculums.voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) ; voted for HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191
(creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB879 - relating to the automatic admission to general academic teaching institutions of students who
complete the early college education program. HB963 - relating to the career and technology education and technology applications allotment and the essential knowledge and skills of the career and technology education and technology applications curriculums. Coauthored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS); SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102
(mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F.

Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Sponsored: SB1436 (Relating to the appeal of a determination by the comptroller of public accounts of a protest of the comptroller's findings in a study of school district property values). SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Authored: HB1726 (Reporting bullying and cyberbullying through PEIMS).
Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Authored: HB2120 (relating to school district hearings regarding complaints). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation
plan and the application of
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Member, PubEd committee. Authored: HB1496 (Requires school districts to report management fees under certain cooperative purchasingcontracts). Authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Authored: HB1942 (Relates to adult high school charter programs). Authored: HB2120 (relating to school district hearings regarding complaints). Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored:
HB2688 (Related to the term of office for ISD trustees). Authored: HB353 (Restricting the use of personally identifiable student information by an operator of a website, online service, online application, or mobile application used for a school purpose and providing an exemption from certain restrictions for a national assessment provider). Authored: HB3862 (Relating to a recommendation for the removal of a member of the
board of trustees of a school district by other members of the board). Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a campus or district during a declared disaster). Authored: HB586 (Relating to the creation of a state financing program administered by the Texas Public Finance Authority to assist school districts with certain
expenses; granting authority to issue bonds or other obligations). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Authored: HB81 (Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a community school). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students
who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to
the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school
assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the
review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled
in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing
STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know
these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and
other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal
management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information
regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Absent for vote - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179
(Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from
certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring
the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes
that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). From website: "As a lifelong educator, Gary VanDeaver is proud to bring his expertise to the House Committee on Public Education, where he has served for several terms. He has passed laws
every session that assist public schools in areas such as reducing high stakes testing, decreasing bureaucracy, improving protections of student data, establishing fair accountability practices, and increasing focus on CTE pathways. He was proud to be a part of the historic school finance reforms in the 2019 and 2021 sessions. His main goal is to protect and improve the lives of the roughly 5.4 million children in Texas."
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Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042
(Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB764 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in
certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted no - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for
students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted no - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the
study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a
result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and
measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the
establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student
enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program,
and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school
as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students
diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district
personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD
takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use
of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local
government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and
virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building
construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under
the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the
parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes
that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "I will support teachers, school districts and public education. Teachers and out children are the most important resource for our future, I want to make sure they are treated that way." From Facebook 11/18: "Howdy Its been a week yall. As you might or might not know, our local friends at the Texas Freedom Coalition have successfully
pushed our school to remove some books from the libraries. We are all good, right? No...Texas Freedom Coalition is now requesting information...."including but not limited to - names of staff who have checked out any books named in the list provided, dates of checkout and dates returned, how many minor children have checked out each of the named books and what dates they were checked and returned, in addition to
the dates of when each of these books were ordered for use in the Tyler Legacy School Library, and by whom."... https://texasscorecard.com/.../Texas-Freedom-Coalition...Wow. It sounds like privacy invasion, teacher harassment and witch hunts have officially made it to Tyler ISD. Do you want someone looking over your shoulder and breathing down your neck for the book you just read? Do you think that privacy is
important? I'm not happy about it and you shouldn't be either. But Texas Freedom Coalition is a group of concerned parents right? NO. TFC is two ladies that do not have children in Tyler ISD. They do not help our schools in ANY capacity. You work hard as a parent to make sure your kid has a good school so what can you do? Contact your school board member IMMEDIATELY and let them know that you are NOT OK
with this request. Here is the school board contact info. (REDACTED) Here is our superintendent's contact information. (REDACTED) Contact the two ladies that are responsible for this request and let them know that you are not ok with it. (contact info in the press release) You all are awesome parents, student and teachers and we want to keep it that way." Per FB post on 11/9, supports paying teachers more. FB post
on 11/8: "Calling all teachers! I want to talk about your job. I have had so many good one on one conversations with our local public school teachers but I want to know more. How are my teachers doing and what can make your job easier? Message me and let's talk." FB, 10/29, posted a meme that says: "Another name for critial race theory is...actual American history." FB post on 10/29, posted a link to an article about
Matt Krause's list of books sent to public schools, and said, "There are so many things that could be said about this but the bottom line is that it's an attack on education and on our children. I don't agree with it and I will fight it." From FB, on 9/14, regarding the AG threatening to sue school districts over mask mandates: "The Attorney General is threatening to sue Chapel Hill ISD. This is not right at all. These teachers and
staff work hard and are trying to make the right decisions for their students. We need to get these people out of office." From FB, 8/13, regarding Governor Abbott press release stating that school districts who issued mask mandates would be taken to court: "This is wrong on every level. Texas should be providing leadership and guidance on these issues and not wasting tax money and time attacking school districts and
municipalities."
Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the
United States in public school buildings). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and
educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2800 (Limits on administration and use of certain assessments in public schools). Authored: HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are
disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties), Absent - HB1147 (Relating to
military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted
yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data
collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those
instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational
institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on
Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and
the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students
who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for
purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public
schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to
rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in
schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to
bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the
inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide
and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting
of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Authored: HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible
high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system)
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Cody Harris
District 8
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2020 - Greg Abbott
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HISTORY

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Co-sponsored: SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school
Information: Elected May 2016 Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to
students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee) 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB1143 - relating to the transportation or storage of a handgun or other firearm or ammunition by a
(Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental
handgun license holder in a school parking area. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB18 (student
health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation
mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Has nothing on his website concerning public
period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or
education. Grade from Project Educo: F.
administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to
notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the
temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competencybased educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care
for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school
students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the
University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: First elected to the House in 2012. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements
from STAAR). Voted against a bill to increase state funding for pre-kindergarten programs. Voted for a bill to make it easier for public school districts to be conversted to deregulated home rule charter districts. Voted
against a budget bill providing increased funding for public education. Voted against an amendment to prohibit public education funds from being spent on private school vouchers. Voted for HB 21 (Huberty School
Finance). Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee). Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019
session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29
(taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F. From website: "A university degree is not the only way to succeed. But it seems like that has been the message and policy forced upon our public schools by
Austin bureaucrats. I disagree. We need to refocus on career and technology training in public schools now! Students need skills training that will motivate them to be productive and earn a living. The skilled trades
offer great opportunity and great rewards. Learning to turn a wrench, might turn a life around. Culinary skills might spark a career. University degrees remain an option later in life, and should be the first goal for many.
But too many students are going to college and aimlessly pursuing a degree that doesn’t turn into a job. They spend 5 or 6 years in college and pile up student loan debt that takes decades to repay. Restoring
vocational training to a respected level in our public schools is one of my primary goals. Learning to work and to earn a living should be taught at much earlier ages. Let’s expose our students to more learning options.
Give them a reason not to drop out of school and to stay motivated to learn, and to earn. Letting students try, fail, and succeed in a safe and structured environment will save them money in the future, and be a better
use of our tax money now."

Information: Former mayor of Longview. Elected to the House in 2016. States that he is for parent choice on his webpage. Wants cutting-edge technology in classrooms "without spending beyond our means." Quoted
from his webpage "Our schools are the foundation of our community. Jay Dean will fight for our kids’ future by allowing for more local control and providing cutting-edge technology in the classroom – without spending
beyond our means". Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to
the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee). Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to
TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Absent for vote on HB 18. Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying).
Grade from Project Educo: B. From website: "Our schools are the cornerstone of our communities and Jay has worked to strengthen our schools at every turn. Jay passed monumental school finance reform that
added billions to public education and increased teacher pay while cutting property taxes. Keeping our kids safe is also top priority, which is why Jay increased the number of school safety resource officers to protect
our school campuses. Additionally, Jay passed legislation to improve mental health services in our schools to help prevent tragedies before they happen."
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Information: Former mayor of Marshall. First elected to the Texas House in 2012, as reelected to a second term in November 2014 . On the board of directors for the Marshall Harrison County Literacy Council, the Boys & Girls Club of the Big Pines (past president), and
Junior Achievement for East Texas. For additional suicide training. For increase PK funding. Against limiting PK class size. Against home rule. For increased school funding. On his Facebook page he states, "I agree with you on standardized testing and have continually
supported and voted for legislation that would lessen the emphasis that is put on standardized tests." Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR). Voted to reduce state testing. Voted for an amendment
to prohibit public education funds from being spent on private school vouchers. Voted for a bill to shore up the Teacher Retirement System (TRS) and provide most retirees with a benefit increase. Voted against a teacher quality bill to raise the standards for entering the
education profession; require districts to provide appraisal results to teachers in a timely manner and consider multiple years' appraisal results in making personnel decisions; and require the state to conduct a survey of teacher working conditions and salaries. Voted for
creating the Texas Teacher Residency Program. Opposed an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. (Voted for the motion to table the
amendment.). Opposed an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher average ratio within the proposed Achievement School District for certain low-performing schools. (Voted to table the amendment.). Voted against an amendment that would
have delayed the expansion of charter schools. Voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voted yes HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. From website: "As
the father of two sons and the first to attend college in his immediate family, Chris understands firsthand the importance of properly educating our kids. An investment in education is an investment in our future leaders and job creators. That’s why Chris is committed to
ensuring our rural schools have every resource they need to deliver a strong education that prepares our kids for the future. He is working hard to reform our broken school finance system in a way that substantially lowers property taxes and ensures our teachers, parents,
and students lack for nothing."

Current Representative, District 57. Moved to district 9 due to redistricting. Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public
schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of
a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax
imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted
yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program
for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Absent for vote - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses
on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted
as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted
yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies,
procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB
3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124
(Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in
a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing
STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students
know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators
and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and
fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of
information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods
from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning,
virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions
for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to
funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to
requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education).
Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating
to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad
valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the
amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for
education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: insurance executive, first elected in 2012. ATPE Survey: Supports funding public schools, appears to be against vouchers, against on-size-fits-all accountability or assessment program, Voting Record:
2017 Update: sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); voted for HB 3976 (Retired Insurance); voted against SB13 (PAyroll
Deduction). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB76 - Relating to cardiac assessments of high school participants in extracurricular athletic activities sponsored or sanctioned by the University Interscholastic
League. HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Co-authored
legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Ran in 2020. Did not respond to survey in 2020 and was rated NR. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. On 5/26, attacked T4PE and other teacher groups on Twitter, saying: "Several of the Texas politicians who voted in favor of this bill are endorsed by education groups such as @TexasAFT, @pastors4txkids, and @Texans4E. As a former teacher and husband of a teacher, I am appalled.
(he was referring to HB3979. Note: T4PE does not endorse candidates). On 5/25, also attacked teacher groups, saying: "Several of the Texas politicians who sponsored, co-sponsored, and voted for these permitless carry bills are endorsed by education groups such as @TexasAFT, @pastors4txkids, and @Texans4E. That just seems really wrong to me. These politicians who promote such enthusiasm for guns send a
message through which a subtext of violence flows. It's sad that educators and groups that purport to support education are willing to promote such a message." (Note: since permitless carry is not an education bill, T4PE does not use it as a factor in candidate ratings). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).

Jason Rogers Unfriendly
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2021 - Texas Right to ONLY VOTE RECORD FROM 3RD SPECIAL SESSION, NEW TO HOUSE. Current occupation: self-employed. On website texansforbrianharrison.com, under issues, has the following statements related to public education: Stop the Liberal Takeover of our Public Schools - "I am strongly opposed to the lie and liberal propaganda called Critical Race Theory. I will fight to keep Critical Race Theory out of our schools.
Decisions on how to educate children should be left with parents and local school districts. Parents should have the freedom to choose how and where their children receive an education. Children in failing school districts need affirmative support to achieve the American dream." Eliminate Property Taxes - "We must eliminate property taxes in Texas to allow for true homeownership for working families." SPECIAL
Life, Representatives SESSION
3: Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Jeff Cason, Mayes
Middleton, Bryan
Slaton, Valoree
Brian Harrison Unfriendly
Swanson, Tony
Tinderholt, Steve
Toth, Cody Vasut,
American Federation
for Children

Travis Clardy

Friendly

2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2012 - Texans
for Fiscal
Responsibility/Empo
wer Texans

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. In interview with KLTV on 1/19, talked about wanting to do away with STAAR. Authored: HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who
receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to
the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school
assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the
review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no- HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school
drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education
services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding
human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by
or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes
- SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead
exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote
learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment cha

REPUBLICAN RUNOFF

HISTORY

Not running for re-election. Sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB3400 (transfer of students who are children of peace officers). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted
yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties).Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation
School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189
(Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of
sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote -- HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802
(Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and
administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in
public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to
a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690
(Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public
school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted
yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating
to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required
printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused
absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for
virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction).
Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with
intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public
high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted
yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of
the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the
residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Kyle Kacal RUNOFF
BLOCK
VOTE

Neutral

2022 - Governor
Abbott 2020 - Greg
Abbott 2018 - TSTA

Information: Chairman of Higher Ed Committee, and on Post-Secondary & Workforce Committee; 2013: against vouchers; for increased edu funding; 2015: against privatization & Home Rule; against PK & class size limits; for PK funding; for suicide prevention; for
pathway to graduation; Website: for equitible & fully funded school funding system and for fewer tests; 2014 said need funding but need increased efficiency in delivery of edu services through technology; direct funds from ESF to balance inequity; no vouchers; TRS stay
a defined benefit plan; reward best teachers; generally thinks charters successful; Facebook: for TEOG HB653; co-authored HB1390 to repeal small school funding and replace with better funding multiplier; shared Dan Patricks's legislative priorties (January, 2017);
"Every Texas student deserves the opportunity for a quality education," said Rep. Clardy. "That means we must have motivated teachers joining the ranks of the many outstanding professionals we have in Texas classrooms today. The first step to accomplishing that goal
is providing competitive pay for our teachers while encouraging some of our best and brightest to work where our education needs are greatest. We must also give our school districts the tools they need to retain and reward our best teachers." Voting Record: 2017:
Voted for HB 1776 to eliminate history test; voted for HB 21 School Finance; voted for HB 515 to eliminate tests; (Sp Sess) Authored HB 198 to set up levels of teacher attainment, increase teacher salary of district salaries do not avg $51K (not intended as unfunded
mandate): Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). Authored legislation: HB684 - relating to training requirements for public school nurses and certain other school personnel regarding seizure recognition and related first aid.Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244
- relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school
finance and public education. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying).
Grade from Project Educo: A.

DISTRICT NAME
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District
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House
District
14

House
District
15

RATING

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

neutral

2018 - Was endorsed
by Texas
Homeschool
Coalition, they pulled
their endorsement of
him in May before his
runoff against Jill
Wolfskill

Angelia Orr

neutral

2022 - Rep. Jake
Ellzey, Rep.
Dewayne Burns,
Rep. Cody Harris

Cedric Davis
Sr.

neutral

Ben Leman

John Raney

Neutral

Jeff Miller

NR

Steve Toth

2022 - Texas AFT
2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT, Brazos Co.
Texas Retired
Teachers Assoc.,
Texas Assoc. of
Community Schools

2020 - Greg Abbott,
Texas Homeschool
Coalition 2018 Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility,
Texas Homeschool
Unfriendly
Coalition, 2014 Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility,
2012 - Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility

Not running for re-election. Sponsored: SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.)Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational
and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities
based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to
better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task
Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for
certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of
tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the
effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus
assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545
(Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public
school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an
independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted no - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the
program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public
schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for
certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties;
providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or
learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit
a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in
person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to
provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in
the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and
prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum
compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological
sex).

No platform on website, but from her about me on the website: "A former substitute teacher and strong advocate for local public schools, Angelia was elected to the Itasca School Board in 2007 and went on to serve two terms as secretary. " On Facebook on 12/17, in Jake Ellzey's endorsement of her, says, "prevent radical indoctrination in our kids' classrooms." From official campaign announcement on 10/17, states that
one of her priorities is "improving local public schools" but does not say how that will be done. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I don’t think public schools are “broken” but I do think we can work together to improve it. PRIORITIES: I am concerned about the emphasis on testing and how it affects the students as well as the teachers. Funding. I am concerned about ADA numbers in light of COVID. The district is still
responsible for having resources for the student whether the student is in attendance or not. Teacher retention. Not sure what the solution is but I see too many good teachers leaving the profession. FUNDING: !. I am concerned about school funding being based on ADA. It may need to increase due to factors attributed to COVID and remote learning. FINDING THE MONEY: Not sure. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I am
against vouchers. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: How many students completed their education. IGCs: Did not answer question. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Need more info. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We say our children are the most important investment we can make in our future, we need to put our money there. COLAs: As often as employed teachers. TRS CARE: Need more information.
TRS RETIREMENT: I’d need to see what the finance plan is for the defined benefit plan. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I engage with my community. As a former school board member, I am very sensitive to issues involving education. I go to church with many educators. I hear them. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION: Educators, former educators, students past and present
and parents. All local voices. OTHER COMMENTS: I support public education. I will not support vouchers.
Former mayor and candidate for Congress and Governor. No website. FB and twitter have nothing about public education. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I feel there are 3 major areas that’s broken due to the current framing of state education system, that would be the school financial funding model that have been broken for many years, the A-F school accountability rating system, and low teacher pay. I would
support the elimination of the STARR Test scores as the major accountability tool for formulating the ratings of public schools and the tying of teacher and district employee pay to the rating. PRIORITIES: I would champion creating a coalition to look at revising the accountability rating measurements used, reframing school finance, and support higher teacher pay. FUNDING: I feel the state should increase school funding.
FINDING THE MONEY: I feel the state should look at the decriminalization of marijuana to allow the sale and tax of it, legalize casino gaming, shorting the amount of tax abatement years for corporations, not put public funds into private charter schools. FINDING THE MONEY: I feel the state should look at the decriminalization of marijuana to allow the sale and tax of it, legalize casino gaming, shorting the amount of tax
abatement years for corporations, not put public funds into private charter schools. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support public funding of private charter schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I believe there isn’t a 100% accurate evaluating tool, however each district should be evaluated based on the local guidelines because each district is unique to its local communities. IGC COMMITTEES: Yes, I support
IGC committees. One of my children had to go this route to graduate because throughout the 4 years school administration failed to place her into a required course needed to graduate but didn’t realize the error until 7 weeks before graduation, so this was their solution. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I think the A-F evaluation system is flawed and ineffective because it ties all schools, rich or poor to their performance of the
STARR Test. I think living and learning environments, plus financial means affect the way a student learns. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I would improve pay and benefits to include paid college tuitions. COLAs: I think retirees’ COLA’s should be evaluated every 3 years.TRS CARE: I would look at employing a 401 (k) retirement system TRS RETIREMENT: I would look at employing a 401 (k) retirement
system, because of the tax credit opportunities and potential higher interest yields. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: As an public educator myself, I don’t see me putting partisan politics ahead of my personal moral and values. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION: I don’t understand the question.
Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-authored: HB764
(Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or
military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent for vote - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted
yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Absent for vote- HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Absent for vote - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School
Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Absent for vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct
involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes- HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests,
measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Absent for vote - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget
reductions). Absent for vote - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Absent for vote- HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Absent for vote HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Absent for vote - HB3979
(critical race theory bill #1).Absent for vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Absent for vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Absent for vote - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance
on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Absent for vote- HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive,
and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses).
Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Absent for vote - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public
school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board
for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state).
Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to
the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Absent for vote - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
Information: Elected to seat in 2017 special election. Former county judge. Wife was on school board and family members are teachers. At a candidate forum, Leman answered a question about funding TRS by responding that we have to have taxpayer accountability
and watch for fraud and abuse. He stated on property taxes that they are a shell game, with everyone finger pointing, and there needs to be transparency. Interview responses: Has not done enough research about school funding, priorities in education, class sizes,
compensation, health care. Admits he needs to research these issues more. CHOICE/VOUCHERS: Against public funds for private schools. There is a lack of opportunity for rural kdis in public school if they are not funded. Would be okay with a voucher program that
didn't take revenue from public schools. Says there should be some kind of cost offset but not at the expense of public schools. Possibly a tax credit or an ESA. Believes in school choice, says that should be up to the parents. His own kids have been in public school
and are now home schooled. He was a private school student, his wife went to public schools. ACCOUNTABILITY: he hasn't looked at enough data to know if testing system is effective. This is an area of concern for him because he doesn't want teachers teaching to a
test, we should be teaching to life skills. Believes in accountability, would support merit-based teacher reviews. Need to look at data to find areas of improvement. TRS: should be kept as a defined benefit. Commitments were made and need to be honored. We do
need to make sure TRS is solvent. 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB539 - relating to the automatic admission to general academic teaching institutions and eligibility for certain scholarships of a student who is the valedictorian of the student's high school graduating
class. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted
no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: C. Nothing on website about public education.

Information: Elected to Texas House in 2011. For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against limiting PK class size. Against home rule districts. For partial restoration of budget to PubEd. Voted
against vouchers, but later recorded statement in house journal that he now intends to vote for. for TRS funding. Absent for teacher quality vote. For TTRP. Against requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules. Against caps
for ASDs. Against delaying expansion of charter schools. Voting record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools); sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion
requirements for STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); Voted for HB515 Eliminate tests;Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to
public school finance and public education.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. From website: "One of our biggest accomplishments of the
86th Legislative session was passing sweeping school finance reform by investing $4.5 billion in education reforms, $2 billion in dynamic pay raises for educators, and reducing recapture by 47%. Recognizing the
incredibly difficult and important job our teachers perform, we funded a $2,000 average 13th check for retired teachers and invested in their pension to make it actuarially sound." Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking
for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year.

Former campaign manager for Rick Perry.
Sponsored: SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the
founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties).
Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus
under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Did Not Vote - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for
IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519
(Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official).
Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted no - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school
students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the
University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: Retired teacher. Previously held office from 2013-2015. Wants to "reduce ration of instructional professionals to non-instructional." Code for firing many paras, administrators, and support personnel.
Openly hostile and involved in ET attempted takeover of Montgomery County Republican Party. . ATPE Survey Responses: PRIORITIES: Increase local control, end unfunded mandates, ensure that CEI funds are
used t
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HISTORY

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. BILLS WRITTEN: HB690 (requires district trustees to get training in school safety). Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Joint-Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). CoAuthored: HB204 (Panic buttons in classrooms). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or
promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a campus or district during a declared disaster). Authored: HB3846 (Relating to the scheduling of the first day of school for students by school districts and open-enrollment charter schools). Co-Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders).Authored:
HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Authored: HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the
board of trustees of an independent school district). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training
for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education).
Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979
(critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those
districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Absent for vote - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal
financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials
and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses).
Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment
for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention
information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that
reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a
declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information).
Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools).
Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain
learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence
homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). Sponsored: HB189 (End EOC STAAR tests). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem
taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving
direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: Elected in 2015. ATPE survey: Texas has spending problem, not revenue problem; said “need to look...why our school system is failing in the first place. Vouchers are simply a way to live with the problem, they are not a solution to the problem”; About TRS
pension program: ”it needs to be a defined contribution model from this point forward for new hires …in order to avoid breaking the bank.” Clarificaton by Metcalf about the defined contribution statement: states that the statement was made while in his initial run before
learning about how things work. Sees no need for change now that in. About evaluations on state scores: base “as little as possible” but come up with a way that finds teachers not up to standard and reward teachers who do well; Regarding allowing private entity to
manage unsuccessful schools: no, need to fix problems; Charter school success: need to fix public schools; Candidate's remarks in response to the 2014 ATPE Candidate Survey: Education is one of my top priorities. My wife was a life skills teacher, my mother was a
teacher, my sister was a teach and councilor, and many other of my family members are educators. I also have two young children for whom I am trying to create a better life through elected office. Trust, that I will not be able to come home and face any of them if I do not
meet the standard that you, and more importantly they expect of me. I will take care of teachers because they are responsible for the future of Texas and our nation. TWITTER 6/7/17 “I appreciate @GovAbbott's leadership and look forward to working on these priorities in
the special session.” WEBSITE: Campaign site: “Local control for education is key. We need our teachers to get back to doing what they do best, teaching our children, not teaching them to just pass a standardized test or check a box.” " Voting Record: 2015: Voted for
HB 743 to reduce time state-mandated testing, grades three-eight, shorten time required for students to complete tests; Voted for HB 149 to provide for IGCs to allow graduation if not all STAAR tests passed; Voted for HB 2186 suicide prevention training; Voted for HB 1
increased PK funding; Voted to table amendment to reduce class size; Voted against privatization and Home Rule;2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance) . 2019 session:
Authored legislation: HB973 - relating to school district compliance with certain school safety measures; providing an administrative penalty. HB974 - relating to public school safety measures and procedures. HB975 - relating to training requirements for a member of the
board of trustees of an independent school district. HB976 - relating to public school safety and security measures, policies, and procedures. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Cosponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29
(taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: C. From website: ""A product of Conroe ISD and Conroe High School, Will has never forgotten what he owes to the local schools that made him into who he is. With two daughters in school at Montgomery ISD, Will
has a double commitment to making sure our teachers and classrooms have the resources they need to provide our students the best education possible."" "

NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain
student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators
of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of
an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competencybased educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care
for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public
school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by
the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: elected in 2015 special election. Voting Record: 2015: Voted for reducing state testing. For 149. For suicide prevention bill. For increased PK funding. Against PK class cap. Against home charter districts. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US
history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 School Finance; Voted for HB 515 Eliminate tests. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (State contribution
to TRS); SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. Website says: "For the first time in decades, the legislative leaders in both the state house and senate, along with the Governor, committed to addressing the funding crisis facing Texas public schools. Rep. Cyrier was a founding
board member of his local school district's education foundation and understands the critical importance of providing adequate school funding, investing in technology and innovation in the classroom, improving teacher pay. That is why he consistently supports making
public education a budget priority. During his time in the legislature, John has supported efforts to fully fund enrollment growth in Texas public schools and provide an additional $1.5 billion to restore funding cuts to public schools and improve classroom education. Along
with these funds, John supported new accountability standards for Texas public schools that rely less on standardized testing and empower parents and local school districts with better metrics for success. John also voted to fill a budget shortfall in the health plan for
retired teachers, who have devoted their professional lives to Texas students. He will continue to work for improvements to the accountability system and long-term security for teacher retirement and health care programs.
● House Bill 3 , The Texas Plan, provides transformational school finance reform to our public education system by investing billions of dollars into our schools and teachers.
Specifically, the Texas Plan provides $4.5 billion to student-centered education reforms, over $5 billion in statewide property tax relief, and over $2 billion in dynamic pay raises for teachers, librarians, counselors, and nurses. The Plan provides full-day Pre-K for low
income students, adopts high-quality K-3 reading standards to ensure Texas schoolchildren read at grade level by 3rd grade and creates the first dyslexia identification program in Texas history.
Additionally, the Texas Plan accelerates student achievement via College, Career & Military Readiness outcomes bonuses, dual-language programs, and extended-year summer programs for students. This legislation also creates a "Do Not Hire" registry to better protect
the safety and security of our children at school and simplifies transportation funding and quadruples funding for facilities. Lastly, this plan will direct more funds to schools with higher concentrations of under-served students, including dropouts, students in special
education, and residential treatment facilities.
“Being a co-author on this legislation was one of my proudest moments as a state representative. This law is a major win for all Texans and will positively affect generations to come.”
● Senate Bill 12 increases the state contribution to the Teacher Retirement System Pension Fund from 6.8% to 8.8% of the statewide teacher salary cost over the next five year period. This action was taken to shore up the fund’s long-term actuarial soundness.
Additionally, this legislation authorized a "13th Check" in the 2020-2021 biennium, which is a supplemental payment of up to $2,000 for current retirees to help them better cope with living expenses. This legislation was critical to honor the promises made to our retired
teachers without increasing the financial burden on active teachers or school districts.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website, two bullet points on public education: Ban Critical Race Theory, Better Public School Funding. From FB, on 12/30: "Children in Texas deserve the best education possible. Schools should be preparing the next generation of leaders, teaching them how to tackle problems and the challenges of the future, not spreading radical, far-left agenda.
I strongly support the recent passing of legislation to ban critical race theory, the Marxist ideology that divides children based on their skin color, and I will work to keep this and other anti-American teaching out of our classrooms."
Current Bastrop Co. Judge. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. FB page has nothing on the issues, except a brief statement saying he plans to "support our education system." From website: "Life during Covid has brought to light several issues in our education system that need to be addressed. The implementation of virtual learning in most of our schools highlighted the necessity of
quality internet in our students’ homes. Being away from the classroom and losing the face to face interactions with their teachers and peers was an obstacle to learning in itself. Add a poor internet connection at home and it became virtually impossible. The need for better technology for our students, and ensuring they show up to class has never been more apparent. Additionally, Covid and natural disasters have
emphasized our need for more vocational and technical options for our students’ education. We must equip our schools with the resources they need to provide a more diverse field of learning to ensure our next generation of the workforce is prepared. Property taxes and funding for our public education go hand in hand in Texas. For too long our communities have faced skyrocketing property taxes, making it difficult for
many Texans to make ends meet. The legislature must increase the state’s contribution to funding the public education system in order to stabilize our out of control property taxes. There is only so much our counties and cities can do to alleviate this pressure on our citizens."
Ran in 2020, was NR. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "Even though Texas is one of America’s richest states, it scores 36th in spending per student. We have high turnover rates for teachers, and one of the lowest graduation rates in the country. Texans built this economy. We deserve to offer great schools and amazing opportunities for all of our kids. Madi will work to
provide better education opportunities for all Texans, including: Voting against efforts to promote “school choice” vouchers, which cripple our public school system, and ensuring that the rich can subsidize their expensive private schools. Fighting to fund statewide high quality, full-day Pre-K childcare. Working to improve public school education standards, to help provide and exemplary educational experience for every
student. Overturning our current testing policies, which kill the joy of learning and unnecessarily punish underserved communities."
Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and
requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment
charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the
submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of
accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and
technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the
effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus
assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545
(Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public
school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an
independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in
the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by
public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Absent for vote - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials
program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal
penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's
license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring
students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for
the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797
(Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of
the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem t
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Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? It’s the pontificating politicians that are broken (myself excluded). But, yes, there is room for improvement. And money is the main solution. Plus we need to take politics out of education unless you’re teaching civics. I’m appalled by the theatrics and danger at some school board meetings. I count on strong school board members to allow some negative parental comments, but have
rules of conduct and police attendance. PRIORITIES: A) Increasing teacher and staff pay, benefits, and retirement income. B) Ending standardized tests. C) Adding counselors to the schools. FUNDING: Obviously it should increase. FINDING THE MONEY: A very complicated question. Many professional/business entities have coerced the legislature and governor to discontinue their due or taxes. Restoring these
sources of income is one source, as are federal funds. And for cryin’ out loud, to quote my father, quit spending state money on the border, especially since it is a federal responsibility. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: NEVER EVER! EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: There is no single measurement, but definitely not via STAR testing. Look at how well the students progress and do not subtract as a result of the number of
special needs students. IGCs: Each committee will address this responsibility differently. Without more information, I am inclined to sunset them because I question whether it’s fair to a student to let him graduate without benefit of learning all he should. If the issue is the manner of testing, I would hope it would be addressed. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: It is effective if it fully evaluates a school and does not rely solely
on standardized tests. There is so much room for error in a broad evaluation, including preconceived bias. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: If you want the best teachers, you must offer a competitive salary. And I don’t mean competitive with another school district. I mean competitive with other professions that require the same education, training, and experience. How do we pay for it? Asked and answered.
COLAs: Annually. TRS CARE: Some of this is out of TRC’s reach due to general rise of healthcare costs. Adding more state money to TRC Care is the one solution. Encouraging local school districts to pay into Social Security will add Medicare benefits. TRS RETIREMENT: Teachers tell me the plan is working for them, other than cost of living adjustments, but it is a reliable income. 401(k) plans are too reliant on
investments that you can go up or tank. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: My campaign is based on the Golden Rule, Do Unto Others As You Would Have Them Do Unto You. I promote issues, not parties. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Teachers, local journalism, and parents. OTHER COMMENTS:I care intensely about access to mental health care. We know our students need
help, but we also need to consider this type of healthcare for our teachers and the parents. I wish more about this should be included in college education courses.
Sponsored: SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Authored: HB1147 (Allows students enlisting in TX national guard to be counted in college/career/military readiness). CoAuthored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and
study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators
of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance
on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and
accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted
yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop
for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student
ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general
conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster).
Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776
(Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Did not vote - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning
management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a
person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts
against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to
requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Information: 2017 Facebook post states: “Empower Texans and I both agree that the legislature needs to pass the governor’s agenda items for the special session” but he also refused to accept from Empower Texas
a stack of letters to him that he could not verify. He basically called out Empower Texas’s veracity. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR);
voted for HB 21 School Finance; Voted for HB 515 Eliminate testsSponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Cosponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS); SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953
(TRS contributions). Absent for vote - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F

From website: "Texas is at the bottom when it comes to quality education. We need to learn from the best education systems abroad and apply that here. We also need to remove SBOE members with extreme ideology. Every child should be provided the opportunity to succeed. I will fight to preserve our public education system, and to ensure that it is well-funded. The last thing we need is for our kids to grow up dumb and
ignorant like our current GOP Legislatures." From FB, 12/20: "Universal Pre-K is a win for Teachers, Parents, and kids!" On 10/14: "Most of you know that Texas has one of the worst education systems in the nation when it comes to quality education. Well, Texas Republicans’ is going to make this place even dumber. Last month, H.B. 3979 past and now Texas Republicans want to force Texas’ teachers to add Holocaust
denial to the curriculum. C'mon folks, you know this is wrong. Let's remove these dimwits out of office before this state turns into Gilead, a totalitarian society." Did not respond to ATPE survey. T4PE survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Texas is at the bottom when it comes to quality education. We need to learn from the best education systems abroad and apply that here. We also need to remove SBOE members
with extreme stone aged ideology trying to implement their philosophy into the classroom. All students deserve schools with the resources, programs, and curriculum to nurture their curiosity, imagination, spirit, talents, and desire to learn, and to succeed. I will fight to preserve our public education system, and to ensure that it is well-funded. PRIORITIES: (1) Learn from other successful education systems and apply that
here. (2) Better salary for pre-k to 12 teachers. (3) Remove wasteful spending that doesn’t benefit quality education in the class room. FUNDING: Currently, home owners are paying more of their fair share of taxes to fund public schools due to the increase of property taxes, but the funding of public schools from state revenue has decreased. We need the state to fulfill its obligation to fund public schools like it did in the
past. FINDING THE MONEY: We need the state to fulfill its obligation to fund public schools like it did in the past. The state used to pay up to 48%, now they pay roughly 35%. We need to bring that money back to our public schools. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support public funds going to private/charter schools. I do support public funds going to scholarships. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Student test
scores or the STAAR program should not be the primary effective way to evaluate public schools. Evaluating public schools involves an array of factors beyond cost, including the campus setting, diversity, community engagement, educational philosophy, education methodology, transportation, and a child’s learning style and personality. IGCs: Yes, I would support maintaining IGCs as an option. A-F CAMPUS
EVALUATION: The A-F evaluation tool is not effective and accurate because not all students learn the same way and not every subject is taught the same way. We need to change this evaluation rating. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We should maintain an above average floor salary that includes annual increases based on experience. Teacher retirement benefits need to be adjusted to meet inflation and
high cost of living. TRS needs a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA). COLAs: I believe pre-k teacher’s salary should start at 50-55k, and k-12 teacher’s salary should start at 65-75k depending on the cost of living. TRS CARE: (1) We need to push a bill to allow Medicaid to cover care for retirees that can not cover the cost for their care. (2) Teachers should have an option to invest a low-cost Long Term Home Care
insurance program in case they need it. TRS RETIREMENT: I believe we should keep TRS, but needs serious reform. TRS needs a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA). REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Like a few other issues, I don’t always agree with my party and I am very open about it. I based my decisions on principles, not just by party platform. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC
EDCUATION: TEA, National Education Association, Edweek.org, and several other organizations. OTHER COMMENTS: Tomorrow’s leaders are today’s students. Quality and well-funded public schools will get them ready.
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE. Gave interview to Texas Tribune in January 2021 stating that he did not believe that there would be cuts to public education this session. Had fundraiser shortly after gaining enough support to be Speaker, that had Charter Schools Now PAC as a platinum member. Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad
valorem taxation for public school purposes).
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Information: Opposed an amendment to a pre-kindergarten bill that would have limited class sizes to no more than 18 students per educator. Attended T4PE rally in July 2017. Voting record: 2015: HB 743 voted to
reduce the time spent on state-mandated testing in grades three through eight, shorten the time required for students to complete state tests, and conduct a state study of testing and curriculum standards that are
included on the tests. SB 149 voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. HB 2186 Voted for a bill to address the epidemic of youth suicide by making
available additional training for educators in spotting and responding to the warning signs of suicide. HB 4 voted for a bill to increase state funding for pre-kindergarten programs that implement certain quality control
measures. HB 1798 Voted for a bill to make it easier for public school districts to be converted to deregulated home rule charter districts that would not be required to maintain salary and employment protections for
educators, comply with regulations such as class-size limits, or be held accountable to local voters. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) HB4 provides
additional funding to school districts that opt to implement the high quality, accountable prekindergarten (pre-k) program. voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS).Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. From website: "Education remained a top priority
during the 86th Legislative Session for the Texas House. The legislature passed House Bill 3, which provides transformational school finance reform to our public education system by investing billions of dollars into
our schools and teachers. Specifically, the Texas Plan provides $4.5 billion to student-centered education reforms, over $5 billion in statewide property tax relief, and over $2 billion in dynamic pay raises for teachers,
librarians, counselors, and nurses.
House Bill 3 provides $4.5 billion to student-centered education reforms, including:
Full-day Pre-K for low income students
High-quality K-3 reading standards to ensure Texas schoolchildren read at grade level by 3rd grade
The first dyslexia identification program in Texas history
Accelerates student achievement via College, Career & Military Readiness (CCMR) outcomes bonuses, dual-language programs, and extended year summer programs for students
Directs more funds to residential treatment facilities and to schools with higher concentrations of under-served students, including dropouts and students in special education
TEACHER PAY INCREASE: House Bill 3 adds increased compensation for educators by appropriating over $2 billion in dynamic pay raises for teachers, librarians, counselors, and nurses. The bill also creates a
merit/incentive pay program for high-quality educators to receive additional pay, increases the minimum teacher salary schedule, and invests in professional development and mentoring programs for new teachers.
NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
Information: Member of House Public Education committee. Voting record: 2015 HB 743 Voted for a bill to reduce the time spent on state-mandated testing in grades three through eight, shorten the time
finance system). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
required for students to complete state tests, and conduct a state study of testing and curriculum standards that are included on the tests. HB 149 Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on
how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. The bill allows individual graduation committees to decide, based on the student's academic record and other measures, if the student is college- and career-ready HB 1798
Authored and voted for a bill to make it easier for public school districts to be converted to deregulated home rule charter districts that would not be required to maintain salary and employment protections for
Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular
activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic
educators, comply with regulations such as class-size limits, or be held accountable to local voters (did not pass). 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted
administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of
for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: Relating to the applicability of certain laws to open-enrollment charter schools. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance
certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS).Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. No campaign website, Facebook page hasn't been updated since 2016. As of 2/25,
theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted
no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. received $5000 from Charter Schools Now PAC.
(Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote- HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a
study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the
eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability).
Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy &
economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies
relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356
(Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual
observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a
supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required
printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused
absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for
transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a
school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of
an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public
school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for
general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence
homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and
related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Ran in 2020, received a No Rating because he had no website and nothing on his FB about education. Did not complete T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website does not work. Nothing on FB about education. From Beaumont Enterprise Voter Guide, 10/11/2020, "HB3 was great for school funding and teacher pay, which were needed. However, it missed the overall problem with our school system. It has
moved away from teachers and schools making decisions that affect classrooms and curricula. Students have suffered from this standardized control of education, in part because it focuses on overall student achievement rather than individual achievement. As State Representative I will: Introduce a bill to move to a community- and school-based system; help implement policy to focus curriculum development and school
priorities on individual student success; and find ways to modernize our education system. We also can focus on reducing class sizes, eliminating ineffective programs, consolidating duplicative programs and other initiatives."
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website does not mention education. From FB, 1/30: "1. Understands the importance of ensuring our children and their parents receive the best resources that are available for kids' academic success. We need to be there for them every step of the way rather than leaving them on their own. 2. Advocates for learning techniques and environment that will
benefit children with learning disabilities such as dyslexia, authism, etc. have access to their education. The first step in this would be to make sure our schools are properly evaluating differently-abled students.

Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "The road to an equitable and well-funded public education system hasn't been without its obstacles in Texas. Our educators and administrators are faced with too much of an emphasis on standardized testing, the Texas Education Agency's overly simplistic "A-F" system, and endless expectations void of adequate support. I will support efforts to increase per pupil funding,
lower health insurance premiums for educators, promote a community schools approach, and uplift the perspectives of my constituents who work in the education system. My grandfather was the longest serving school board trustee in Beaumont and a champion for equity in public education. My great aunt, aunt, and mother are all public educators. This is personal to me." From FB, 1/25: "As your next State
Representative in District 22, I will be on the side of teachers, administrators, and parents. We have to think practically and listen to the people who are in the trenches on a daily basis fighting to improve our children’s educational experience." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The most glaring break in the public education system is politicians’ refusal to trust in professional educators and our public school system
itself–not for any real reason, but to provide a boogeyman to stand in for the problems created by politicians. From chronic underfunding of our public schools, to the farce that is critical race theory that has led to the banning and burning of books across our state, politicians bash schools because they don’t want to take responsibility for the problems they create. I would fix it by trusting teachers to do right by their students
and parents. Let them do their job, free of political interruptions. Our legislators need to be in the business of praising educators, not berating them or micromanaging them. PRIORITIES: 1. Increase teacher pay 2. Increase funding for our public schools 3. Take politics out of curriculum development. FUNDING: School funding should always increase, not only to match inflation or accommodate new student growth, but
because budgets are moral documents that reflect our values. Schools are the most important function of government, so we need to make sure that school funding is reflected in our budgetary decisions as legislators. FINDING THE MONEY: School funding is more important than tax breaks for campaign donors and the ultra-wealthy. School funding is more important than the illusion that property taxes are being
reduced at the local level. As your State Representative, I promise that I will work to become a state tax expert, and will work with my colleagues to introduce new streams of revenue in order to make sure our schools are world class. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support the use of public funds for private or charter schools, period. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Right now, our teachers are mandated to teach
the STAAR test and we measure school success by those test results, not by positive outcomes or changed lives. Teachers are the one who know their students the best and the state should trust teachers and the grades they provide to their class. IGCs: Yes, I do support the elimination of the sunset date for Individual Graduation Committees. A student’s hard-earned diploma should not be dependent entirely on the
STAAR test. IGCs give the people who know the student’s academic performance the best, their teachers, the authority to determine whether the student has earned their diploma. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: A-F is an inadequate way to measure the health and effectiveness of a campus, overall. I see this system as more of a snapshot in time rating than a holistic evaluation. Many campuses in Texas deal with
systemic inequity which prevents the type of performance turnaround that TEA expects from a campus, and if a A-F system exists, it needs to grade schools on a curve, with consideration of the inequitable funding among Texas school districts. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Texas is in the middle of a teacher retention crisis. Teacher pay in Texas has consistently lagged behind the national average. The
answer is clear-our teachers need an immediate pay raise to attract and retain the most experienced teachers. What our teacher do NOT need is a pay-for-performance scheme that ties salaries to test scores. COLAs: Annually. TRS CARE: The state should pay for rising costs and not put them on the backs of retirees. TRS RETIREMENT: The state should pay for rising costs and not put them on the backs of retirees.
TRS RETIREMENT: Defined benefit plans should be the standard for every public employee in Texas. I believe working people deserve a dignified retirement, and our educators and school professionals should be entitled to that. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I will be the State Representative for all of District 22, and am passionate about seeking public input and involvement in order to make our community
stronger. We can’t do that unless everyone has a seat at the table. I look forward to meeting with Republicans and Independents throughout the district to share my vision for Jefferson County and Texas, but also learn what’s important in their lives, and seek out opportunities to help transform lives for the better. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Teachers and support staff such as bus drivers
and cafeteria workers are the ones who are on the front line working with children day to day.
NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION, SEEKING ELECTION TO SENATE. On 8/17/21, in his capacity as Chair of the House Freedom Caucus, sent a message to all superintendents and school board members cautioning them not to put mask mandates in place or punish any staff members or students who don't wear them. Co-sponsored: SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles
of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Filed HB150 in Special Session 2, to create a tax credit scholarship program (voucher). Attempted to add a taxpayer funded lobbing ban, which would impact professional association dues, to a bill about employment regulations on 9/1. Pulled the amendment once a
point of order was raised. Attacked TASB on 9/27, saying: "Taxpayer funded lobby group TASB (Texas Association of School Boards) votes to support critical race theory. TASB believes regardless of individuals, our Constitutional republic itself is systemically racist." (Note: the TASB vote he is referring to was not about CRT, it added equity language to the organization's statement of beliefs). Authored: HB1568 (Relating to
the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation
plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557
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ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION
Former member of the state board of education. Former special ed teacher/dept chair. From website: "A retired public school teacher and former member of the State Board of Education, Terri is passionate about education and ensuring the next generation has the tools they need to succeed. She has spent hours without pay or staff reading through textbooks to ensure our state’s instructional materials and curriculum
represents the values of Texas parents. We can trust Terri will fight back against ‘Critical Race Theory’ and liberal indoctrination in the classroom." From priorities list: "Eliminate the teaching of critical race theory in our schools." From FB, 12/29, " During my tenure on the State Board of Education I fought to remove anti-Americanism and blame America first passages from all instructional materials. I meticulously read
textbooks from all subject areas prior to adoption to ensure that Social Emotional Learning, CRT, and Socialism advocacy did not touch your children's desks. That is why Americans for Prosperity honored me with their American Exceptionalism Award. Today, liberal New York editors have been allowed free reign over the content in our children's textbooks. The left's agenda is not hidden, it is out in the open and our school
children are reading it. I have fought back before and I will fight back again as your House District 23 representative." From FB, 12/28: "Terri Leo Wilson and Dennis Prager speaking about textbooks. I am the only candidate with a proven voting record. I have fought in the trenches as a public school teacher and as a conservative stalwart elected to three terms on the Texas State Board of Education. I have walked the halls
of the state legislature with my textbooks in tow and fought against social emotional learning, CRT, revisionist history and textbook bias. I will bring that same fight and expertise with me as your representative for HD 23. The next generation of children are at stake and our children are counting on you to send a proven conservative leader to Austin."
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Current Texas City commissioner. FB page and website are from his commissioner campaign. Special education teacher. T4PE Survey Responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The public school system is not broken; the primary issue is that our public institutions are not adequately funded, and teachers are not receiving sufficient pay for their increased roles and responsibilities. PRIORITIES: 1. Appropriate more funding
for public education 2. Eliminating Standardized testing 3. Funding for contiguous and outreach programs FUNDING: School funding should be substantially increased to keep pace with advancements in technology and provide equitable outcomes for all students. We should not be investing more in our penal system than our children's education. FINDING THE MONEY: By reducing the appropriation of criminal
justice to subsidize public education. Currently, Texas appropriates roughly five times more on criminal justice when compared to elementary and secondary public school, notably allocating $6.9billion (about $21 per person in the US) in penal efforts alone (Texas Criminal Justice Coalition, 2020). VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support public funds, tax credits, or vouchers for private or for-profit charter schools.
EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Empirical analysis of academic and workforce programs to determine students' short- and long-term success rates not based on standardized testing. Several variables include an improved academic performance from holistic Calander year to calendar year. In addition to monitoring of student's performance post-graduation, similar to "special populations" data accumulation
performed. Markedly, socio-economic data can be used as a metric to ensure equitable evaluations. For example, one can reasonably assume Surburban, or affluent schools may not be as vulnerable to existential challenges outside of education and would probably have a higher probability of success rating. Therefore, schools can be evaluated based on the "margin of error" of potential long-term outcomes to provide
an equitable critique. This methodology would include surveys of former students over five years and repeat after each 5-year data cycle. IGCs: IGC allows students to be successful by providing practical and inclusive alternatives to testing outcomes. SB213 is the applicable IGC bill and yes, I would support ending the sunset date to avoid this legislation being repealed. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F ratings are
vital as every institution needs to remain efficient through scientific measurement. Nonetheless, measuring schools on just two primary metrics is inequitable, attendance, and testing. Accordingly, as my answer to question #6 noted: “Empirical analysis of academic and work-force programs to determine outcomes both short and long-term success rates of students not based on standardized testing. Several variables
include improved academic performance from holistic Calander year to calendar year. In addition to monitoring of student's performance post-graduation, similar to “special populations” data accumulation performed. Markedly, socio-economic data can be used as a metric to ensure equitable evaluations. For example, one can reasonably assume Surburban, or affluent schools may not be as vulnerable to existential
challenges outside of education and would probably have a higher probability of success rating. Therefore, schools can be evaluated based on “margin of error” of potential long-term outcome to provide an equitable critique. This methodology would include surveys of former students over 5 years and repeat after each 5-year data cycle.” ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: As an educator; I do not believe the
“best teachers” need to be recruited as great teachers are already in schools. Teachers simply need more resources such as a significant salary increase and not being evaluated by TEKS, albeit assessments should be measured by social and academic impact. Moreover, benefits can be paid for by reducing appropriations to criminal justice and increasing appropriations to educational funding. COLAs: A review of the
cost of living should be performed every biennium. TRS CARE: While wages across the nation have remained stagnant, albeit inflation continues to be pervasive throughout the country. Relative to TRS care, contributions should not only be deducted from retirees and educators, but from educational relevant fees. E.g. teacher certification fees. Additionally, and investment fund can be created from the fees deducted.
TRS RETIREMENT: I am in favor of a 401(k) style of benefit plan as it gives more log-tern investment options to employees. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Yes, I hold firm to my democratic principles as it is my ardent belief that no matter race, religion, socio-economic status, creed, or partisan affiliation that I serve at the pleasure of the people, and we all have a voice. The beauty of democracy is
compromise as we will not get all of what we want but we can come to a consensus on what’s best and fair for constitutions. Moreover, as an elected official, the people are my boss, and it is an honor a privilege to be entrusted to serve. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: DId not answer. OTHER COMMENTS: I am both an elected official and a special education educator/administrator; I see
firsthand the challenging issues of today's education system. I've seen a prodigious number of educators go beyond the call of duty daily for their students. Educators do not make the sacrifices they make for recognition; we simply do what we do because we care and believe that regardless of a student's background, they can be successful when given the opportunity and proper resources.
Sponsored: SB1716: (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). SB2026 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools). Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Authored: HB204 (Panic buttons in
classrooms). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career,
or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes
- HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote- HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault
of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on
competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were
in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior
improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse,
family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of
nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based
experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a
student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any
statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue).
Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete
in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Ran for CCISD school board in 2021. From Ballotpedia survey: I view education as the cornerstone responsibility of our community to create happy, stable, self-dependent, citizens prepared to take on the enormous challenges and opportunities that the future will present. I am so thankful for what the District has done for my own children and I want to be part of the process that helps all of our students with their individual
journeys. I will emphasize as my highest priority the safety, health, and welfare of all of the students. My second priority will be to drive the quality and associated compensation of our teachers in order to attract and retain talent. My third priority will be to protect and expand our special services. And, my fourth priority will be to reduce the technology gap for our students with focus on enhancing remote learning. From
website: "A well funded public education system is the cornerstone of our community and necessary to create responsible citizens. I have teaching experience at the college level and I know how hard it is to be successful in the classroom. We need great teachers now more than ever to prepare our students for this complex and ever changing world. I will drive the House to overhaul the funding mechanisms that limit
Districts from using local dollars to solve local problems including teacher compensation and benefits. I will also advocate for more local control for how a school system is run and what is taught. Schools should be run in a non partisan collaborative manner by local communities - not Austin and not Washington. Let's return control of the schools back to us, the people of District 24." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN?
Schools are not broken, they are the backbone of our communities and are in general doing an awesome job of preparing our children for their future roles in society. However, funding for schools is problematic and needs to be fixed. Schools need secure funding that is not subject to the swings from Federal and State budget cycles. I would help craft and support legislation that would steady school funding for our ISDs
such that they are not subject to swings. I would also advocate for more local control of funding and tax rates. PRIORITIES: Safety and Health of our Students…if our students aren’t healthy and safe, they can’t learn. If they can’t learn, then they can’t grow and the mission of public education will fail. Create and resource an environment where schools strive daily to create graduates with the skills to become lifelong
learners and productive responsible members of the community. Steady and fiscally responsible funding for our public schools. FUNDING: Funding should increase slightly or efficiencies identified so that we can compensate our teachers higher in order to create a retention rate above 95% average per year so that teachers do not feel that they need to look to other jobs/professions to provide for their families. FINDING
THE MONEY: Some of this funding can be obtained internally through aggressive identification and taking action to create efficiencies within existing budgets. Other funding should be diverted from other State programs / taxes / fees, including increasing Oil and Gas Severance Taxes that have remained at the same level since 1951 and 1969 respectively. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not see a strong case to use
public funds for private/charter schools in most circumstances. I could see a case within rural Texas that several school districts may wish to create a special services / education program or school to serve a pooled population (such as sight/hearing impaired or autism) that crosses several taxable boundaries. In this case, it may be justified to create a mechanism at the State level to fund these public or private endeavors
thereby relieving small districts from creating programs that only have a few students and hence become cost inefficient. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: The goal of a school district is to create graduates with skills to become lifelong learners and productive / responsible members of the community. There is no one metric that can measure progress towards this objective. Schools need to utilize several metrics to
create an operating picture of how well they are doing that includes use of graduation rates, SAT, STAAR, daily attendance, class size, teacher retention, trade education participation, tax rates, discipline ratios, teacher compensation to overall budget ratios, and debt service funding. All of these metrics are needed to holistically evaluate how well public schools are performing. IGCs: I believe that IGC committees add
value and are an important tool for local schools to use to assess graduation ready students. I would prefer that this program be extended and not sunset. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Although I understand the need/desire to create a simple metric to assess a school for the general public to use, I do not think the A-F grading system as currently constructed is a valuable tool for campuses / general public assessment /
government planning. I think a look at all of the metrics that I outlined in item 6 (graduation rates, SAT, STAAR, daily attendance, class size, teacher retention, trade education participation, tax rates, discipline ratios, teacher compensation to overall budget ratios, and debt service funding) is a more insightful exercise than just assigning a letter grade. Although one could combine these metrics using a weighting system to
create a similar grade, I would be hesitant to roll as each metric is important to different parts of the school population and community for different reasons. I believe we need to expand our view on how to measure success and look at a subset of metrics in order to determine if a public school is meeting its mission. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teacher retention and compensation is a significant issue within
Texas schools. Pay, benefits, and job security are all tools that can be used to retain the best teachers and must be utilized. Also, communities must demand that school administrators and board members do their part to inspire and motivate the teaching staff by supporting and encouraging. These benefits would need to come from either internal efficiencies and/or some reasonable increase within the tax / fee structure
most likely from the oil / gas sector that is used across the State. COLAs: Retired teachers should get a cost of living increase yearly or every two years at the longest. TRS CARE: I believe that a sound well funded pension program is a primary tool to attract, retain, and take care of our teaching/teacher population. As such, I believe the State has a responsibility to fund these benefits fully and would look to divert /
increase tax / fee / revenue funding from other areas to shore up these programs in addition to identifying efficiencies within the State budget. TRS RETIREMENT: Defined benefit plans have the backing of the State and thus are secure and predictable. However, they are not always well managed and the rate of return on investments can be lower to the retiree than a 401 (k) style plan. Both can work. And both can fail.
As a general statement, many entities are switching from a defined benefit plan to 401 (k) styles not only to save expenses / long term liabilities to the organization but also because the workers desire more flexibility in their investments. I am not ready to state that one is better or worse than the other as it relates to TRS. Instead, if elected, I would very much like to survey those in the TRS to determine their desires as well
as review in depth the performance of the State investments and then develop a solution. However, until such time, and because this is an either-or question, I would advocate keeping TRS as a defined benefit plan until the business case can be established to change based on the findings and input from the actions I outlined above. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I have had the benefit of 28 years in the military
where non partisan behaviors were an expectation and requirement. As such, I have a long track record of being able to look at issues and solve those issues to the benefit of the majority / greater good versus just one particular party / special interest group. Thus, I think I am well positioned to succeed at representing all of the constituents versus just a party / special interest group. This is not to say that there will not be
disagreement within the constituents over a decision / proposal / position that I have taken. But, I will do my best to solve problems in the general interest and then explain my rationale in a clear, simple, and a transparent manner. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I rely on several resources to gain information about Texas public education including TEA, TX PTA, TX AFT, ATPE, TSTA and
my own local district ISD School Boards, PTA (including council of PTAs) and administrations. I then attempt to fuse those perspectives into one general view on specific issues. However, I am open to discuss issues with any party / organization / individual so that I can get maximum input before acting. OTHER COMMENTS: Public education is vital to our democracy and I am a passionate supporter. We need to work
daily to provide schools the resources, oversight, and autonomy to create citizens and lifelong learners to be responsible community members in whatever endeavor they choose all while adequately funding these schools in a fiscally responsible manner to the taxpayer / public. The balance can be found and I believe that as one of the Texas House of Representatives representing District 24 that I can help the State in
achieving that balance.
Veteran. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? My biggest issue with the school system is standardized testing. I do not believe you can judge a child’s ability to learn by making them fit into a box. I would move to do away with STAAR testing and allowing teachers to teach to learn rather than teach to test. PRIORITIES: First, that all students are being taught to learn and think on their own. Second, governing bodies
have no right to interfere with the education system. Third, parents are the final authority when it comes to their children’s education. FUNDING: I feel that schools do need further funding for educational purposes. I have seen, especially in Texas, that bills get passed to fund new football stadiums, or baseball diamonds, but not for educational clubs. FINDING THE MONEY: I feel that schools should be privatized
completely. State interference leads to nothing but strife. The government, especially federally, should stand down when it comes to local schools. So, I believe that private donors should be used to supplement school income VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I believe that parents have a right to chose where their child attends school. If this means a private or charter school, so be it. However, I do not feel that tax money should
go towards education. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I feel the only real way to evaluate schools in general is post-graduate success. Reaching out to former students to see their place in life is the only true judge. IGCs: I feel that IGC committees remove the burden of individual responsibility from the students. In real life, you rarely get a “make-up” or a second chance. Students need to learn that. If they cannot pass,
they should not be allowed extra work to graduate, they should have to retake the entire course. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is an effective evaluation tool in the way of transparency, and it is easy to understand. Educators, parents, and students alike all know what the grading system means and what each letter stands for. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I would allow more freedom in lesson planning,
letting them teach their students the best way they know how and not in a box. I would also put an end to teachers spending their own money on supplies. There is no reason teachers who work those kinds of hours should have to come out of pocket for anything. Also, there should be pay increases due to merit and time served. I would pay for this by cutting funding to school athletics programs. There is far too much
emphasis on a student’s ability on Friday nights than their ability during the week. And if all students have to depend on is athletics, we have failed them all together. COLAs: Retired teachers should received a cost of living increase any time there is a major increase in the cost to live. Many retirees cannot work a supplemental job to keep up with inflation. We need to take care of our educators. TRS CARE: I would hold
medical facilities accountable for their costs. Our healthcare system is completely out of control with overcharging. Auditing healthcare facilities and caps on medical care and medication would help all retirees with their healthcare needs. TRS RETIREMENT: I feel the current TRS system does not setup educators to be able to live after retirement. A 401 (k) style plan, with at least a percentage match, would be
advantageous for teachers’ retirements. I believe this because money put in is reinvested to yield the most it can, leaving teachers with the potential to have a nice nest egg for retirement. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I am, as I feel most Texans are, sick of the two-party system. There is no communication between the parties, and no room for compromise. I am running as a third party candidate, and hope to
bridge the gap between left and right. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I feel that it is those that serve as educators and administrators at the local/ISD level. They are generally the most honest and the most change can be made at the lower levels of government. OTHER COMMENTS: I personally believe that educators are some of the most under-appreciated people in the work force. It is
their responsibility to ensure future generations have the know-how, and want, to learn. Teachers have their hands tied by the bureaucracy and need to be let free to be able to teach our kids to learn and not just to test
Publicly stated to Quorum Report that he does not support Dan Patrick for re-election. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Joint-Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to
provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students
to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the
indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill).
Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for
Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the
public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve
satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no- HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating
to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public
school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for
Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted
yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; pr

HISTORY
From website during re-election campaign in 2012 to the SBOE: It has been a great honor to serve you and the children of Texas as your representative on the State Board of Education, District 6. My concerns, both
as a public school teacher and as a mother, led me to make the sacrifices required to serve on the State Board of Education. Abraham Lincoln said, "The philosophy of the schoolroom in one generation will be the
philosophy of the government in the next." What an awesome opportunity and responsibility you have given me! Several major concerns have been on the front burner during this last session: textbooks, curriculum
standards, illiteracy, dropout rates, and teaching to the test rather than using testing to diagnose and remediate problems early. My specific area of responsibility is serving as Chairman of the Instruction Committee.
This committee has the primary responsibility for issues dealing with curriculum and instruction, student testing, vocational and special education programs. Prior to serving as Chairman of Instruction, I served on the
Planning Committee, which oversees public charter schools and implementation of long-term planning goals for Texas' public education system. Textbook adoptions are always a critical concern. Because of Texas'
prominent place in textbook adoption and educational policy, not only our children in Texas but also those in the entire nation are affected by our Board's decisions. I led in an effort to adopt only those textbooks that
conform to state requirements (TEKS) as well as removing factual errors. I support using a solid phonics-based approach to teach reading and the teaching of math using time-proven traditional methods. When
English as a Second Language reading materials were up for adoption, I also supported the effort to ensure that these books used a solid phonics-based approach. During my tenure on the state board, I have resisted
efforts to lower the academic expectations of high school students in Texas by voting twice to uphold new passing standards established in 2002. In addition, I have opposed unfunded legislative mandates which are
financially burdensome to our already strapped school districts; and I have been a strong advocate of issues that help strengthen local control. A strong conservative voice in the State Board of Education's
management of the multi-billion dollar Permanent School Fund will always be essential; and I have stood consistently for traditional, conservative values in this as well. The children of Texas deserve to have sound
investments protecting their Permanent School Fund, and I have worked diligently to keep it from being diverted to other uses. My current list of supporters includes the endorsement of every Republican elected
official in my district (who made endorsements in the 2004 primary). This could not have been done without the excellent working relationships I have developed with proven conservative Republican leaders here
locally as well as those in the Texas House and Senate. I am confident that with my experience on the Board, my strong support from this wide array of elected officials (including the Governor), my committed
grassroots support, and your vote of support, I will serve as a conservative voice of reason for our children on the State Board of Education for another term, which runs through 2013.

Voting Record 2015:HB 743 Voted for a bill to reduce the time spent on state-mandated testing in grades three through eight, shorten the time required for students to complete state tests, and conduct a state study
of testing and curriculum standards that are included on the tests. Voted against HB 149 Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. Voted for HB 2186
Suicide Prevention, For HB4 Pre Kindergarten bill to increase state funding for pre-kindergarten programs that implement certain quality control measures. HB 1798 Voted for a bill to make it easier for public school
districts to be converted to deregulated home rule charter districts that would not be required to maintain salary and employment protections for educators, comply with regulations such as class-size limits, or be held
accountable to local voters 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to
recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public
school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS); SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: C. Website does not have an
issues tab.
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Ron Reynolds Neutral
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Gary Gates

2022 - Governor
Unfriendly Abbott 2020 Governor Abbott

Nelvin J.
Adriatico

neutral

Ed Thompson Neutral

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB4525 (Relating to the approval of career and technology courses by the State Board of Education). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for
students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252
(Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school
assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the
review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Absent for vote - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification
and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of
college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits
and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement
benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency
school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education
services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding
human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by
or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead
exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Geanie W.
Morrison

Neutral

Real estate investor and landlord. From website: "As a family man and an employer, Gary highly values education. Gary supports our public schools and giving parents a choice to determine the best education
opportunity for their kids. Gary supports Governor Abbott’s plan to provide comprehensive security funding and emergency response training for school personnel with the goal for making Texas schools the safest in
the nation." Candidate was accused of child abuse and had his children taken away in 2000. His children were returned following a court battle. He was not exonerated of the abuse, but rather the judge found that
CPS behaved improperly in doing an emergency removal of the children. Source: https://www.houstonpress.com/news/a-fathers-retribution-6563698.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From FB, 1/11/22: "stop spending 20K per inmate and less than 10K per student in public education. We don't pay our teachers enough. We need to expand funding for public education and consider the current population and projected population growth." From FB, 1/17: "I stand for our Teachers, I stand for our Public Education."

2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - TSTA. 2014 Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Co-authored: HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school
district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students).
Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a
county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due
process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a
bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school
operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of
instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website).
Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school
organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a
system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special
education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955
(Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training
programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the
adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation).
Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.).
Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and
institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL
SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a
limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to
making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB586 (Relating to the creation of a state financing program administered by the Texas Public Finance
Authority to assist school districts with certain expenses; granting authority to issue bonds or other obligations). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133
(Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting
a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter
school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Absent for vote - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission
of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during
a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment,
and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those
devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unaccept
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HISTORY
Information: Voted for reducing state testing. For 149. For suicide prevention bill. For increased PK funding. For PK class cap. Against home charter districts. For restoring budget cuts. Against vouchers. For funding
TRS. For requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules. For classroom size caps in ASDs. For delaying charter school expansion. For increased funding for PubEd, teacher salaries. Still refers to the test as TAKS. Voting
Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill). UPDATE: candidate has several pending legal and financial
issues. 2019 session: Was released from jail after serving 4 months of a yearlong sentence right before the session began. Authored legislation - HB197 - relating to the salary paid to certain professional employees
of public schools. HB189 - relating to providing free full-day prekindergarten for certain children. HB187 - relating to the election of trustees of certain school districts. Co-sponsor: HB426 - relating to benefits paid by
the Teacher Retirement System of Texas.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS).Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Absent for vote - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. No campaign website.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website has not been completely updated before publishing and has nothing about the candidate. Only has a personal FB page.

Sohrab Gilani NR
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB1831 (anti-sex trafficking). Authored: HB1068 (Use of personal leave during school holidays by district employees.) Authored: HB1288 (Would move the school board election dates in large districts to November). HB1311 (Change election requirements for board of trustees in large districts). Co-Authored:
HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2664 (Relating to the authority of an independent school district to change the date of the general election and terms for
officers). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet
access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who
receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to
the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school
assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the
review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Absent for vote - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students
to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills
and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179
(Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from
certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring
the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem
taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount
of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for
education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Voting Record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. Against home rule. Against increased PubEd funding (2011 reinstatement). For vouchers. For TRS. Against requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules. Against class caps for
ASDs. Against delaying charter school expansion. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance) Pro-voucher statement
from 2012: http://tfn.org/texas-lege-candidates-indicate-support-for-key-private-school-voucher-argument/. Record vote 1 SB 1968 (no dues). Voted against floor amendment 9 by VanDeaver to SB 1 to clarify that no public funds should be used to support any type of
private school voucher. Originally voted for a motion by Ron Simmons to alter HB 21 to allow vouchers. Later changed to vote against it in the house journal. 2013 Originally voted against the Abel Herrero amendment to prohibit funds for vouchers, but then indicated he
intended to vote for it in the house journal. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. From website: "Improving education
is never far from Ed Thompson’s mind. One of our State’s top responsibilities is to provide excellent education. Education is an investment in our future leaders, inventors, innovators, and world-changers. Just this past session, Ed increased funding for our public schools
by nearly $12 billion – the largest public investment increase in recent history. Ed also secured an across-the-board $4,000 raise for teachers and drastically reduced recapture for school funding to keep more of our tax dollars in-district. He also increased the charter
school cap to bring more options for parents and students while drastically cutting number of standardized tests. Next up, Ed will fight to fully secure our teachers’ healthcare and retirement plans and ensure our new school finance system is efficiently delivering all the
resources our local classrooms need. Texas made a promise to take care of our educators and students and Ed intends to keep it!"
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ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2022 - Governor Abbott
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

Sponsored: SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Authored: HB1068 (Use of personal leave during school holidays by district employees.) Authored: HB1147 (Allows students enlisting in TX national guard to be counted in college/career/military readiness). HB1206 (Permittable uses of
instructional materials and technology allotment.) HB1207 (Additional training and course work for public school principals). Co-Authored: HB129 (Requiring a one-credit digital citizenship course). Authored: HB1302 (Would add project-based learning to CE requirements and add a workforce readiness project to list of student performance indicators). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs).
Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Authored: HB2193 (creating a UIL inclusive program for students with disabilities). Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Authored: HB24 (Funding for school districts to provide inclusive and accessible playgrounds). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored:
HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Authored: HB2664 (Relating to the authority of an independent school district to change the date of the general election and terms for officers). Authored: HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Authored: HB2802 (Administration of certain
public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Authored: HB3298 (Computer science and
technology education, training, and curriculum). Authored: HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Authored: HB3591 (creation of a high-speed internet grant program to facilitate instruction and learning for public school students). Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a campus or district during a
declared disaster). Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Authored: HB3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Authored: HB4023 (Relating to establishing a pilot program to employ a life skills counselor at public high
school campuses in certain counties). Authored: HB742 (Relating to procedures for the alternative assessment of certain public school students that receive special education services and alternative accountability plans for certain campuses serving students that receive special education services). Authored: HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related
treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Co-Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL
for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance
payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the
board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain
public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional
interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a
school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district,
open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public
schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding
documents of Texas and the United States). Absent for vote - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would
allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to
training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes
- HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and
notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school
students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive
character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and
related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating
to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental
special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain
signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from
public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and
remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual
disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high
school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote
- SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the
maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the
residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
Information: Bio submitted by candidate: Recent statement on education:
"As the son and grandson of teachers, and as a former teacher myself, it's an honor to work to improve our public education system.
We've always worked hard on behalf of our students and teachers, and with the continued support of Texas teachers, we'll carry on the fight for greater educational opportunities and fair compensation and benefits for teachers and retirees."
Statement on Education from website: "There is no task more important than cultivating the minds of our youth. By maintaining competitive academic standards, arming educators with necessary resources, training students for college and career preparedness, and
increasing opportunities and affordability, we create a stronger workforce, an informed society, and a better future for our children." For reduce testing. For giving HS students who didnt pass the STAAR options to grad. For suicide training. For increase funding for PK.
For increase funding for pub ed. Against Pub Ed funding for vouchers. For TRS funding increase. For Teacher Residency program. Opposed an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights
and benefits, discipline and class-size limits.Opposed an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher in lo Against limiting PK classes at 18. Voted for home rule. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and
promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for
retiree insurance) . 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB678 - relating to the public school graduation credit requirements for a language other than English. HB677 - relating to the use of individual graduation committees and other alternative methods to satisfy certain
public high school graduation requirements. Co-sponsor HB258 - Relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or
occupational license. Co-sponsor HB330 - relating to excluding certain students from the computation of dropout and completion rates for the purposes of public school accountability. Co-sponsor HB314 - Relating to use of compensatory education allotment funding to
provide assistance to students at risk of dropping out of school who are pregnant or who are parents and to reporting through the Public Education Information Management System. Co-sponsor: HB426 - relating to benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of
Texas. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. From website: "There is no task more important than cultivating the minds of our youth. By maintaining competitive academic standards, arming educators with necessary resources, training students for
college and career preparedness, and increasing opportunities and affordability, we create a stronger workforce, an informed society, and a better future for our children."

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. FB has nothing about education. No website.

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

2022 - Governor
Abbott 2020 - Greg
Abbott 2018 - Texas
Parent PAC, TSTA

Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the
public school finance system). Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL
for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance
payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the
board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public
school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests,
the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Did not vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes
- HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills
and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services
and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human
trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead
exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: from website: "Supports school accountability and innovative solutions to expand opportunities in public education and higher education." Voting record: 2017 Update: Voted for HB 21 (Huberty school finance). Voted for approval of SB 463 (IGC
committees). Expressed opposition to HB 3976 (retiree insurance) but was marked absent for the vote. Voted against Zedler amendment to payroll deduction bill (floor amendment 20, SB 16). Supporrted floor amendment 8 by Rep. Herrero (SB1) and floor amendment 9
by Rep. VanDeaver that would have prevented the budget bill from being used to fund or support vouchers. Voted against HB 816 by Rep. Bernal to establish a mentoring program for inexperienced teachers and state funding for mentor stipends, scheduled release time,
and training. Supported HB 972 by Rep. Giddings to prevent school districts from assigning elementary school students in core classes to inexperienced or uncertified teachers for two consecutive years. 2015: Voted for SB 743 to limit time spent on standardized tests.
Voted for SB 149 version in the House (IGCs). Voted for HB 4 (pre-K funding). Voted for HB 1798 (home rule charter districts). 2013: voted for House approval of sb 1458 (TRS benefit increase). Voted for HB 2012 to raise standards for educator quality. Voted for HB
1752 to create Texas Teacher Residency Program. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Absent for vote on HB18. Absent for
vote on HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. From website: "Texas needs public schools that prepare each generation for the
jobs of the future. Texas will continue to thrive and grow if we properly emphasize the best public education spending that produces better students and attracts the best teachers.: Attract and retain the best teachers. Reduce public school spending on administrative
costs. Education and training to prepare students for the jobs of the future."

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to
Information: Sidesteps the Trib's question about providing more revenue for PubEd. Says "tough decisions need to be made in school funding" but pledges to be a friend and champion for Texas public schools. Wants zero-based budgeting for state departments and
provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive
programs. States that he currently does not support a school voucher program, but he might if he saw one which he believed viable. Wants to reduce testing. Believes state should maintain floor for salaries. Beleives poorly performing schools should be addressed by
mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation local boards.2017 Update: sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system,
period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or
end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB728 - relating to litigation involving certain defects in school district instructional facilities and enforcement of certain duties following that
administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to
litigation; authorizing a civil penalty. Co-authored le
notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the
temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the
instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter
school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or
school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or
on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public
school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572
(Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's
Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques).
Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take
certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent from vote - SB1267 (Relating to
continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365
(Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696
(Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students
receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted
yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

HISTORY
Information: First elected to the Texas House in 2012. For reduced testing. For suicide prevention training. For increase PK funding and Limited class size in PK. Against home rule. For the vote for increased Pub.
Ed funding. Against Pub. Ed $$ for vouchers. For increased TRS funding. For teacher quality. For delaying charter schools. Voting record: Supported an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to
require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. For an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher average ratio. Voted for a
bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. Voted for creating the Texas Teacher Residency Program. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and
promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12
(state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. Nothing about education on website.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: stand against teaching Critical Race Theory (CRT) in our schools. Nothing on FB or twitter abotu education.

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

Neutral

2022 - Texas AFT
2020 - Texas
Parent PAC 2018 TSTA, Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA,
Texas AFT
Ruben Cortez
- RUNOFF
Friendly
BLOCK
VOTE

Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program
offered by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military
readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603
(Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted
yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an
extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted no - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on
competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in
foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior
improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse,
family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members
of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based
experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a
student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted no - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in
public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for
the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead).
SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes).
Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB1207 (Additional training and course work for public school principals). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a
broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of
the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill).
Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military
Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school
finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory
performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening
illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this
state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831
(Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Special Session 1: Sponsored - HB180 (Relating to a cost-of-living adjustment applicable to certain benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement
System of Texas, including a related study). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes
on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public
school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: First elected to the Texas House in 2010. Voting Record: Absent on vote to reduce testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against home rule districts. For restoration of partial funding. Against vouchers. For TRS funding. For requiring ASDs to follow
PubEd rules. For classroom caps of ASDs. For delaying expansion of charter schools. Would vote for vouchers, but not at the expense of public schools and with the understanding that same standards must be met. Wants state to increase contribution for teacher
insurance. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB593 - relating to the computation of the standard service retirement annuity for
members of the Teacher Retirement System of Texas enrolled in the Texas Public School Employees Group Insurance Program. HB594 - relating to availability of certain health benefit plan options in the Texas Public School Employees Group Insurance Program. HB597
- relating to a cost-of-living increase applicable to benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. No campaign website.

Incumbent not seeking re-election, running for SD-27. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Sponsored: SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic
studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB2193 (creating a UIL inclusive program for students with disabilities). Authored: HB2391 (Related to methods by which students may be admitted to public schools or transfer within a school district and the disclosure of information regarding public school admission methods). Authored: HB24 (Funding for school districts to provide inclusive and accessible playgrounds). CoAuthored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers
and school security). Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in
certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). VVoted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities).oted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an openenrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the
study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a
result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures,
and measures for school safety in public schools). Absent for vote - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932
(Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124
(Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to
include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas
Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain
children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating
to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in
public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child
abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by
members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for fieldbased experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for
a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any
statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue).
Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: Article that annouced his candidacy noted that he had once been a teacher and believed we could find "creative solutions for our classrooms." No website, did not respond to email. 2019 session: Coauthored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services).
Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. From website: "I am a
former educator. My wife is an educator. My five sisters and two of my brothers are educators. I would not be invited to Thanksgiving if I ever acted against education. In fact, students, educators, and public schools
will be at the forefront of my political agenda. Our future depends on quality education. These can't just be empty words. As an educator, I know how important our classrooms are." As of 2/25, received $5000 from
Charter Schools Now PAC. Took money from American Federation for Children, a pro-charter PAC.

Current member of SBOE. From website: As the Rio Grande Valley's most prominent supporter of public education, Ruben believes the first job is helping our students get back on their feet and making sure they're prepared for the bright future that awaits them. That means keeping schools healthy, safe, and open. Ruben has advocated for making sure all students have
access to high speed internet, eliminating high-stakes testing, and for teachers to be paid professional salaries that respect their years of training. He has worked hard to make sure parents and teachers are involved together in writing curriculum that is transparent and collaborative. He has fought for schools to have access to the resources they need to rebuild from COVID, to
meet staffing challenges, and to ensure each child receives the individual attention they need to thrive. Member, committee on school initiatives. Voted against SH James Charter. Voted against Essence Charter. Voted against Heritage Charter. Voted against Justice Hub charter. Voted against Red Brick Academy charter . Voted against Rocketship charter. Did support
Thrive Charter (SpEd/autistic charter working in partnership with local ISD). Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I’ve served our public schools for more than a decade as a school trustee and a member of the State Board of Education. The only thing “broken” about our school system is how politicians lately have decided they want to try and politicize our classrooms for
election purposes instead of focusing on the important stuff like improving school funding, boosting teacher pay, and eliminating high-stakes testing. I guess what I’m saying is our schools aren’t broken, our politicians are! PRIORITIES: My top priorities will include improving school funding and making sure increases to funding are permanent. I believe school staff are still
underpaid and we need to get serious about salaries if we are going to address the staffing shortage. I don’t mean one-time stipends or merit pay schemes, I mean significant and permanent increases across the board. I also believe we need to eliminate high-stakes testing so that our students can focus on learning, not preparing for tests. FUNDING: It needs to increase. The
federal COVID-19 funds were a welcome relief, but they will go away and our state won’t be able to pass the buck. Schools have substantial, long-term funding challenges that won’t go away when federal funding dries up. HB 3 was a good start, but we need to keep going. FINDING THE MONEY: The funding is there, it is just a matter of the legislature identifying its priorities.
Here’s one example: We continue to spend a billion dollars each biennium keeping state troopers on the border. That’s not fair to the troopers and it’s duplicative of federal efforts. We should be working with our partners in Congress to provide federal funding for DHS staffing and supports while freeing up state money for things like public education. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:
None. I have always opposed vouchers and always will. EVALUATING SCHOOLS: We should not use test scores. A better alternative would be a portfolio system that takes into consideration the many factors that influence school success, such as access to support programs and veteran teachers. IGCs: I supported making IGCs permanent and will oppose any effort to roll
back the clock. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is completely ineffective. For one thing, it labels students at F campuses as failures, which is unfair and counterproductive. It also reduces the complicated question of how successful a school is to a single score that offers parents nothing in the way of understanding the advantages or challenges unique to that school. But we
all know the true purpose of A-F is to try and paint public schools as underperforming to support the push for a state voucher system, which I wholeheartedly oppose. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: All of the above. As I mentioned before, the money is there. It is a function of the legislature setting its priorities and focusing on these things instead of spending state
dollars on political theater. COLAs: Every year. TRS CARE: Health care premiums for TRS Care have gone up for years without any increase in the state’s share. The state needs to increase its share to keep up with rates. TRS RETIREMENT: TRS must remain a pension plan. I promise to fight to make sure the state keeps its promise to retired teachers and continues to
offer a real retirement plan to current educators. A 401(k) won’t cut it. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I have always tried to listen more than I talk. I have friends in the teacher, administrator, and parent camps who I consult regularly on a variety of issues, not just related to education. I will continue to communicate with all groups, especially T4PE, to make sure I’m
getting the best advice on these important issues. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION: I think T4PE is an incredible group and appreciate all you do to spread the word about public education candidates. I also think TeachTheVote.org is a great resource on candidates and votes. OTHER COMMENTS: My entire career in public service has
been in support of public education and I am proud to be the public education candidate in HD 37. I am the only candidate with a proven record of serving our students and school staff and I look forward to continuing that work in the Texas Legislature. I’ll be honest, this will be one of the most competitive races in the state
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Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment
charter school). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet
access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the
State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain
special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing
accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as
students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted no - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed
with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school
students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs
for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes
- SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel).
Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other
cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school
counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations).
Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction).
Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered
into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for
transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a
school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development
of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public
school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for
general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence
homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and
related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the House in 2012. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For 149. For Increased PK funding. For limiting PK class size. Against home rule charter. For increased PubEd funding. Against vouchers. For TRS funding. For requiring ASDs to
follow PubEd rules. For delaying expansion of charters. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB149 - relating to the eligibilty of
school bus drivers for unemployment compensation benefits. HB167 - relating to the participation of certain students in University Interscholastic League sponsored activities. HB552 - relating to voter registration application forms in high schools. HB548 - relating to
reporting certain truancy information through the Public Education Information Managment Systems. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3.
Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Absent for vote on SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Grade from Project Educo: A Website: "Our
nation is rooted in the belief that all Americans deserve an equal opportunity to achieve the American dream. In today’s world, a quality education is crucial to the realization of that dream. We are blessed to live in a country that promises every child access to a free public
education, and we should be proud that Texas universities are regarded as some of the finest in the world. However, despite the great achievements of the past, our state can still do better. We must fully fund education in Texas. With over five billion dollars in cuts to
Texas Education system in 2011, school districts (especially in South Texas), are struggling to make ends meet. I am committed to restoring the cuts made to education so our children can graduate from high school, go to college, and reach their full potential. Essential to
any successful education reforms are the men and women who dedicate their lives to educating our youth: our teachers, school administrators, and school employees. Rather than stigmatizing the profession and punishing teachers for outcomes that may be beyond their
control, teachers deserve to be better paid and better trained so that we do not lose our nation’s talented, young graduates to more lucrative professions. Of course, a quality education begins at home, which is why it is also important to involve parents in their children’s
education. Our schools and policy makers need to make use of the indispensable resources that parents can provide their children." On 6/1/20, called for more transparency for Texas Charter Schools.

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies
instruction in public schools). Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Authored: HB2251 (Developing a strategic plan for improvement and expansion of bilingual education). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for
students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252
(Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school
operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of
instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school
campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545
(Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public
school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an
independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's
employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Absent for vote - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain
behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and
subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program).
Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools).
Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain
public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a
civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226
(Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner
license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a
FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement
and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the
display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United
States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes
on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Absent for vote - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem
taxation for public school purposes). Absent for vote - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against home rule charter. For increased PubEd funding. For shoring up TRS. For requiring ASDs to follow
PubEd rules. For classroom caps for ASDs. For delaying expansion of charters. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Coauthored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. Website: "Bobby battled to put $3.4 billion dollars back into our state’s
public schools, helping us keep good teachers on the payroll. Guerra knows the importance of keeping class sizes small, creating more career education programs, and ensuring every child is prepared to go to college or enter the workplace."

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "provide students with marketable technical skills, providing opportunities right out of high school." Nothing on FB.

John "Doc"
NR
Robert Guerra

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness
for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection
and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721
(Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for
promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or
programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643
(Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public sc

House
District
42

Richard Pena
Friendly
Raymond

HISTORY
Information: First elected to the Texas House in 2004. Voting Record: For reduced testing.Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. For suicide prevention training. For increase PK funding and Limited
class size in PK. Against home rule. For increased Pub. Ed funding. Against Pub. Ed $$ for vouchers. For increased TRS funding. Voted for creating the Texas Teacher Residency Program. upported an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require
ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. For delaying charter schools. Authored HB 1259 which requested a 5% cost of living for retired teachers. Authored HB 84 which requested an annual cost of living
adjustment for retired teachers. As State Representative for District 39, I strongly support:✓Ensuring education budgets are not reduced. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School
Finance)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB56 - relating to a cost-of-living increase applicable to benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas. HB109 - relating to the operation of open-enrollment
charter schools on Memorial Day. HB118 - relating to the salary paid to certain professional employees of public schools. HB1017 - relating to requiring certain public school campuses to donate and distribute food to students. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state
contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from
Project Educo: A. No platform/issues on website.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing on FB or Twitter about education. Did an interview with Texas Scorecard, but only said he was happy the legislature passed the critical race theory ban.

Jimmie Garcia NR

House
District
40

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB2193 (creating a UIL inclusive program for students with
disabilities). Authored: HB2664 (Relating to the authority of an independent school district to change the date of the general election and terms for officers). Authored: HB4023 (Relating to establishing a pilot program to employ a life skills counselor at public high school campuses in certain counties). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for
students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252
(Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Absent for vote - HB189 (Relates to severance payments
to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board,
requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Absent for vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain
public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional
interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a
school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Absent for vote - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no- HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on
competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for
students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing
for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for
2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school
district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of
public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government
regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual
instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction
projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the
transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the
parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem
taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). Sponsored: HB168 (Relating to cost-of-living increases applicable to benefits paid
by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad
valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2010. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against limiting PK class size. For increased PubEd funding. Against vouchers. For shoring up TRS. For requiring ASDs to follow PubEd
rules. Against class caps for ASDs. Against delaying expansion of charters. 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored SB 463 (IGC
Extension) voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: From website: "Representative Lozano committed to improving our children’s education. J.M. Lozano increased funding for our public schools. He believes more education dollars should be invested in
the classroom and our high-performing teachers deserve a raise. Representative Lozano passed a bill to provide more career tech training for students not planning to attend college." Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.
Co-sponsored legislation: SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29
(taxpayer funded lobbying).Grade from Project Educo: A

Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Absent - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance
on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and
accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted
yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Absent for vote - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement
subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal
financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials
and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses).
Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in
public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention
information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that
reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a
declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information).
Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools).
Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain
learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence
homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of
school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2010. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. For increased PubEd funding. Against vouchers. For shoring up TRS. Against requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules. Against
delaying expansion of charters. Only mention of education on webpage is "maintain quality schools." 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty's school finance bill)Sponsor HB 20 (rainyday fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: From website: "A graduate of Seguin public schools and a parent of two students at Barnes Middle School, John believes the greatest investment we can make is in our children’s future. This session, John restored $4.9 billion
in school funds lost in the great recession and shifted vital resources into our kids’ classroom. In fact, today Texas has invested more funds in education than ever before.John helped establish Texas’ high-quality Pre-K program, expanded our charter schools, and cut
overbearing STAAR tests so greater classroom time is dedicated toward instruction and learning rather than “test-taking skills.”
An adamant supporter of our local schools, John fights to ensure our parents and teachers have every resource they need to prepare our kids for college and the workforce." Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Cosponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29
(Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Only has a personal FB. Ran in 2020, past research in history tab.

Retired. No website or social media. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not think that our public school system is “broken”. It could be improved. Like the saying, “If it’s not broken, don’t fix it”. We need to listen more to teachers
and administrators. Famous last words of an institution are, “We never did it this way before”. There needs to be higher teacher pay and more support for the teachers. PRIORITIES: My top 3 priorities when it comes to public education are
teacher pay, retaining good teachers and better funding of our public schools. FUNDING: And 4. I think school funding should be increased. Property taxes and state sales tax are not enough. I would support a state income tax for wealthy
citizens (“millionaires only). Texas should allow gambling casinos to be built in Texas. (Texans are helping New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Louisiana pay for their public school education). I think the Lottery that goes to school funding is being
paid by a majority of the poor. The Lottery could perhaps be run better. We should see how the other states fund their education and get some ideas that work from them. FINDING THE MONEY: See funding. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do
not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools if there is no accountability with them. I think if vouchers, tax credits, or scholarships are used for them there should be accountability and supervised by the state. To me private
and charter schools are suspect. STAAR: Yes, I support the State of Texas Assessment of Academic Readiness (STAAR) testing. Some of it could perhaps be improved. It lets the student know how much they comprehend in a subject, and
lets the teacher know if a student is lacking or having trouble in an area or subject. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: Yes, STAAR testing should be the primary measure to determine advancement or graduation. But it should be flexible to
allow any other considerations that might have affected the student. IGCs: Intergovernmental committees might not help public schools if there are strings attached or independence lost with the schools. Yes, I think there should be a sunset
date for these committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I thing the grades A-F is an effective evaluation tool for campuses. Students who get an F or D should be able to improve the grade with extra assignments or tests. MERIT PAY: I
think merit pay is good for helping retain good teachers. It could inspire new younger teachers to try to achieve the same thing. Merit pay being tied to STAAR scores may not work in all subjects. It should be a guide but allow flexibility.
CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, I support class size caps. Nobody benefits with overcrowded classrooms. Large classrooms should all have a teacher’s aide. School districts should be allowed to get emergency waivers for these caps.
ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Administrators need to give teachers as much support as they can. Merit pay, qualified substitute teachers, emergency leave, and defending the teacher in any dispute with student and/or parents.
Paying for benefits depends on how much the state and school district gets in taxes. Job security is very important since the state legislature let go over 11,000 teachers that never came back. COLAs: I think retired teachers should get a
cost of living increase at least every two (2) years. TRS CARE: did not answer (doesn't seem to understand it's different from the pension). TRS: And 15. I think the Teacher Retirement System should be turned into a pension plan or given
to Social Security. Teachers contributed to this instead of Social Security. No one knows which would have been better. The TRS has no out-of-state agency to help them fund retired teachers. A 401 (k) style plan could be done with
younger teachers. 25x25: Yes, I will commit to working toward the #25x25 challenge, and putting Texas on a path to be 25th in the nation in expenditures per student by the year 2025. CANDIDATE NOTE: OTHER: I was a Democratic
candidate for the Texas Board of Education in 2010 (Dist. 7) vs. Ken Mercer. (There were 4 of us running because Mercer had no opponent in 2008) I support age appropriate sex education that would allow conservative students/parents to
opt out. I support mandatory vaccinations of all students in public schools. I support a “Life Skills” high school class that teaches how to balance a check book, fill out job interview, how to dress for interview, etc. I did some substitute
teaching in the 1970’s, 1980’s, and 1990’s.
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HISTORY

Vice-Chair, PubEd Committee. Sponsored: SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Co-sponsored: SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum
for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Authored: HB1080 (Eligibility for UIL participation for students receiving mental health services.) Co-authored: HB 1016 (Requires schools to notify parents and kids before doing an active shooter drill). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Joint authored: HB1525 (HB3
cleanup bill). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science
for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2800 (Limits on administration and use of certain assessments in public schools).
Authored: HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Authored: HB3804 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district
personnel). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county
equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process
hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual
sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681
(Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school
operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of
instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment
of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of
students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public
school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts
kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests.
(Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements
for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization,
accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for
the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education
services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to
exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs
regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of
uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes
- SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes
- SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of
higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted
yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total
amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an
increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental
appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). CoAuthored: HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). CoAuthored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior
improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to
military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs).
Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental
Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the
assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support
internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school
accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41
(Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to
instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include
increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education
Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who
are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior
improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse,
family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members
of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based
experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a
student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Absent for vote - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). From website: END TEACHING TO THE TEST - Educators and students must be given more flexibility in the classroom. Ending shame-and-blame testing will give them the space they need to do their jobs, particularly in the challenging times we’re in right now. I called for the governor to waive testing for the 2019–2020 school year, so that our schools and
families could focus on health and learning, instead of an ineffective accountability system, and I’ve also called for waiving testing for the 2020–2021 school year. Texas standardized testing is above the federal minimum, and this exacerbates our "teaching to the test" problem. Testing should be used to evaluate students to improve their learning, not for shaming students, blaming teachers, and punishing schools. The
inappropriate fixation on testing cuts into more productive teaching time. Teachers are trained professionals and we need to give them the space to adapt to their classrooms and trust them to do the job they were trained to do. KEEP PUBLIC DOLLARS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS - I believe in strong public sch
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Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored: HB3258 (Training requirements for a member of the board of trustees and the
superintendent regarding cultural competence and implicit bias). Authored: HB3485 (Relating to information reported through PEIMS and to parents regarding disciplinary measures used by a school district). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to
revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education
impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC).
Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which
public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for
production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted
yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of
public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school
organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a
system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special
education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955
(Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training
programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the
adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348
(Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the
transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an
inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an
elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum
in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any
statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue).
Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The funding system is broken, despite the fact we made improvements to funding formulas in the 86th Legislative Session. Recently I learned TEA had a “surplus” of $5 billion sent to Texas during the pandemic to help schools recover, but instead the money was used for other purposes. Upon digging further, my staff
found this wasn’t something that happened only during the pandemic. At the end of the 2016-2017 biennium, the Texas Education Agency returned nearly $500 million in surplus. In the next cycle, the agency returned over $900 million. Next session I will file a bill to ensure “surplus” dollars are distributed to schools and not swept into the general fund. I am also in favor of the state sharing equally in the cost of education,
meaning the state would pay 50% along with the ISDs paying 50%. Finally, I believe there should be an automatic increase in per pupil funding to keep up with the cost of inflation. Besides addressing funding, we need to allow schools to follow the TEKS and not try to micromanage lessons, such as was done with the so-called CRT bills this year. Legislators should not be asking for an inventory of library books or asking for
books to be removed, since there is already an established process for our school libraries. Finally, we need to put less emphasis in teaching students how to master the STAAR test, and more emphasis on critical thinking, problem solving and life skills. PRIORITIES: 1) Ensure we are providing an environment that encourages people to enter the teaching profession: good pay and benefits, respect for the work teachers
do, and less paperwork and administrative tasks that don’t add value to students’ education. 2) Ensure both teachers and students are getting the support they need to lead healthy lives, including access to mental health counseling when needed. 3) Reduce the amount of high stakes test taking and test preparation. FUNDING: In order to provide a competitive salary for our teachers, and to have better student-to-teacher
ratios, we need to increase funding. One issue we are facing as a state is the immense increase in the number of charter schools locating close to traditional public schools causing a decrease in enrollment in districts like Austin. With the reduction in enrollment comes a reduction in funding, which can be problematic if the district doesn’t have the necessary time to address the shortfall. There is also a disparity in how the
two types of schools are funded that should be addressed. FINDING THE MONEY: Finding the money is really a matter of prioritizing. We are spending $3 billion on the southern border this biennium, and we are getting very little benefit from that money. Operation Lone Star has been mired in controversy, and yet we are spending precious resources on the operation. Most of that money would be better spent investing in
our children’s education, including early childhood development. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I am not in favor of using public funds/tax dollars on private schools in any form. We currently have a vast system of charter schools ballooning out of control. I filed a bill last session to put some controls in place, but the Chairman of the Public Education Committee would not allow the bills to be heard. EVALUATING SCHOOLS:
This is a complex issue since there are many variables that can be weighed to determine what is going well or what is not working in a school. For a high school, the number of students graduating, going on to college, completing college-equivalent courses, scoring well on SAT/ACTs, going on to trade school, etc. can all be indicators of success. I don’t believe a standardized test like the STAAR test gives us the full picture
when students are never going to be standardized – students have different strengths and weaknesses. I’d much rather see a matrix approach to evaluating schools, and allowing the schools themselves to help set up the matrix of what they believe shows they and their students are “successful.” IGCs: I am not familiar enough with the IGC committees to share an opinion. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F rating
system often has more to do with the wealth of the community than the efforts of the teachers and students. Families that can spend more time and money helping their children with tutors or just by supplementing their education at home will produce better students generally, and overall will have a positive impact on the test scores on high stakes tests, which then results in a higher grade for the school.
ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teacher salaries and benefits need to be commensurate with other professional jobs in the area to attract and retain excellent teachers. This gets back to prioritizing and ensuring we are adequately funding and investing in our schools. COLAs: I think that depends in part on how much the cost of living is going up. I hear the health insurance plan costs have gone up significantly,
which impacts retired teachers’ ability to maintain their standard of living. It makes sense to set a “trigger” that automatically causes retired teachers to get a cost of living increase rather than leaving it up to legislators. TRS CARE: The cost of health insurance is an issue that certainly needs to be addressed, and not just for retired teachers. It is a very complex issue. One solution which has been used is to appropriate
some of our Rainy Day Funds to bolster TRS-Care. I am in favor of doing that as needed. TRS RETIREMENT: I am in favor of keeping TRS as a defined benefit plan. Teachers don’t have the time or expertise to “manage” a retirement fund, and by having it managed as a group, there are cost savings and benefits. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I host regular events to ensure I am accessible to my constituents
so they can provide feedback on issues important to them. I meet with constituents and organizations whether we share the same party affiliation or not. RESOURCES FOR INFO ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: There are many organizations my staff and I turn to for information about public schools: Raise Your Hand Texas, TEA, School Boards and SBOE, and many others. We also turn to parents and community members,
Superintendents, teachers and other stakeholders. OTHER COMMENTS: I am against the idea of the state taking over a “failing” school district. I believe in local control, and the community working to find a solution, not the state coming along and taking over.

Information: real estate agent, first elected to the Texas House in 2018. Stated the TX Constitution Article 7 on website. "Ensure the investment we make into public education serves all our children and provides a reasonable salary for our teachers. Keep public dollars
in public schools, and not send those dollars into private or parochial schools through vouchers or education savings accounts. Fix the school finance formula to include both a cost-of-living and an inflation index. Ensure the state provides a minimum of 50% of the school
funding so local school districts are not forced to increase local property taxes to make up the difference. Respect the value and expertise of our teachers by funding reasonable class sizes, paying competitive salaries, and providing professional development
opportunities. End high-pressure, high-stakes tests for students, as well as the school grading system criticized by professional educators.
Include enrichment activities in the curriculum to develop a child’s full potential. Support adequate funding to our public institutions of higher education. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Co-sponsored
legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. From website: "The 86th Legislature passed monumental school finance reform, in great part as a result of the 2018 elections and the voices of many teachers, parents, and school officials expressing the need to better fund our
public schools. Here are highlights from HB 3, the school finance bill:
Increases the basic allotment, per student funding, from $5,140 to $6,160.
Guarantees pay raises for teachers and other school employees. Schools must spend at least 30% of the increase in basic allotment on raises.
Provides for full-day Pre-K for all 4-year-old students who qualify. This is no longer a grant program for part-day Pre-K, but is incorporated into the funding formula.
Decreases property tax rates - $.08 the first year and $.13 the second year. In other words, if a district’s tax rate was the maximum $1.17/$1000 valuation previously, it will go to $1.09/$1000 valuation in 2019 and $1.04/$1000 valuation in 2020.
No voucher program was debated or passed.
While this was a great achievement, it was merely a step forward, with more work to be done in the next Legislative Session. Here are suggestions going forward: A more sustainable source of revenue, or a variety of sources, would allow for continued investment in our
children even during an economic downturn. Even with the raises, Texas teacher compensation will still be below the national average. Continuing to raise teacher pay will ensure we have the best and brightest teaching our next generation. Full-day Pre-K could be
extended to 3-year-olds. More resources for special education are needed. I was a part of the House Democratic Caucus Special Committee on Public Education in the 86th Session, and I plan to continue to work on public education issues in the 87th Legislative
Session."

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing on website or FB about education.

Rob McCarthy NR
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Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "The education of children K-12 must be a priority for Texas future. Our state consistency ranks in the bottom half of states in most education metrics. I am a firm believer that competition makes for better overall results. Therefore, I support school choice. Parents should be able to choose the best schools to send their children. Money
should be allocated to the child, and not to the school." Nothing on FB.

NR

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2006 - Texas
Parent PAC

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2016 - Texas
Parent PAC, Austin
American Statesman,
Education Austin

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB3256 (Confidentiality of a full-time public school employee's home or residence address in certain government records and documents). Authored: HB4096 (Relating to
the development of model data-sharing agreements for sharing certain student information between public schools, public and private institutions of higher education, and other entities). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county
equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process
hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual
sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective
courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are
disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional
materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to
policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted
yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled
in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing
STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students
know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators
and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and
fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of
information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods
from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning,
virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions
for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to
funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to
requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education).
Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to
civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem
taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of
the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Joint
Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Authored: HB97 (Would allow charters to
exclude students from admission on the basis of DAEP placement, juvenile justice alternative education program, expulsion from public or charter school, or any campus that includes a child care facility if the student is not allowed to be around children). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services).
Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a
complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an openenrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding
the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of
accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and
technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective
integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an
unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the
assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses).
Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school
district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy
on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management
techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid
to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to
continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365
(Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696
(Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students
receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted
no - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Inte

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2006. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance);
Sponsored the rally!Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB314 - relating to use of compensatory education allotment funding to provide assistance at risk of
dropping out of school who are pregnant or who are parents and to reporting through the Public Education Information Management System. HB513 - relating to a pilot program for the distribution of certain
contraceptives in participating school districts. HB960 - relating to the removal of a public school studetn from an interscholastic athletic activity on the basis of a suspected concussion. HB961 - relating to the
membership and training course requirements of school district and open-enrollment charter school concussion oversight teams. HJR43 - Proposing a constitutional amendment requiring the legislature to set the basic
allotment under the Foundation School Program at an amount that reflects a change in the total taxable value of property in the state.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3.
Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying).
Grade from Project Educo: A.
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Friendly
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ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas AFT

2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

2022 - Senator Sarah
Eckhardt, Rep.
Sheryl Cole, Rep.
Gina Hinojosa,
Education Austin,
Texas AFT

Incumbent District 52, running for HD 50 due to redistricting. Member, PubEd Committee. Named Texas PTA Champion for Children in 2021. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).Authored: HB1080 (Eligibility for UIL participation for
students receiving mental health services.) Co-Authored: HB2120 (relating to school district hearings regarding complaints). Authored: HB2230 (Incorporating fine arts into the foundation curriculum). Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a
school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB332 (Use of the compensatory education allotment for programs that build certain social/emotional skills). Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain
public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Authored: HB517 (Relating to a school district policy regarding custodian workloads). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB81 (Relating to a public
school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a community school). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on
how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative
Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities
for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration
of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget
reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731
(Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill
#1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill
used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the
Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of
certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785
(Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention
of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation
by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for fieldbased experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for
a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). 2022 Survey Responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Texas has failed year after year to adequately fund its school districts, leaving local property taxpayers to pick up the tab, and forcing districts to slash funding for everything from arts programs to teacher benefits to a bare minimum. This is why crafting HB 3, and fixing our broken school finance system was my top
priority of the 86th Legislative Session. HB 3 was a historic first step but it is just that: a first step. Every session should be a school finance session, and we must continue working to provide a sustainable revenue stream for our public education system. I support more robust benefit plans and pay increases for teachers, supporting our retired teachers, better instructional offerings, and expanded extracurricular programs.
Lastly, my work at the Legislature has been primarily focused on creating a more humane education system. A system that treats children as human beings first and students second. I’ve passed major legislation to fund social-emotional learning programs, improve early childhood education, and disrupt the school to prison pipeline. If our system is broken, it’s broken because it fails to serve the whole child. PRIORITIES: I
want to build on the work I’ve done in my first two terms which includes focusing on universal full-day early childhood education, promoting restorative justice practices in schools, and expanding (historically-accurate) civics education in our state. FUNDING: While HB 3 was historic school finance legislation, there is much work still left to do including finding sustainable revenue streams to ensure we keep the long-term
promises we made in HB 3 to properly fund public education. Simply relying on a high-performing economy to properly educate our students and support our educators is irresponsible — especially so in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. School funding should continue to increase, and the state’s contribution to education should increase accordingly as well. FINDING THE MONEY: I believe we must close tax loopholes
that allow commercial property owners to unfairly reduce their taxes, passing the responsibility of funding our schools to residential property owners. I was proud to have authored legislation in the 86th session that would have required the sales price disclosure for commercial properties. This would have been a crucial step forward to securing necessary long-term revenue streams for education. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:
I have never and will never support using public money for private education. Public funds should only be used for public schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Any efforts to evaluate public schools must be holistic, rather than based on high-stakes exams, and avoid punishing schools with fewer resources. Instead of being shamed, schools that are evaluated as lower performing should be flooded with additional
resources, and provided the additional help they need to support their students and teachers. IGCs: I supported HB 999 to use individual graduation committees for certain high school students both in committee and on the House Floor. I would support ending the sunset date for these committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I believe the A-F accountability system punishes schools with fewer resources, and particularly
lower-income and majority-minority schools. Instead of shaming schools, we should flood struggling schools with additional resources. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: During the 87th legislative session, I filed a bill to increase all teacher salaries to $70,000. Nationally, teachers make 20% less than other college-educated workers with similar experience. In Texas, teacher salaries are $5,700 behind the national
average. When I was a public school teacher, I saw many of my colleagues taking second or third jobs just to be able to afford to live – that is no way to attract and retain the best talent in our schools. Additionally, skyrocketing healthcare costs have made it a lot more expensive to be a teacher. Regarding health insurance, we need to ensure the recent changes to TRS-Care will not result in denied care. Given the
Legislature’s inability to address the entire $1 billion shortfall facing TRS-Care, our retirees will face higher premiums and benefit reductions if the state does nothing. COLAs: I believe that teachers’ benefits need to keep pace with inflation and rising premiums. The 13th check was a step in the right direction but didn’t solve the very real problems our educators face. Texas has long neglected its duty in funding its benefits
programs, failing year after year to meet its obligations to state employees. I believe we should continuously re-evaluate retired teachers’ benefits each session to determine when cost of living adjustments should be made. TRS CARE: Rather than continuing to rely on funding stopgaps each biennium, I would support a permanent solution to the funding formula for TRS-Care — including increasing the percentage amount
applied to the state payroll to align insurance costs to actual health care costs. TRS RETIREMENT: I support traditional defined benefit pension plans. While contribution plans may be cheaper, they shift the burden of retirement savings to teachers, rather than the state, and put our educators’ futures at risk. After a teacher dedicates their entire life to empowering the next generation, they deserve to have a secure
retirement, and that’s achievable only through defined benefits plans. As a state legislator, I will continue to fight to protect retirees’ pensions and health care. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: My team tracks all input from constituents, logging their policy positions in our database, and responding to their messages. We sincerely appreciate each time a constituent reaches out to us, and do our best to provide them
the information they need on issues important to them. This is an essential feedback loop that allows me to gauge the priorities of my constituents. That being said, there are some issues that I will not compromise on. Foundational issues like protecting our democracy, ensuring Texans all have access to their own healthcare decisions, and recognizing the identities of all Texans are principles that I am committed to, no
matter what. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT PUBLIC EDUCATION: I grew up in the district I’m running in, attending our public elementary, middle, and high schools. While in office, I have committed to touring each school in my district, meeting with teachers, administrators, and students, and sitting in on classes. I have already begun touring schools under the new district lines, including my alma mater —
Wells Branch Elementary. Should I be re-elected, I plan to continue visiting each school in HD 50. I’m also honored to work alongside education advocates and teacher unions to ensure I am gaining complete and accurate information about Texas’s public schools. OTHER COMMENTS: As a former teacher, I’m deeply committed to ensuring educational equity for our kids and educators. Particularly now, as we confront the
economic and public health crisis of COVID-19, we will need to protect the commitment we made to our schools and educators for additional funding and support through HB 3, the first major overhaul in our state’s school finance system since I was born. While HB 3 was a big step towards quality school finance reform, the work is not done. How our state will keep students and educators safe and healthy in the upcoming
school years and meet every child’s educational needs are challenges we will need to face in the upcoming session and I’m committed to doing all I can to continue improving our education system for ALL students.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing on website about education. From FB, 1/25: "Education – Parents are the ultimate authority on how their children are raised and educated." Wants to eliminate property taxes but does not say what he would replace them with.
Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I wouldn’t use the term “broken” specifically, but schools are in great need of competition. Frustration during the pandemic showed parents that there are alternatives to the existing system, such as charter schools, private schools, and homeschooling. “One-size-fits-all” is not acceptable. PRIORITIES: School funding should follow the student, so that parents can choose any school
district (not depending on residence) or charter school or private school. Stop telling teachers what to teach or not to teach and how. Teachers should not be on the front lines of the “culture wars.” Not all education should be geared to students going to college. There is nothing wrong with kids going to trade schools instead. FUNDING: Property taxes are the primary funding source, and they are too high already. We need
to look at excessive administrative costs and other ways of cutting spending. In other words, more dollars should go to the classroom, not the administration. FINDING THE MONEY: No. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: School funding should follow the student, so that parents can choose any school district (not depending on residence) or charter school or private school. EVALUATING THE MONEY: I don’t know what’s best,
but what’s not effective is dependence on standardized tests. The kids are taught the test, not the important concepts and information. More critical thinking skills are needed. IGCs: From my reading, it seems like the result is similar to the student taking a GED test. If the student couldn’t graduate originally, they should just take the GED test. I don’t see the IGC committees as necessary. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION:
There has to be an objective analysis of a student’s progress. However, is this from standardized testing, or actual knowledge of the subject? An “A” in one district may not be the equivalent of “A” in another district. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Don’t control how and what they teach. Current efforts to limit teacher freedoms must frustrate teachers quite a bit. As for pay, the largest cost in each district is payroll. If
there is not enough money available already, it probably means too much administrative cost in the district and possible misspending of tax dollars. Property taxes are too high already and should be cut. COLAs: I don’t know enough to answer at this time. TRS CARE: I don’t know enough to answer at this time. TRS RETIREMENT: I am inclined towards 401K instead of defined benefit. REPRESENTING ALL
CONSTITUENTS: I am not beholden to any party leaders or special interest groups and will not take contributions from them. I only answer to the people in my district, as well as the Constitutions of the United States and the State of Texas. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I don’t know enough to answer at this time.
NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION, RUNNING FOR CONGRESS. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2251 (Developing a strategic plan for improvement and expansion of bilingual
education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3430 (Establishment of a grant program for school districts or open-enrollment charter school
campuses that are designated as full-service community schools). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB81 (Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a
community school). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes
bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates
for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519
(Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official).
Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). . Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095
(Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating
violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted no - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school
students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the
University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding
principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including
certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction
from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2
(Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Absent for vote - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Website does not have anything about policy positions. From FB, 12/19, in a post announcing the endorsement of Education Austin, "Supporting public education is our constitutional mandate and championing our public schools, teachers, and students will be my highest priority at the Texas Capitol." SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? The challenges facing public schools are not new and the systemic
underfunding and lack of support have only been further brought to light by COVID-19 in that it exacerbated teacher burnout, learning loss, and increasing divides in property-rich versus property-poor districts. Addressing these issues requires a holistic approach, including raising teacher pay, eliminating pressure to teach to the test, reducing inequities in broadband access and STEM, strengthening our commitment to
social emotional learning, and addressing childhood food insecurity. To accomplish any of those aims the state must increase its share of public school funding and provide the resources and support needed to help our public schools navigate unprecedented times. PRIORITIES: Outside of the education funding, support for teachers and retirees, and helping rectify the learning loss suffered under COVID-19, I want to
focus on increasing funding and access for arts education across grade levels and regardless of zip code, improve school lunches and education on nutrition and healthier lifestyles, and reduce inequities in broadband access and STEM especially for undeserved parts of my district. Texas used to be a leader in public education policy and outcomes, it's time we are again. FUNDING: It should be increased. Public school
funding is a constitutional mandate and our most critical budgetary responsibility. The state has not paid its fair share historically, and while the investments in House Bill 3 (86R) help offset that shortfall there is still more to be done. Budget decisions are a question of our values. Instead of spending money on partisan priorities, we should invest in our children and their future as well as ensure better pay, benefits, and
working conditions for our education professionals. Additionally, public school funding isn’t a matter of a one-time fix, it must be a continuing conversation to ensure the Legislature is meeting the needs of our state. FINDING THE MONEY: I am in favor of exploring new revenue streams such as legalizing and taxing marijuana, closing down corporate loopholes or exemptions such as the franchise tax, and ending
spending on partisan priorities such as border security or crisis pregnancy centers and reallocating those funds to meet Texans’ basic needs. I would also support an income tax as the basis of a more equitable taxing system, with corresponding and simultaneous eductions in consumption and property taxes, to ensure adequate funding for public education and infrastructure. Similarly, the Economic Stabilization Fund,
commonly called the Rainy Day Fund, has a balance of over $10 Billion and must be considered as a tool to address urgent needs. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Public dollars should not be spent on private schools. I am committed to resisting voucher schemes in any form. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: While some standardized testing is required by the federal government, at the state level we must take action to
eliminate those tests not required as well as generally reduce our over-reliance on standardized testing. These tests do not measure learning and are not a good indicator of teacher performance or the progress made in the classroom. Evaluations must do a better job of accounting for socio-economic factors as well as measuring the actual progress that students are making. IGCs: I support IGC committees as a way to
ensure that students are not held back and have an opportunity to graduate high school without being penalized by Texas' overreliance on standardized testing. Given that this legislation is passed perennially each session we should end the sunset date entirely or at least put it on a comparable schedule with other state agencies and programs (i.e., every decade) and allow this process to stand until there is a reason to
change or abolish it. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Our schools must foster creative and critical thinking to prepare our children to go to college or enter the workforce upon graduation and be responsible and knowledgeable citizens of the world. The measure of their success is in the learning and growth of our students coupled with positive working environments, good pay and benefits, and a secure retirement for
education professionals. A-F ratings cannot possibly measure these adequately and have been rightly criticized for being overly reductive, predicated on factors that penalize underserved communities, and based too heavily on standardized testing – which are problematic in and of themselves. As such, I believe A-F ratings are ineffective. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Attracting and retaining the best
teachers as well as librarians and support staff such as cafeteria workers, bus drivers, and janitors is critical to ensure we have the strongest public education system we can. Teacher pay is well below the national average. I support across the board pay raises to be able to offer competitive salaries, improvements in benefits, investments in the Teacher Retirement System and TRS-Care, better mentorship and
professional development opportunities, and ensuring smaller class sizes and manageable workloads. We also need to ensure that our schools and teachers have the resources to do their job and that our classrooms are well supplied, technologically equipped, and otherwise. As noted before, budget decisions are a question of values and priorities. I believe we must explore new revenue sources, reallocate existing
revenue to prioritize basic needs over partisan priorities, and utilize the Rainy Day Fund as appropriate. COLAs: Retired teachers have not had a cost of living increase in a very long time. While the 13th check measures passed in recent legislatures have provided some relief, we need systemic change via a cost of living increase. Additionally, moving forward we must ensure that pension annuities and benefits are not
outpaced by inflation and the rising costs of basic necessities by regularly evaluating the need for a cost of living adjustment as part of the biennial budget process. TRS CARE: Healthcare has increasingly become the highest cost for Texas families. We must ensure access to quality, affordable care for activ

HISTORY
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. Former public middle school teacher. Master's in Ed Policy from Harvard. FUNDING: would substantially increase and fix formulas. We need to simplify the finance system. Would
support an amendment proposed by Donna Howard to the state constitution that would ensure the state never falls below 50% of funding for public ed. PRIORITIES: immediately fixing school finance, stop kicking the can down the road, and
also getting out of the way of our expert teachers, treating them like professionals, and allowing them to do their jobs. This is the only profession where this happens and it's not right. CHOICE/VOUCHERS: vigorously opposed to vouchers,
feel it is insidious, dangerous policy and undermines civil rights. The only reason privates/charters can be shown to have "better" outcomes is because they are able to self select their student population, and remove students who do not
perform. This leaves those students with no choice but public schools and with funding stripped away. CLASS SIZE: hard caps, no waivers, ratio is what is important. Classes with 40 kids can't get the instruction they deserve - this is at ALL
levels. TESTING/ACCOUNTABILITY: Does not support the current system. Assessment of some sort is fine, but the current test is ineffective, a disaster, and doesn't help drive instruction. The point of testing should be to get data to drive
instruction,and it makes no sense to take a test the teachers have not seen, and get results after kids are gone. This does not inform instruction. Testing should not determine graduation - should inform decisions, but not be the final factor.
Students should be judged holisticly. Teachers should not be evaluated based on test scores. The current system is punitive and unfair. There should be a local system designed with educator input to evaluate teachers holisticly based on
overall performance. Testing should be integrated seamlessly into our instruction to drive data. It should not be punitive. SALARIES: raise salaries and quit playing political stunts with teachers' livelihood. We need to look to other systems
around the world. They pay their teachers as professionals, 60-70000 a year and the chance to make 6 figures with experience. If you're good you should be rewarded and given opportunity to advance. The current system locks teachers in
and that is unfair. We would finance this by stopping funding of federal issues such as immigration/border security, and closing the commerical tax loophole. It's estimated that would be up to $5 billion in additional revenue. HEALTH CARE:
promises made are sacred and should be kept. We need to find sustainable sources of income to fund better health care. TRS: keep defined benefit and do more to fully fund it. Against privatization of any kind. PAYROLL DEDUCTION:
allow people to make their own choices, this is a blatant power grab. 2019 session: Member, PubEd committee. Co-authored legislation: HB239 - Relating to social work services in public schools. Co-sponsor HB455 - relating to policies on
the recess period in public schools.Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment
instrument. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes
- HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2003. Attorney. Authored legislation related to National School Breakfast Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); voted against SB13 (payroll deductions); voted against SB3 (ESAs); authored and voted for SB463 (extension of IGCs); for HB3976 (retired insurance); voted for SJR 42(tax exemption forprofit charters); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); 2019 session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Grade from Project Educo: A.
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From website: "Long term solutions to Public school funding and improving Teachers pay for both active and retired." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The only thing that is broken about Public schools is how the State funds Public Schools. The pay scale for teachers is broken, healthcare cost is broken and how we protect the retirement system is broken. We need to create additional revenue streams for Public
schools in Texas. PRIORITIES: Increasing funding for school districts, Increasing teacher and staff pay, while increasing accountability that goes beyond test scores, Protecting the teacher retirement program and reducing insurance cost for both active and retired teachers. FUNDING: School funding needs to be increased, resources need to be increases, funding for more technology needs to be increased. FINDING
THE MONEY: We need to use tax revenues from the legalization of Marijuana and use them for Public School funding. We need to make public schools a priority when building the State budget. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not nor would I ever support the use of public funds for private or charter schools. If someone wants to send their child to a private or charter school, they should pay for that choice out of their own
pocket and leave public funds for public schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Schools should be evaluated on how well they prepare students for their next stage in the educational journey. That goes beyond test scores. They should be evaluated on how many students move to the next grade level, what their overall reading and math skill levels, but also personal development, group participation and good
citizenship. IGCs: I agree with the idea of IGCs. I would support ending the sunset date and extending this practice moving forward. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F is an ineffective evaluation tool because it is a bit broad, I would prefer a numeric scale, that way it shows a more accurate picture of performance and room for improvement. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: It should be a total package
approach. Competitive pay, fair cost health care benefits for all school district rural and urban. The benefits will come from the increased funding that will be allocated to school districts. There should also be retention bonuses, if a teacher stays in one district for 5 years, 10 years and so on that bonuses are paid out when they hit those years. COLAs: Cost of living should be adjusted at least every 2 to 3 years. TRS
CARE: We need to constantly evaluate the healthcare providers and administrators to ensure we are getting the best possible cost. We also need to look for increased funding to offset some of the increases. TRS RETIREMENT: Although there are benefits to moving to a 401K style plan, I do support keeping the program the way it is. It is viewed as part of the benefits program and viewed as a guaranteed benefit, moving
to a 401K style plan might increase turnover or hurt retention. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: My campaign is geared towards the people of the entire district. The role of a state representative should be to serve everyone in their district. Although I am running as a democrat I am running in a very republican district, so I have to be open minded and work towards a common ground and compromise is key.
Regarding special interest, well they don’t vote and they don’t live in the district, so if I ever get donations from them, my loyalty is to the people in my district not the people writing me checks. RESOURCES FOR INFO ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Firsthand information from not only teachers, administrators and staff, but also from parents, students and former teachers. OTHER COMMENTS: I would like to add that even
though I did not attend public school growing up, having attended a private catholic school for elementary, middle and high school, I do fully support public schools because not everyone has the opportunity I had. But more importantly, everyone deserves a high-quality education no matter where you end up going. However, it is the responsibility of each state to support public schools and ensure that every student can
obtain their full potential. And in order to do that, you need to be dedicated to funding public schools at the highest level possible. Currently this is not the case and many students are missing out on opportunities beyond high school. Additionally, we need to work with local businesses and trade organizations to increase the number of trade schools that are available for students to attend after high school. Each
community, each business, each hospital and every part of the service sector should want highly funded public schools because without highly educated folks, where are they going to find employees. We each have a vested interest in our public schools because our future depends on it.
Member, PubEd Committee. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Authored: HB2120 (relating to school district hearings regarding complaints). Authored: HB2230 (Incorporating fine arts into the foundation curriculum). Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing
portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored: HB2391 (Related to methods by which students may be admitted to public schools or transfer within a school district and the disclosure of information regarding public school admission methods). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational
training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB332 (Use of the compensatory education allotment for programs that build certain social/emotional
skills). Authored: HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in
UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the
public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill).
Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military
Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school
finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory
performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening
illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public
school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board
for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state).
Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to
the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

From website: "In a rapidly modernizing economy, we need to set up our kids for success. That means ensuring that our public schools have the resources and freedom needed to find innovative ways to prepare students for college and careers. Texas ranks in the bottom 10 states for per pupil spending. Additionally, our schools are facing challenges of teacher retention–which is costing taxpayers approximately $20,000 in
unnecessary teacher training costs for every teacher who leaves the profesion, and costing our students opportunities to thrive in the classroom. These problems have only been exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. We can improve our public education system by: Increasing per-pupil spending to be on par with the national average. Use the full amount of federal COVID relief funds intended for education on our
schools, NOT to fill other holes in the state budget. Invest in rural broadband and technology for schools across the state. Invest in higher teacher salaries and professional development programs to increase teacher retention. Held a community roundtable about public educaiton on 1/27. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I believe that saying our schools are “broken” is a buzzword thrown around to further push
a divide between members of a community. I think currently there is room for improvement. I would say the great need is closing the funding gap to ensure all schools have adequate resources. PRIORITIES: My top priorities are returning power to teachers so they can say what they need to, creating benefits to incentivize more teachers to stay inside the teaching field, and creating diverse programs that work for a broad
set of students. FUNDING: I believe that school funding should increase. Schools across the state are begging for more resources and help and our government has been quiet for too long. In addition to increased I would say it makes sense to manage how funding is spent. FINDING THE MONEY: I would find money for school funding from a variety of different places including the rainy day fund and increasing property
taxes on those in the highest of wealth brackets but spreading that wealth across Texas instead of it staying inside individual school districts. I would also advocate cutting spending on low level criminals and pre-trial defendants being held longer than a sentence if they could get a day in court. Finally I would take the increased State Tax revenue from legalizing Marijuanna and invest in our schools.
VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not believe that public funds should go to private/charter schools unless first public schools are fully funded. I believe that a for-profit school should not receive tax dollars. In the circumstances in which they are making a large return they should first have to spend that money instead of relying on the taxpayers to foot the bill while certain entities inside are profiting. I currently reject all forms of
funding vouchers to charter schools because we have yet to do enough for our public schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I believe that the most effective way for schools to be evaluated is by first asking what issue are we trying to assess? Is it are students learning, are the students prepared when they graduate for the path they chose or is it are the teachers showing up to work and teaching to a test? By first
asking these questions we can better create a vision for what goals schools should achieve. I believe that the key question we should assess is are the students prepared for life after graduation? In answering this question we must take into account, what resources are we putting into each school and student, what actions did the school/teacher take with the resources they were given, and finally what is the outcome
reported by the teachers, administration, and each student themself. I think this is not measurable simply through a scale measured by points on a page but through groups or committees reviewing reports crafted by administrations. IGCs: I support IGC committees because I believe that students deserve second chances. During my senior year of highschool my dad, a Brigadier General in the Army passed away in
Afghanistan. I lost my Uncle shortly after. These times in my life were where I needed many second chances. I was behind on so much work but my teachers and principals allowed me to make up on work and gave me the second and help I desperately needed. With the help of the support from my community I was able to graduate on track with the rest of my class. I later went on to complete my Bachelor of Arts in History
from Limestone College. This is something that I was not sure was even possible my Senior year of highschool. If there were a global pandemic going on while I was in highschool too, I may have been one of the students to utilize these committees. I would support ending the sunset date for these committees because I know the struggles students go through and want to give them every opportunity to achieve success. AF CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F evaluation tool is ineffective because it leaves out other markers for success such as extracurricular activities, engagement, and improvement. I reject any policy that uses these standards to give our funding and bonuses. If there is not funding to begin with there cannot be an adequate review of a school that determines how much more funding they should receive. This type of evaluation
makes for a greater equity gap. It poses the question which comes first: the funding or the success? ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: In order to retain and motivate the best teachers I envision competitive pay, benefits, and multiyear contracts. Competitive pay to me included a cost of living increase at least every 6 years with an option to adjust if there is a large inflation increase outside the normal 6 year check
ins. Competitive benefits to me mean healthcare for a teacher's entire family for a reasonable price. In addition to healthcare I would like teachers to be able to call in sick when they need to and know their classroom will continue without their presence. This will ensure that teachers can maintain their highest level of overall wellness. I envision teachers being able to support their entire family if they chose. COLAs: As stated
above I think the bare minimum for cost of living increase should be assessments should be every 6 years or 3 legislative sessions. This would mean that if something changes the markets in Texas the legislature has the option to adjust right away but if they choose not to do it during the legislative session following the market event they must within at least 6 years. This would help ensure that if there was just a market
fluctuation that will level out or return to pre-event numbers, changes are not made too quickly. On the other side it makes sure that lawmakers can not ignore cost of living increases like we have historically seen. TRS CARE: I believe that TRS Care should be competitive with private healthcare plans. For example, it does not align with my beliefs that retirees should pay more than what is available to them on the private
market. I also think a plan should be made for when the country begins to switch to a healthcare for all style plan. We cannot leave our retirees behind especially when it comes to their healthcare. TRS RETIREMENT: I believe that the protection of a high quality TRS plan is crucial. If there is not a solid plan in place and TRS crumbles, the lives of thousands will be crushed. If we leave the TRS plan as it is we must ensure
that the pension is fully funded by the legislature year after year. I think a hybrid set up is a possibility to ensure the retirement benefits are secured. A 401(k) plan with a State percentage match which is what we typically see in the private sector will keep a competitive secure retirement system. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I plan to support all of my constituents by helping level the playing field for all students.
This means making sure each student all across my district, from the rural areas of Salado to Killeen have the resources they need to get a great education that puts them on the track to a successful future. I would like there to be challenging learning opportunities for those that are ready and willing and those who need extra time, alternative teaching styles and second chances to achieve their goals. RESOURCES FOR
INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I believe we must talk to teachers first. As the adults in the room with our students the most they have the experience to tell us inside the Texas Legislature what is happening inside THEIR classrooms. We must listen to teachers and students when they reach out and ask for support from the government. OTHER COMMENTS: Public education gave me the opportunity to run for
office today. I would not be who I am without teachers who supported me and taught me the most valuable lessons.
Sponsored: SB1436 (Relating to the appeal of a determination by the comptroller of public accounts of a protest of the comptroller's findings in a study of school district property values). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain
student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co- Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a campus or district during a declared disaster). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted
yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation
School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC,
issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802
(Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and
administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in
public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to
a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690
(Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (R

Neutral

Hugh D. Shine Neutral

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to
the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3864 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to visit a professional's workplace for a career investigation day).
Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted
yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter
school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of
complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Did not vote - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during
a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment,
and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those
devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Did not vote - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable
performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no- HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided
by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public
school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572
(Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's
Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques).
Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take
certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1267 (Relating to
continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365
(Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696
(Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students
receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted
yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

2022 - Texas AFT
2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2016 - Texas
Parent PAC,

HISTORY
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2014. ATPE survey: Non-answer to increased PubEd funding. Non-answer on whether dollars are being spent wisely. Says he does not support vouchers. TRS
should remain as structured. Opposed to testing being used to evaluate schools, teachers, or kids. Non-answer on class caps. Does not support privatization of public schools. Non-answer on effectiveness of charter
schools. Voting record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK fudning. Against PK class caps. Against home rule charters. Certified teacher (agriculture.) Doesn't say that he ever taught.2017 Update:
voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); voted for HB 3976 (Retired Insurance); voted against SB13 (PAyroll Deduction)Sponsored
HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session:
Authored legislation: HB297 - relating to the elimination of certain property taxes for school district maintenance and operations and the provision of public education funding by increasing the rates of certain state
taxes. HB324 - relating to the prosecution of the criminal offense of improper relationship between educator and student. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Cosponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F.

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. Former member of Killeen ISD school board. Lists public education as one of his top 3 priorities. Does not support vouchers for special education. Believes
fully funding our education system will best solve problems facing students with special needs. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored
legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B. Website does not mention public education.
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Sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). CoAuthored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county
equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent for vote - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due
process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a
bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school
operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of
instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public
school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to
establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator
training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating
to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for
graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person
instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide
students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the
curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and
prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum
compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological
sex).

Website does not have a public education plank. From FB, 11/18: "Last night I had the honor of attending a fundraiser for Friends of Texas Public Schools at the Baylor Club in McLane Stadium. I was the guest of Jennifer Storm, the Executive Director. Jennifer and I both graduated this past weekend from University of Texas LBJ Women’s Campaign School. Jennifer and I are of different political parties but we both agree
that we must support Texas Public schools, who are educating our future leaders. Teachers have been some of our true heroes throughout these challenging times." SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I would vote to see the A-F system removed. This draconian system is designed to destroy schools and public education. PRIORITIES: Making schools more friendly to parents they serve. Aggressive
recruitment of educators in District 56. Addressing learning gaps in public education due to virtual learning during pandemic. FUNDING: Funding for schools is not an issue, as much as teacher retention. Stay the same. FINDING THE MONEY: N/A VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support the school choice/voucher system. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I believe that testing has its place and that teachers need to
be held accountable. As stated earlier, the A-F system is not working. IGCs: I do not support ending the IGC committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Ineffective, oversimplifying a complex topic that reduced schools to a letter grade that might not be reflective of a school’s overall value. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Benefits should be adjusted by the rise of premiums/inflation. Some of the components of
House Bill 3 provide additional spending to hire qualified teachers, and in some cases, allow teachers to make 100,000 per year. I believe we must also focus on retention of qualified support staff/para professionals to ensure that educators can dedicate their planning time each day to exactly that. COLAs: Dependent on inflation and cost of living increases. TRS CARE: With the average retiree receiving $2,000 per month
from the TRS pension. I will vote to address the higher costs of premiums and deductibles. I will vote to fill in the 250 million dollar funding hole. TRS RETIREMENT: I will vote to change it to a 401(k) style plan. As stated earlier, the average retiree will receive approximately $2,000 per month. The State of Texas contributes only 6.8 % of the yearly salary into this system. It is simply not enough for people to adequately
retire. This is further complicated with social security benefits. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I believe in local control and grassroots organizing. I listen to my community and advocate for them. I have practiced law for a large portion of my life and feel comfortable fighting for the rights of the teachers in my community. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I meet with parents,
teachers, administrators, and children to listen to their needs. I believe in addressing these issues from the bottom-up and not from top-down. Our community is blessed with activism and a desire for service. There is a wealth of information at my fingertips and look forward to taking their ideas to Austin,
Running for District 9 due to redistricting. Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of
higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet
access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain
counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468
(Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with
disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Absent for vote - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of
the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a
declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456
(Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and
measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to
the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student
enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program,
and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school
as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students
diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school
district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal
management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information
regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179
(Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from
certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring
the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes
that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Shelby
Slawson

Unfriendly

2020 - Texas Right to
Life, Sid Miller

Information: First elected to the Texas House in 2004. For reduced testing. Voted for a bill to give some high school students who've failed certain STAAR tests a pathway to graduate. For suicide prevention
training. For PK funding. Opposed an amendment to a pre-kindergarten bill that would have limited class sizes to no more than 18 students. Voted for a bill to make it easier for public school districts to be converted
to deregulated home rule charter districts. For increased Pub Ed funding. Voted against an amendment to prohibit public education funds from being spent on private school vouchers. Voted for a bill to shore up the
Teacher Retirement System (TRS) and provide most retirees with a benefit increase. Voted against a teacher quality bill to raise the standards for entering the education profession. Voted against creating the Texas
Teacher Residency Program. Opposed an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits.
Opposed an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher average ratio within the proposed Achievement School District for certain low-performing schools. Voted against an amendment that
would have delayed the expansion of charter schools. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance).
Posted on his facebook page 7/24/17 - With the dramatically rising healthcare costs, the current structure of the TRS system is not adequate to fund the 260,000 participants it serves. While efforts were made during
the 85th legislative session to keep the fund from dissolving there is still much more work to be done. This is why I have signed on as a co-author to House Bill 151, known as the TRS-Care Stabilization Act. This bill
will provide for a $1 billion one-time distribution from the Economic Stabilization Fund to the Teacher Retirement System of Texas for the TRS-Care retiree health insurance plan. " voted against SB13 (PAyroll
Deduction); Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee); Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019
session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health
services). Absent for vote on HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B

Information: insurance executive, first elected in 2012. ATPE Survey: Supports funding public schools, appears to be against vouchers, against on-size-fits-all accountability or assessment program, Voting Record:
2017 Update: sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); voted for HB 3976 (Retired Insurance); voted against SB13 (PAyroll
Deduction). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB76 - Relating to cardiac assessments of high school participants in extracurricular athletic activities sponsored or sanctioned by the University Interscholastic
League. HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Co-authored
legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: Eliminate Critical Race Theory & allow school choice.

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning
programs). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB3033
(requirment to report through PEIMS the number of students transported for a mental health emergency). Authored: HB742 (Relating to procedures for the alternative assessment of certain public school students that receive special education services and alternative accountability plans for certain campuses serving students that receive special education services). Authored: HB748 (Relating to requiring a school district to
post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators
of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on
certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and
accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted
yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop
for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal
financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials
and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses).
Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment
for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention
information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that
reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a
declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information).
Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools).
Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain
learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence
homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of
school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities ba
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Information: investment manager, first elected in 2014. Voting Record: For reduced testing, For 149, For suicide prevention training, for increased PK funding, against PK class caps, against home rule districts.
ATPE survey responses: no choice but to increase funding for PubEd. Districts should have flexibility to target their own programs instead of state deciding for them. For caps, but okay with waivers in certain
conditions. Must reduce frequency and import of testing. non-answer on testing and teacher evals. Against state control or privatization of struggling schools. Must figure out a way to lower insurance costs. Supports
TRS. Website only lists past accomplishments. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); voted for
HB 3976 (Retired Insurance); voted against SB13 (PAyroll Deduction)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education
committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance), 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution
to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12
(TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: C.
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No voting record, new to House for 2021 session. Owner of Holt River Ranch. Former Graford ISD board member. Survey responses: FUNDING: School funding should be adequate to meet the educational needs of Texas children. However, providing a solid education
involves much more than funding. There should be substantial effort to continuously strive to reduce waste and inefficiency. SB2 and HB3 slowed the growth in property taxes and revamped the school finance system. A plan in the 86th legislature (HB 4621/HR3) would
have increased the sales tax 1% and dedicated the proceeds to reduce school property tax rates. I would support this approach in lieu of further increasing the property tax burden. Reliance on property tax growth and recapture is not sustainable. Under the current
trajectory, over 2/3 of the school finance system in Texas will be funded by local property taxes by 2023. Texas must act to reform both the educational and property tax systems soon. The question of whether funding should be increased, decreased or remain the same is
not a reasonable question without looking at a systems-based and holistic view of public education. As a representative in rural Texas, I will place public education as the number one priority. Thriving rural communities must have excellent public schools. In many of our
rural communities, public schools are one of the leading sources of employment. Many rural communities are deteriorating and one of the keys to survival is great public education. As a state representative, I will always vote for what is best for public education/rural
communities. This may or may not involve increased funding. PRIORITIES: 1)
Recruitment and retention of talented professionals. This will require a fair salary and stable health and retirement benefits. Non-productive mandates, such as being required to “teach to
a test” are demoralizing and should be modified. Student discipline issues continue to place stress on many teachers and appears to be a growing concern. 2)
More local control. There needs to be more local control and ability to make local decisions on school
boards. Community standards differ and there should be more flexibility to adapt curricula and criteria that match local community standards. The standard in Austin may not fit Gordon, Texas. 3)
Increase emphasis on vocational training. These programs are
expensive, so there may be a need (especially in smaller, rural schools) to have alternative and simpler methods to bring local, trained individuals (welders, mechanics, plumbers) in as part-time “hands-on” educators without traditional teaching certificates. In many cases
rural schools would have better resources for teaching vocational training than that found in urban areas. This could facilitate recruitment to rural schools. 4)
Listen. Although I spent time as an educator at the college professional level (NCSU-CVM), I have not been
an educator in a Texas public school. One of my primary roles as a state legislator will be to have regular meetings with school superintendents, school board members, other educators and students about local school issues and the effect of state laws and mandates.
This dialogue will be continuous, and the goal will be to find solutions that are financially viable and benefit education of our Texas children. 5)
Sharply reduce standardized testing requirements. At a bare minimum, Texas should not exceed federal requirements for
standardized testing. 6)
Replicate the Roscoe Collegiate model where feasible. The Roscoe district has evolved away from the 20th Century concept of an Independent School District into more of a System Model approach. This approach has shown promise in
making more students competitive in a work force and educational environment. VOUCHERS/CHOICE: I would not support vouchers. I support school choice, but not at the expense of public-school funding, which is already stretched. Vouchers would be even more
detrimental in rural school districts, especially if available for home schooling. CLASS SIZE: I would support targets, but not strict caps on class sizes. The student: teacher ratio should always be monitored, but strict caps are an example of over regulation and would
create a potentially detrimental lack of flexibility. TESTING: I am not opposed to some form of standardized testing requirement, but the current system is out of control and creating many problems. “Teaching to the test” does not encourage creative learning and may
result in teaching to mediocrity. Texas should not require any standardized testing above what is required by Federal law. The standardized testing is causing unnecessary stress, especially in very young students. Teachers sometimes move to courses that do not have
standardized testing requirements. The pay is not predicated on whether or not standardized testing is required. This could result in better teachers being moved into a “non-testing” subject as a retention incentive.Standardized testing should not be used to determine
student advancement and graduation. Classroom performance, grades and teacher assessment should determine student advancement and graduation. Standardized testing should not be tied to teacher pay or performance evaluation. There are many factors that
determine how a student performs on a standardized test that have little to do with a teacher’s performance or ability to educate. One factor is poverty. Despite long term recognition of the correlation of poverty with lower standardized test scores, recently reported data
supports this has not changed. SALARIES: Teachers are underpaid professionals. When necessary, I would support redirecting a portion of the Economic Stability Fund (ESF), also known as the “Rainy Day Fund”, to fund public education shortfalls when they occur.
Though oil prices fluctuate, there could be more consistent utilization of these funds. HEALTH CARE: I will not try to address the “rising cost of health care” in general, but rather, how can educators be provided with adequate healthcare in a rising healthcare environment.
TRS-Care should be fully funded and based on health care cost increases, not salary increases. Retired Educators with TRS-Care should be covered at the same level as ERS retirees. TRS: Initially, when considering this question, it seemed logical that phasing in a 401K type plan would have an upside, especially for new teachers. However, the TRS plan would need to continue as a defined benefit until those receiving benefits had passed on. In talking with educators, the general consensus is a preference for TRS to remain as a
defined benefit. I support TRS remaining as a defined benefit. 25x25; I am a former school board member and strong supporter of public education and increasing the state’s share of public school funding to reduce the burden on local property owners. I will commit to
working with any group who is trying to better our public education system. At a recent candidate forum, stated he is opposed to vouchers because they harm rural schools (Source: The Texan News)

Running for Texas Senate. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the
founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American
patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties).Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military
readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted noHB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data
collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Vo Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). ted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a
teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those
instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational
institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on
Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and
the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students
who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school
for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public
schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to
rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in
schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to
bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the
inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide
and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: attorney, first elected in 1999. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill);
Sponsored HJR 34 (tax-exemptions for for-profit charter schools that never came to a vote.); voted for HB 3976 (Retired Insurance); voted against SB13 (PAyroll Deduction); Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission
to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public
school finance and public education.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website, on Critical Race Theory: "Last year I was on a phone call with a state agency regarding efforts to keep kids off drugs. I was told that because of the color of my skin, I had privilege growing up. Little did this Texas state agency know that: I grew up poor, my dad went to jail and left the family, I went through drug rehab at age 12, and by the
grace of God found my way back on track – not because of the color of my skin, but because of my determination to make amends for the mistakes and hardships in my life. Today at age 47, I routinely keep on top of the school assignments of my four school-aged children. My complaint filed with a Texas agency was largely ignored. I will be sure to “readdress this” when elected." From website, on education: "Education
and school choice must become a top priority in our State. Let’s do a better job incorporating trade skills in our high schools – college is not the only way to achieve success."
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing on website about education. Nothing on FB about education.
Website does not have an education plank. Nothing on FB about education other than that she will be participating in the RYHT For the Future forum. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? What is broken is the support and proper resource funding for our public school system. To fix this we need to elect officials who understand and appreciate the value provided by our school administration and teachers. I am a
product of our public school system and my family history includes educators who proudly supported our children to become the best they could be and reach their full potential. Our schools need to remain safe, healthy environments where students are able to learn and grow and teachers have the necessary resources to effectively and efficiently provide a quality education for the next generation. PRIORITIES: Salaries
and benefits are at the top of the list because our public schools need skilled, trained, passionate and knowledgeable staff. In order to recruit, hire, train and retain there should be a deep dive of the compensation structure. Changes are needed in several areas. Funding needs to be reviewed for our public schools as it has continually been under attack and reduced at the state level which is creating large disparities
especially in the counties where the taxes are not adequate to maintain the needs of their schools. We need a more equitable way to fund public schools to address the injustices that exist today which are disproportionately impacting communities of color. Safety enhancements should be an obvious priority including necessary resources during the pandemic. FUNDING: It should absolutely be increased and the state
should and could contribute more funding so the taxpayers are not overwhelmed by paying more than 50% of the cost. There has been mismanagement of these funds and an in depth review should be conducted so it can be remedied immediately. We must invest in our children as they are the future of our state and reliability of funding is the foundation of this important building block. FINDING THE MONEY: The
current funding from the state is less than 50% (of the 100% needed to fully fund) and it needs to be increased (instead of being used for other areas of government - i.e. supplanted) and we need to review how this money is invested to ensure it is not at risk based on unstable markets which have drastic volatility. Federal funding allocated for public schools should be sent to schools without any reallocation of these funds
to other areas of government. Instead of grandstanding and unnecessary delays, our elected officials, school districts and the Texas Education Agency should come together and create real solutions. There are previous components of prior legislation which have not been fully funded which should be done in addition the student enrollment declines based on COVID should be re-evaluated and funded. I am committed
and look forward to supporting this crucial conversation as a State Representative. We should not allow the barriers and obstacles to this funding and aid to be derailed from arriving at the intended destination which is our public schools. This is a large and complex topic which needs to include everyone at the table as we’re all directly or indirectly affected (teachers, elected officials, parents, community leaders, business
leade
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HISTORY

On August 23, in a conversation with Rep. Julie Johnson, Rep. Rogers was asked why we can't provide a COLA for retirees along with the 13th check provided by SB7 (Special Session 2). He responsed that we do not have money left for a COLA. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational
training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school
students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax
imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted
yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for
students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the
study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a
result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures,
and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating
to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to
student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant
program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery
school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for
students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for
public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school
district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal
management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information
regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179
(Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from
certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring
the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 1: Sponsored: HB120 (Relating to a cost-ofliving adjustment applicable to certain benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2
(Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the
maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the
residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). From website, on
property taxes: "The Legislature has consistently failed to address the problem of skyrocketing property tax bills. Property taxes continue to rise, and the same politicians continue to provide lip service without addressing the problem. Glenn fought for meaningful and lasting property tax relief for property owners because he believes that the state must increase its share of funding to public education and stop putting so
much of the burden on local taxpayers. Additionally, unfunded mandates handed down by the Legislature on our local governments need to be eliminated and prohibited by an amendment to the state constitution." From website, on public education: "As a proud, successful product of public education, Glenn is a strong supporter of our public schools. A graduate of Graham schools and former member of the Graford ISD
school board, Glenn knows firsthand that our kids and teachers deserve access to the best public education system we can provide. A strong public education system leads to a strong workforce, which keeps the Texas economy number one in the nation and a driving force throughout the world. Glenn added over $11 billion in public education funding, which is over the House Bill 3 commitments from 2019." From website,
on supporting our teachers: "As the son of a teacher, Glenn understands the critical importance of our teachers both active and retired. During the 2021 session, he authored the supplemental “13th check” legislation that became law. Glenn also increased the state’s contribution to the Teacher Retirement System of Texas." 2022 Survey responses; WHAT IS BROKEN? What is most broken are the politicians that claim to
be conservatives, yet ignore Article 7, Section 1 of the Texas Constitution. I am a staunch conservative Republican that supports public education and “school choice.” By “school choice” I mean the right of parents to choose public, private, home school or hybrid options for the unique educational needs of individual children – just not at the expense of public schools. The best way to “fix” (improve) public schools is to get
behind local schools, support teachers and administrators, pray for them daily, run for school board and stay positively engaged. PRIORITIES: 1) Reducing onerous administrative requirements and increasing teaching opportunities 2) Eliminate burdensome STAAR testing 3) Prevent vouchers. FUNDING: We need Texas schools to be adequately funded to provide an outstanding educational experience. Pouring more
money into schools without constantly trying to reduce unnecessary costs would be foolish. I will not fall into the trap of saying I will always vote to increase funding. I support efficiently run public schools and will always vote to invest in well thought out and necessary funding increases that do not create a budget shortfall. FINDING THE MONEY: The state should pay for at least 50% of the cost of public education, as it
used to be. Local property tax for public schools must be reduced. Increased state spending must be accompanied by increased economic efficiency and innovative strategies to decrease costs. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I am 100% opposed to vouchers (and synonyms for vouchers). I only support charter schools when there is a well defined need to augment a low-performing public school. I voted for SB 1615 by
Bettencourt creating a subchapter in the Education Code for public adult high school education that is designed to meet the needs of adult learners. This was my only affirmative vote for a bill involving charter schools. I believe local school boards should determine whether a charter school can be established within their district and have jurisdiction over the public charter school. This is the model in some other states.
EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Schools are not corporations. We need more local control of schools. We need to stop designing programs geared toward the average. Improvement in a lower socioeconomic school in an inner-city school should be just as important as lofty accomplishments in a wealthy school. Stop state overreach and unfunded mandates (these are not conservative). Develop an accreditation system
like we have for colleges and universities that does not directly pit school versus school. Public universities are not graded by the state, and neither should public K-12 schools be graded by the state. IGCs: IGC Committees are necessary primarily due to the travesty of STAAR testing. If a student has fulfilled all requirements (other than the STAAR test) why would an IGC committee even be needed. A-F CAMPUS
EVALUATION: I do not support the current A-F grading system. It is clear that this is largely a measure of the socioeconomic status of the student population. A school district with 80% on free and reduced lunch should not be compared to a wealthy district. The state has created a game of “winners and losers” with lots of wasted energy going toward “playing the game” rather than teaching children. Grading schools,
primarily on test score, harms real estate values in certain areas, further contributing to the cycle of poverty. This is fundamentally unfair. Group comparisons of students in the same socioeconomic class would be fairer, if the A-F system continues. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: This will require a fair salary and stable health and retirement benefits. Non-productive mandates, such as being required to “teach to
a test” are demoralizing and should be modified. COLAs: Every year. I authored the 13th Check bill in the Texas House. In the regular session, I worked the floor and received over 130 signatures. The bill passed the Pensions, Investments and Financial Services Committee, but died in the Calendars Committee. I sent a letter to Governor Abbott requesting the 13th check be placed on the call for the Special session. This
request along with an incredibly positive revised Biennial Revenue Estimate led to this being placed on the 1st Special session agenda as a governor priority. Due to a lack of quorum, the bill did not pass. I again filed the bill in the 2nd special session. The bill quickly passed through the Appropriations Committee and Calendars Committee. It passed the House by a unanimous vote (125-0). The 13th check would be equal to
a 4% COLA over the next two years. I also joint authored the COLA bill in the House filed by Rep Giovani Capriglione. Although we were unsuccessful in getting a COLA in the 87th session, you can be assured that I will file and champion this legislation in the 88th. TRS CARE: We need a long term plan for TRS, with benefits based on actual healthcare costs. TRS RETIREMENT: I support keeping TRS as a defined
benefit plan. I have talked to many teachers, both active and retired, and they almost unanimously prefer the defined benefit plan. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: My team and I communicate on a regular basis with numerous stakeholders throughout the education continuum, from the state and regional level to superintendents and school board members to classroom teachers, parents and teachers. My
campaign funding sources come from a broad cross section of education, business, agriculture, and infrastructure groups that recognize the importance pf public education and overall education excellence to the sustainability and growth of local communities. I never have and never will take money from or be influenced by the Empower Texans Cartel or other groups that seek privatization of public schools, support
vouchers or that want to dismantle what they refer to as “government” schools. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Direct conversations with teachers, principals, school board members and superintendents combined with close communication with those on the regional and state level. It’s important to understand what’s going on with teachers, administrators (local and state level) and funding
realities. OTHER COMMENTS: I support private schools and home schools in situations where this is the best educational opportunity for individual students. I have close friends that have done a remarkable job home schooling their children. However, most parents are not capable of doing this appropriately. The message to those that support vouchers: “Once you accept vouchers (state money), it’s only a matter of time
before you’ll have the STAAR test in private schools. Is that what you want?” Evaluations need to look at a collection of students work and how they evolve over time rather than one test point in time. By reducing assessment and accountability to a single standardized test we are basing everything about the individual student and school on one point in time rather than the whole learning experience. This is an event we are
training our children to dread. Np private schools (which have the advantage of cherry picking the best students) use standardized testing, like the STAAR test. Universities do not care about STAAR test results. Teaching to a standardized test has made our public school students less ready for college because of the decrease in productive learning and teaching time this practice creates. School boards need more local
control and more flexibility. Community standards differ and there should be more flexibility to adapt curricula and criteria that match local community standards. The standard in Austin may not fit Strawn, Texas.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website link does not work. Per Transparency USA, donated $12k in 2016 to Empower Texans, also donated to Matt Rinaldi (unfriendly) and Tony Tinderholt (unfriendly). Campaign contributors include Fred and Julie McCarty of True Texas Project, Cary Cheshire of Empower Texans, Alice Linehan, Phillip Huffines (Don Huffines' brother), Darlene
Pendery, who is a major backer of Empower Texans, and Jonathan Stickland.
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Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "Just like a lot of Republican residents of House District 63 I am not happy about how our property taxes are diverted to other projects within the state instead of funding our school districts. Frankly, Recapture needs to seriously be overhauled if not outright gotten rid of. For example, Lewisville ISD will roughly give away 57 million dollars to
the state that could be going into the district for better funding of our schools' social and extracurricular programs, the ability to pay down debt, lower the tax rate, and/or giving our educators proper living wage increases. If we got rid of recapture we could pay down debt and fund these programs and lower the tax rate to property owners all within the district and not just Lewisville. I read an article the other day saying the
state came within a tax windfall of around 26 billion dollars. Those monies should be used to prop up struggling districts and it should not be on the backs of hardworking residents of 63 to fund other districts when we have our own shortcomings ourselves. Recapture is a failed initiative that robs Peter to pay Paul. Let's keep our hard-working tax dollars and let those monies represent us in our communities." From FB, 1/13:
"After such a wonderful event last night (thank you HD63 for the strong show of support for this bearded gentleman) I headed down to Austin to meet with the wonderful people at the Texas Public Policy Foundation to figure out some very Pressing issues involving true property tax reform and issues regarding school choice. This wonderful think tank has some of the brightest minds in the state cracking the toughest issues.
If elected, I look forward to building a strong relationship with them to help guide me to make sound and reasonable policy decisions that will help change and shape our future policies to better serve TEXANS!!! "

neutral

2022 - Dallas
Morning News,
Texans for Lawsuit
Reform, Rep.
Patterson

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "While parents are busy putting food on the table, they don't have time to monitor the schools on every detail. We need a better system of oversight. Public schools have strayed far from their mission under the Texas Constitution. The values and beliefs taught in Texas public school often don't reflect the values of Texas. We've got to fix
that. Empower parents in their quest to decide how to best educate their children. All options should be respected as education is not a one size fits all topic. An effective education is the vessel for bright futures. Prohibit Critical Race Theory in all public schools. Critical Race Theory is simply reverse racism. It creates divisiveness and hatred among our peoples. All racism is wrong. It mustn't be taught in our schools. Public
schools must be prohibited from transgender transitioning of students. That includes social transitioning and cross-dressing kids. Provide stiff criminal penalties for the inclusion of pornographic material in public libraries, school libraries, and public school instructional materials. Make it a criminal offense for public school officials to deny parents access to the teaching curricula and instructional materials used to educate their
children. State testing has corrupted public education. Not every child progresses at the same rate. Children have different interests and talents. State testing encourages a one-size-fits-all approach. Testing is also misused. Student testing data is sold and used to classify students. Texas is a state of rugged individualists. State testing encourages just the opposite."

Does not have an issues section on her website. FB has nothing about public education. Twitter is empty - only 3 tweets. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? Overall, I do not believe the public school system is broken. My children, one of whom became a special education teacher, both attended public schools throughout their education and were more than ready for college. However, having worked
alongside school districts since beginning my clinical psychology career in 1990, I would say that special education services are underfunded and understaffed. My expertise is in developmental disorders, including Autism, ADHD, and Learning Differences. In collaborating with school districts all around the DFW Metroplex, my opinion is that the teachers and special education staff who “work in the trenches” with these
children are effective, diligent, and dedicated to the well-being of the students. However, the Texas Education Agency appears to limit the types and percentage of children who can be classified under special education guidelines, with the base rate of disorders exceeding the allotment. This leads to underserving the needs and causes suffering to these children. PRIORITIES: increased special education quotas and
funding for evaluations and services. Vocational preparation for the 13% of the normal curve distribution of children who fall in the range of Borderline Intellectual Functioning (IQ range 70-84). Alternatives to STAAR testing for accountability – this test does not fit some students, nor is it fair to penalize districts that include low socioeconomic demographics. FUNDING: School funding for our precious children is too low and
should increase. FINDING THE MONEY: Tax rates for corporations and the wealthy should increase, as homeowners are paying more than their fair share; we could also reduce the tax benefits for incoming companies. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Vouchers should be limited, but they could be helpful for children who need highly specialized educational interventions and who would do best without mainstreaming or
inclusion. This could include children with Autism, who often struggle when mainstreamed. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: This is a quite complex and difficult question, as a variety of metrics should be used. Cumulative academic achievement is only one part of what needs to be assessed. Some ideas include graduation rates, correlation with reduced crime and increased income and community contribution, the
academic gains made by special education students, and increases in functionality and employability for disadvantaged students would be some useful data—similar to how the Head Start goals were about quality of life and not just correlation with later academic achievement. IGCs: IGC’s would serve a useful purpose for individuals who for a variety of reasons do not perform well on standardized testing; alternative
ways to assess competence could be designed for those students. In general, I would support ending sunset dates, as the useful application of this construct should not need to continually be re-certified by the State. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: This would appear to be too crass of an evaluation tool and would disproportionately favor affluent schools. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: After clearly stating that
most teachers choose this occupation for reasons other than the salary, let me say that this does not mean we should not pay them well for the valuable service they render our children and indeed, our society. Let me also emphasize that it may be very difficult to ascertain “the best teachers.” On what metrics would this be evaluated? Some of the teachers for my clients are clearly what I call “master teachers” because of
their ability to facilitate socioemotional growth in students, not just academic gains. Yet, is this going to be quantifiable in a way that gets them labeled as “the best teachers?” It infuriates me that politicians and business people begrudge good salaries to teachers but then expect them to provide a superlative education to their child. COLAs: It seems logical and fair that the cost of living increases should dovetail with
actual cost of living data overall. TRS CARE: We should pay the rising costs, because these are our elders who devoted their lives to our children’s education. Further, if they just decrease cost by reducing payments to providers, fewer providers will accept TRS Care and that will leave the retirees with limited choices and a reduced quality of health care when they need it the most. TRS RETIREMENT: Why not give
retirees the option to elect either one? Some may prefer a known quantity and others may wish to take more risks in their retirement savings. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: My entire professional career as a psychologist in practice, and a part-time adjunct professor at a community college, as been dedicated to the principle that all people deserve quality healthcare and education. This will not change should I
be elected for the first time in 2022. There have to be ways to have bipartisan support for legislation that helps those who need it and equips those who can be educated and trained. Not only would we be fulfilling our ethical duty, but equipping people ends up benefiting the community and the economy. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: This far, my most valuable resource in understanding
Texas public education has been through my daily work with clients, families, and school districts. OTHER COMMENTS: I just have a wistful wish—it is too late for my children, but I wish there were more magnet school concepts dedicated to Fine Arts. The Booker T. Washington school in Dallas ISD is a wondrous example of this in action. Some children can succeed in the arts when traditional academics are not their
gift, and what a blessing to society to facilitate these shining lights who can whisper to our souls.
Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public
elementary schools). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county
equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process
hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual
sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681
(Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school
operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of
instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public
school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to
establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator
training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating
to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for
graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual
education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public
schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). From website: "As a former school board president, Dr. Stucky knows first-hand that the worst form of education imaginable is a
top-down approach, so he went to Austin to ensure our schools were adequately funded and then to fight for decisions about those funds to be made at the local level. In 2019, House Bill 3 devoted $4.5 billion to education reforms, $2 billion for dynamic teacher pay raises, and will reduce "Robin Hood" recapture by $3.6 billion. Furthermore, Dr. Stucky co-authored House Bill 21 in the 85th legislature's special session which
created a Texas Commission on Public School Finance. This is the first step towards finally ending the Robin Hood school finance system entirely and changing the way public schools are funded. Property owners have shouldered far too much of the cost for far too long, and it's time to create a more equitable system. In 2017, high-quality pre-kindergarten received $236 million in funding during Dr. Stucky's first session in
the legislature. And school safety legislation was passed that will add security personnel, make building security upgrades, and implement new technologies to better protect Texas school children. Additionally, the legislature has helped shore up the health care system for retired teachers. During the 85th regular session of the legislature, $350 million was earmarked in the budget to increase the contribution rate and
address the shortfall in TRS-Care. In the 2017 special session, another $212 million was added to further buy down premiums, and in 2019, $589 million more was allocated to provide retired teachers with a "13th check". Dr. Stucky was a co-author of this legislation and believes it is critical that we live up to the promises we have made to our retired teachers." From FB, 1/16: "Last week, the latest round of 13th Checks
started going out to retired educators across the state. For two sessions in a row, I have delivered on my promise to get a 13th check for retired teachers to help them keep up with the historic inflation. Texas is maintaining its promise to those educators who dedicated their lives to serving our children and grandchildren. Thank you to all our educators for teaching our children about the tools to succeed in life." SURVEY
RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not believe public education is broken what so ever. Right now I believe our focus should be getting students and teachers back into the class room safely and consistently so we can address the learning loss suffered by students over the course of the pandemic. In addition to this, we should use the technology, tools and innovations picked up from educating online to further
enhance our education system. PRIORITIES: Funding, student outcomes, and class size. FUNDING: At a minimum public school funding should increase with inflation and enrollment. I am proud to have voted for HB 3 in 2019, which substantially increased school finance formulas and further more I am proud to have maintained that funding commitment in the last legislative session. FINDING THE MONEY: I do support
increasing public school funding and have done so as a member of the Appropriations Article III Committee in each of the last two legislative sessions. Every legislative session brings with it a different amount of money the state has available to spend. Sometimes it is more, sometimes it is less. Regardless we should prioritize public education funding and even in down years we should maintain the promises made to the
children of this state. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support public dollars going to private schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Student outcomes are the most effective way to evaluate public schools. Did our public schools prepare a boy or girl for the career or continued education they desire. IGCs: I do support Individual Graduation Committees for certain circumstances. Over reliance on end-of-course
exams and standardized tests has proven unsuccessful. Different students learn and perform in different ways and just because one has difficultly passing a certain test, does not mean they are not ready to graduate from high school. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F ratings need to exist because we must have some form of evaluation for our schools, but we must continue to fine tune the system so it actually works as
intended. The rating system has come a long way from its original design and will need continued tweaks. The pandemic and the inability to teach children the way we had traditionally done so in the past has added additional challenges to this process. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teachers need to be supported. My wife was a science teacher for many years. To her it was her calling. We need to make the
professor attractive for those who may want to enter the field. Pay, benefits & job security should all be competitive with other professions. Class size needs to shrink and teachers need to be allowed to teach rather than be asked to preform all duties. COLAs: I am proud to have been able to provide a 13th check for retired teachers on two different occasions, but I would very much like to see retired teacher receive
COLAs on a regular basis. In my time in the legislature we have work hard to put TRS in a financial situation that will allow for this outcome. Moving forward I will continue to push for regular COLAs for our retired teachers. TRS CARE: Cost of healthcare across the board has risen at an alarming rate. The legislature needs to continue to invest in TRS Care to not only keep cost for retirees stable, but ultimately drawn them
down so they can afford their care. TRS RETIREMENT: I support a defined benefit plan and it needs to be solvent and reliable for teachers. One they can depend on when the time comes for them utilize their retirement. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: In my three sessions as a state representative I have always tried to stay engaged with my community regardless of someone's political affiliation or special
interest. I represent all of my constituents, not just those whose voted for me. Whether it be through social media, newsletters or hosting meeting with constituents I work to maintain an open door policy to all groups and people. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Before serving in the legislature, I had the honor to serve on my local school board for fifteen years. Four of those were as president
and I am married to a former teacher, so I have a strong background in education, but I keep in close contact with administrators and teachers in my district so that I can understand their needs and the challenges they are facing.
NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION, RUNNING FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance).Co-Authored:
HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB517 (Relating to a school district policy regarding custodian workloads). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain
counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468
(Public school remote learning programs).Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with
disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of
the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a
declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials).Voted yes - HB3456
(Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and
measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to
the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student
enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program,
and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery
school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students
diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows
IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted
yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel).
Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Absent for vote - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD
takeover bill)). Absent for vote - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Absent for vote - SB179 (Relating to the
use of public school counselors' work time). Absent for vote - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Absent for vote - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain
local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted no - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Absent for vote - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to
requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Absent for vote - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education).
Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3
(Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total
amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an
increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making
supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Previously ran for seat in 2020. School board member. From website: As an experienced leader in K-12 education, Kronda knows that a stronger education system means a stronger workforce, which leads to jobs and opportunity for all. Kronda served on the Lewisville ISD school board for five years, where she led efforts to invest dollars in the classroom, improve education outcomes for children, and still stay on budget.
Some highlights from her LISD service: Implemented a comprehensive system guaranteeing that the budget properly accounted for the efficient management of resources and facilities. Launched an innovative dashboard program that measures student achievements and growth opportunities in real time. This dashboard gives trustees and educators the necessary tools to ensure that district standards and goals are
consistently met. This unique program led other districts and education organizations to invite Kronda to speak and train on how they could implement something similar for themselves. Advocated with our local, state and federal representatives to highlight and solve challenges in K-12 public education, and collaborated for cost-effective solutions that benefit students, teachers and taxpayers. Fought for more funding for
public schools, teacher pay raises, and more local control of education. As State Representative, Kronda will work to ensure that education dollars serve our students and empower our teachers. Kronda is committed to achieving meaningful education reform to improve transparency, oversight, and accountability in our school systems. Kronda will bring her unique and extensive background to improve public education so
our children are prepared for the jobs of the future. Each of us is made equal by our Creator, but Critical Race Theory teaches our children to see each other first as members of a racial group-as oppressors or oppressed. That’s wrong. We are Texans, and we are Americans. Kronda will not stand for this fringe liberal ideology, pitting us against one another and poisoning future generations along racial lines. Kronda will
stand against CRT’s destructive ideology. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? After five years as a trustee in a Texas school district, I believe what is “broken” is the national and state attitude from politicians and media of treating local ISDs like a punching bag because it is a convenient place to direct voter frustration with broader issues like high taxes and pandemic response. We need to repair the relationships
between leadership teams at the local, state and national levels, so that we start from a place of collaboration, trust and an assumption of good faith communication. PRIORITIES: My priorities have evolved as I have moved from a local governance role to running for a state House position, since the responsibilities and oversight have shifted. Now, I look at how best to serve all the schoolchildren of HD-65 – an extremely
diverse group, with kids speaking almost one hundred different languages, and coming from every background from rural to urban. Right now in 2022, I think the most urgent things to be addressed by the Texas Legislature are empowering ISDs to address COVID-related harms like learning gaps, and teacher retention; removing and reducing unfunded mandates; and identifying the funding to maintain the promise of the
hold-harmless funding that the Legislature has agreed to provide to school districts in 2022-2023 to make up for the $15,000 increase in the homestead exemption that voters are sure to approve on the May 7 ballot for the two Constitutional amendments. FUNDING: School funding needs to increase; I think most people agree on that. The divisive issue is the how and when and where. I believe that Texas homeowners are
carrying too much of the burden of funding public education, but the answer cannot reflexively be to reduce how much public education we provide. FINDING THE MONEY: The state needs to look for ways to take on its fair share, which ultimately means the Legislature attacking the big, clumsy beast that is the Texas school funding model. That is a solution which will take years and lots of collaboration, so in the interim
we have to look immediately at places that we can stop the gap. The low-hanging fruit items are reducing unfunded mandates placed on ISDs; reducing the amount of state public education money that is directed to impacts outside public education; and allowing ISDs some of the same free-market opportunities to identify operational cost savings that we encourage our private sector to utilize. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:
Spending public tax dollars should always come with public oversight; that is the core of good fiscal stewardship. But, as someone who doesn’t believe that private schools, especially those who offer religious education, should be subject to government regulation, I can’t reconcile that the best solution will ever be giving public funds to private or charter schools with no oversight or accountability in place. I don’t support the
premise that the money should follow the child, because we don’t apply the same notion to any other area of public services. EVALUATING PUBLIC

Information: veterinarian and former school board president first elected in 2016. Website supports reduced testing, local control. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education
committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB3179 - Relating to costs associated with the statewide assessment program of public school students.Coauthored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services).
Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (Taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: B.

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. From website: Education is the foundation of a strong economy, by providing the knowledge and skills needed to meet the ever-changing requirements of the
global workforce. Every child should have access to a high-quality education and the opportunity to achieve the American dream. Public schools must be fully-funded to achieve the goal of providing children with the
tools they need to succeed. We must never allow school voucher systems, which have failed time and again, to siphon funds into the coffers of for-profit businesses at our expense. 2019 session: Co-sponsor HB455 relating to policies on the recess period in public schools. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes
- HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Grade from Project Educo: A.
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB129 (Requiring a one-credit digital citizenship course). Filed HB141 in Special session 2, to prohibit mask mandates in K-12 schools. Compromised with Chair Dutton in second special session on his mask bill, agreed to combine bills and leave mask mandates up to school districts with a parental opt-out
decision (HB141 committee substitute). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School
Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189
(Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of
sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802
(Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and
administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in
public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered
to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690
(Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Absent for vote - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public
school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted
yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating
to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required
printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused
absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for
virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction).
Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with
intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public
high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to
civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem
taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of
the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Voting Record: for reduced testing. For 149. against increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. For home rule charter. Against increased PubEd funding.
For vouchers. For shoring up TRS. Against ASDs following PubEd rules. Against delaying charter school expansion. Endorsed by Texas Home School Coalition, Texans for Fiscal Responsibility (Empower Texans).
2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored
HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Authored
legislation: HB821 - relating to the information required to be included in or with a school district ad valorem tax bill. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored
legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: C.

From website: "Educating our children in this state should be a top priority. But the current Texas Legislature has repeatedly defunded our public schools over the prior decades. The result is obvious with our underfunded schools ranking 43rd nationally. We must properly fund our schools and stop diverting money to private institutions." Did not respond to ATPE survey. T4PE survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I
think the funding in public schools is what is broken and needs to be fixed. I would demand transparency in the TEA so we can see where Robin Hood Recapture payments are going. The reason for this is that I believe too often our school funds are being used to balance the state budget at the expense of our children’s education. These funds need to be off limits to the state budget – they can make cuts elsewhere to
balance our budget. Property taxers paid need to be going directly to our schools. PRIORITIES: Teacher Retention, Teacher Salaries, Protecting our Curriculum and books. FUNDING: School funding needs to increase, but using property taxes as the main driver of school education is unsustainable. The state needs to step it up and find a way to supplement the funding of schools. FINDING THE MONEY: There’s a
handful of places to find the money. In my opinion, if we can legailize cannabis, that would be the easiest and fastest way to supplement school funding. It’s been projected that between money saved by no longer prosecuting cannabis related offenses, we would save about 300 million, and the revenue from the sale of cannabis would create at least 500 million in tax revenue. That’s almost 1billion in funding right there.
VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Under no circumstance would I support public funds being used for private/charter schools. Zero. No support for this whatsoever. This will destroy districts in poorer areas. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: College placement. I don’t think standardized tests are the way to evaluate. I think college placement results are best suited to find what schools are preparing our students for the real world.
IGCs: I do not know enough about this issue to comment, though I would be willing to review supplemental information if T4PE is able to make it available. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is the standard, and I see no reason to change it. It’s lasted as long as it has for a reason, and I think it is an effective tool. There’s really no reason to change it. If we’re going to grade students based on their progress, there has to be a
standardized scoring system. Whether A-F or numerical, it’s a standardized means for measuring student progress. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Pay teachers what they deserve and improve their benefits. Teachers here average about 10K less per year than most states. It’s incumbent upon us to find the money to increase this and to improve retirement benefits. This money as mentioned above could come
from the legalization of cannabis. COLAs: I see no reason why they shouldn’t receive yearly increases in line with cost of living or close it. TRS CARE: This is difficult to answer. I would need a more concise question. TRS costs are rising, but all of our costs are rising. The way to handle this in my opinion is to change to a 401k type system where retirees have more control over how their funds are invested and how to
accumulate more funds. TRS RETIREMENT: Change to 401k based system. Teachers will be more focused on their retirement when they have moderate control. It will encourage them to pay more attention to making their retirement grow, perhaps encourage them to increase their with-holding to grow funds more quickly. I think it’s easier to save for retirement when you have some extra skin in the game, so to speak, and
when you are able to impact the growth. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Town halls, transparency and becoming available. I am working on building a platform that is truly reflective of the needs of the district, and it will not stop once elected. I am making it widely known that I want to hear from all communities. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I would love to know what resources
there are; I would probably be able to give better answers with a little more information that I was able to access more easily.
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Co-authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Joint authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Joint-Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Authored: HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with
vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042
(Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who
receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the
limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or
administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to
notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the
temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the
instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter
school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or
school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size
limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on
public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of
an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in
the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by
public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials
program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal
penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted
yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or
learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to
submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the
improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797
(Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of
the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the
legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes
on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public
school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Statement via Twitter, 7/29/21: "The last year has made it abundantly clear which districts and organizations are focused on students and which are run for the benefit of adults." Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain studentbased allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Coauthored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the
college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled
students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School
Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving
the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support
internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school
accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no- HB41
(Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to
instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include
increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas
Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain
children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating
to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in
public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child
abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by
members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator
certification). accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to
elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor,
and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent
bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public
school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348
(Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the
transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an
inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of
an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain lea

Website only has campaign announcement. No pubed info on FB. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? As a local school board member for the last 26 years, my highest priority will be to make sure the funding that
was allocated last session is sustainable. Our school funding must be secured and allocated in the most efficient way possible. There will be some clean up on the new finance reform plan from last session. Also, we
need to reduce the number of unfunded mandates that the state continues to put on schools. Those will be my top priorities and I am eager to put my expertise to work for our teachers and students. PRIORITIES: In
no particular order, I want to make sure that any financial commitments are sustainable; that teachers and other stakeholders have the freedom to find creative solutions in their classrooms and school districts; and
that our high school and community college offerings are suitably preparing our young people for the current job market. FUNDING: The legislature should thoroughly study this issue and determine the appropriate
“cost of excellent education” for our kid. Then we need to work towards that goal. We should at least ensure the state’s portion of the public education funding remains the same and we must find a way to provide
additional funds until we reach parity with the school districts. FINDING THE MONEY: Currently, I am very concerned the state won’t be able to sustain the additional $11 billion it put into the public education funding
expansion last session. My number one priority is public education. We must continue to increase the State’s proportional share of funding until we reach parity with the school districts. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do
not support using public taxpayer funds for private schools. STAAR: There are lots of issues with the current process that need to be addressed. In general, I prefer testing that measures the individual’s progress
based on an initial diagnostic that would allow us to measure student achievement. ADVANCEMENT/PROMOTION: I do not think STAAR testing should be the only metric used, but I do see the value of assessing
student achievement considering relative growth over the course of the entire school year. I do support the holistic approach in assessing an individual’s graduation readiness that IGCs offer. IGCs: I like the idea of
IGC committees that take a more individualized approach to evaluating whether or not a student should graduate. WE should always be looking to improve our education evaluation processes. A-F CAMPUS
EVALUATION: While the A-F is easy for parents to understand, it can create false perceptions of the performance of our schools. I understand the TEA is working to address the issues that have been raised with the
A-F rating system and I trust them to resolve the issues to the satisfaction of all stakeholders. MERIT PAY: The best teachers should be able to advance and be paid more. That being said I wouldn’t tie it to the
STARR. I would tie it to how the student is able to progress to the best of his or her ability. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, but some school districts simply cannot meet the smaller class size because of facility
constraints and need the waiver.. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I would like to see a combination of increased pay and increased opportunities for personal and professional development. I would also like
to make sure teaching degrees and certifications are affordable. COLAs: People in the Teacher Retirement System of Texas should receive cost of living increases as often as people in the Employees Retirement
System of Texas. TRS CARE: I want to see improved benefits and lowered prescription drug costs. This is something we need to have the State revisit annually due to the ever-changing nature of the healthcare
industry. TRS: I support keeping a defined benefit plan so that our retired teachers know what they can count on and what they can expect. COVID SAFETY: Being a school board member in a rural community, I know
our challenges and needs will differ than those of urban and suburban school districts. When COVID hit in the spring of 2020, none of the school districts were prepared. I think everyone is doing a better job with
providing options for virtual and social distancing in person instruction. But we must continue to do better. I hesitate to promote one policy that is applicable to all school districts. ACCOUNTABILITY DURING COVID:
Yes (syspending STAAR). HOLD HARMLESS: Continue “hold harmless” policy
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how
to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the
board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public
school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests,
the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Absent for vote - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school
drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education
services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding
human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by
or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to
requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education).
Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating
to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad
valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the
amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for
education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or campaign FB found.

NR

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). CoAuthored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for
public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes
bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates
for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519
(Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official).
Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public scho
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From website: "Our education dollars need to fund public education. I’ll write a bill to demand transparency for the millions of dollars in recapture payments that we send to Austin each year. While classrooms in Plano ISD face budget deficits, we need answers about where our property taxes have gone." Did not respond to ATPE survey.
Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Broken: Special Education accommodation and staff levels, state allotment per student, accommodation, staffing retention, TRS, average and base pay for Texas teachers, teacher recruitment, staff’s workplace rights and protection, Robin Hood. All of the above requires fixes at local and state
elections - I hate to be so blunt but it’s true. We know what works and what doesn’t for schools, we know how No Child Left Behind and starving the Texas education budget has affected schools, we know how often we are in federal court for underseving entire segments of our school population. What we don’t know is the effect of making
teachers, students and families the focus of every campaign, regardless of party, for local or state officeholders in Texas. We need a willingness for swift change and it will require finally valuing the labor of teachers in our campaigns, first and foremost. Our state’s teaching workforce is in crisis - which means the future of our entire state
workforce is in crisis. This fact should alarm every industry, every special interest, that wants Texas to thrive into the rest of this century. PRIORITIES: 1) Reforming and restoring the true intent of our state’s ‘Robin Hood’ recapture funds, 2) protecting teachers and offering competitive wages, fulfilling the duty of our Texas Constitution and
the law as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act and providing an equitable education to every child in Texas. 1) Supporting a budget and reforms to Robin Hood recapture that increases our share of funding from the state and local authorities to address education needs across Texas. Too many dollars meant for education end
up in the general fund whole our state allotment is still far below where it needs to be. 2) Increasing teacher pay and strengthening TRS to address the burnout, resignations and staffing shortages we face across the state. 3) Returning local control to our districts and local authorities when it comes to funding, curriculum, public health, and
school safety. FUNDING: As I mentioned in priorities, the state’s allotment per student has to increase and tax dollars raised for education MUST stay in education and not in the general fund. Our current levels of commitment and school finance system aren’t sustainable or adequate for Texans, period. We are a big state full of people
with even bigger dreams. Our students, along with the professionals who dedicate their lives to the betterment of Texas society and the workforce, all deserve the best quality environment and tools for public education. FINDING THE MONEY: A popular myth with current state leadership is that there isn’t enough money for the things we
desperately need in Texas. We have budget surpluses and we need to stop spending billions on policies that don’t work and privatization schemes. A moral budget would start reinvesting those surpluses into education and make public education the prosperity that our Constitution originally demanded it should be. Second, we need to
start using education funds for education only. The fact that Plano ISD in House District 70 returned $189 million dollars in recapture funds last year while facing its third year of budget deficits is astounding and cruel when you consider the fact we have no way of knowing if those dollars ever go to lower-income schools as originally
intended. One of my Day 1 priorities if elected is to work on the language for a bill to reform the statutory language in Robin Hood to provide transparency on how funds are currently spent and to prevent those funds from being sent to the general fund instead of of education budgets in places of high need. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:
There is no circumstance where I support the use of taxpayer funds for private and charter schools with no democratically elected school board to oversee said funds and administration of said schools. I am not opposed to parents seeking a private, religious or charter education for their children but other folks must not be forced to
subsidize that choice. The Texas Constitution requires us to provide public education for all and so our social contract necessitates a local tax for schools. We can’t ask homeowners to be doubly taxed for private schools, that can in theory, discriminate based on any number of factors. Our public schools are required to take all who enter.
We must fight to protect and nourish those schools first every time. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: The economic indicators and community safety issues surrounding each campus, teacher and student engagement rates, the access and costs of early childhood education in the community, one statewide assessment or test that
reflects the differences in school populations and could be weighted by different characteristics for different school populations, career-technical preparation and readiness - not just college prep availability, and access to IB or AP coursework in the district/campus. As a state, we lose millions of dollars and countless classroom hours every
year to testing that doesn’t accurately reflect our student or educator performance. Standardized tests are also not sufficient for gauging where students are after a year of online learning and “lag” from the pandemic. We need to trust teachers and districts to assess students in ways that address their specific needs, engagement and
properly give context to the resources that schools start out with when entrusted with a child’s potential in the classroom. IGCs: I have some concerns about the use of IGCs in areas or schools where students and staff are severely neglected by authorities at the state level. If we allow children to graduate into the adult world with no real
preparation, it is dangerous and passing the buck. Those situations also disproprtionately affect students of color. However, we have also seen during the pandemic how amazing IGCs can be at getting around the biased and unfair expectations for standardized testing and graduation in Texas. IGCs in that context have made a way for
students and families to move on despite setbacks, lag, generalized anxiety with testing or absence from the classroom. IGCs can also be gamechangers for all the students who come to Texas from different countries and speak different languages. These students don’t control when they come to a school, and if they are still making
progress in English but can show competency in many regards, they should have the ability to move on to higher education. For now, I would support to continued use of these committees and still require a lot of oversight and auditing. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is currently an ineffective and unfair measure of a school’s population
and its performance on standardized tests or graduation rates. Schools alone can’t solve big picture issues that impact attendance or testing - like the crushing poverty that might surround a community and be compounded by a state government, or a global event like a pandemic. External forces like those and the lack or abundfance of
resources available to help a child thrive are heavy influences on the outcomes used to currently measure each school. Standardized testing is impacted by economic class and opportunity. High school graduation is another high indicator of a the economic or educational environment a child is born into and isn’t a great window into
resources available to improve engagement for that same child. There is a place for evaluating a standardized test in a school’s overall “grade” - but we need more pointed, community-specific, and resource-based assessments when it comes to the final grade given each campus. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: My plan for
attracting and retaining those who still seek to serve in our schools: A non-discretionary, statewide raise across the board, effective as of the next session for every single person in our schools and that could be eligible in future TRS calculations. This will also require revisiting the school district property tax caps from HB3. Guaranteed
living wage for our paraprofessionals, substitutes, and school aides. State law to prevent any future interference or phasing out of defined benefit plans for Texas teachers. Texas must be branded as a safe place to invest and start your career now and in the future. A guaranteed cost of living increase for the next ten years in Texas to
mitigate the astounding inflation that teachers have faced while having few COLA increases in the last 20 years. This is only fair while the state refuses to increase allotment per student. Restoring the true right to organize as teachers at work so that future challenges can be met and solved by those on the frontlines. If we have 2 billion
dollars for the Governor and Lt. Governor’s failed program at the border and its border wall, then we have the money to redirect to the future of every teachers and paraprofessional in Texas today. As I have said before, there is not shortage of funds in our very wealthy and successful state. We are a global energy provider and are one of
the largest economies on earth with only 29 million people to care for. There is only a disparity in what we prioritize and who we invest in. COLAs: See my answer above, we will need to guarantee long term and annual increases due to the fact that allotment remains inadequate. Teachers spend out of their own pocket to take care of
students year-round and still depend on 2nd and 3rd jobs while facing a tough economic environment. TRS CARE: See above, COLA increases are also necessary for retired teachers who have been shown only one COLA increase since the early 2000s. We must also continue to issue 13th checks as many Democrat and Republicans
have been calling for for years before the last session when it was finally granted as an act of political football to get lawmakers back who had broken quorum. Retired teachers face an enormous tax burden and also have families to provide benefits for. They need COLA adjustments and 13th checks. TRS RETIREMENT: It is
unconscionable and immioal to bait teachers into a defined benefit plan and then subject people’s retirement and family budgets to the whims of the market on an unknown day in the future. In fact, I would argue for laws to outlaw such a change. We will never be able to retain or attract teachers if we are literally willing to gamble with their
future. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: This is an excellent question. Many people – and some opponents try to define me as one thing; a Democrat, a Latina or a trial attorney. The truth is more complex than that. Many of us contain multitudes; I am a state certified trial attorney - but I actually do much of my practice in
immigration law and founded that practice at my father’s law firm. I am a Latina, but I am also a millennial Latina who isn’t fluent in Spanish. I am a praciticing Catholic…who believes in small government when it comes to our private lives and family planning decisions. I am married - to a man who immigrated from Eastern Europe. I was
born to a single mother in a small panhandle town and raised by my grandparents. But I was adopted by a great man who my mother met when I was finishing middle school, the man who introduced me to the law and how to become a lawyer. I have had the opportunity to expand my views in life because of all the hardship –and
opportunity alike- that I have faced in 36 years. Many, many considerations inform my views because I understand how challenging and different life can be for people in different circumstances. I am open and willing to listen to good ideas from just about anyone. Our campaign was the last one to file for House District 70 but we came in
first place for our runoff because we had a superior community outreach program and knocked thousands of more doors than any other campaign - Democrat or Republican. If elected, I will continue that practice so that I can always bring the widest perspective when I come to any negotiating table. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON
PUBLIC EDUCATION: As a millennial, I get a lot of info from podcasts or online articles and thankfully non-partisan sources like Texas Tribune and the Texas Association of School Boards have invested in those platforms so we can hear from experts and a wide range of experiences from across Texas. Different regions are facing
different challenges sometimes. I also pay close attention to NEA, Texas AFT and enjoy the opinions I see on blogs and anything that superintendent John Kuhn works on or speaks at in regards to supporting public schools. OTHER COMMENTS: Although school finance reform is my number one statutory priority for HD70 when it comes
to writing a bill, there are two issues on my mind a lot given the past few years in Texas. I believe that healthcare is a human right and that our Texas teachers and school staff have been treated inhumanely in this regard. It’s shameful how many Texas teachers, school staff, or their family members have suffered or died during this
pandemic after educators were forced to return to in-person learning without proper equipment or improvement to healthcare plans. We don’t yet know the full impact of the long-term effects or “long haul” viral syndrome due to COVID-19 infections. Our frontline workers like educators and school staff will likely need these issues addressed
in future healthcare plans. Ending our criminal negligence and violation of federal law when it comes to the funding of special education and inclusion of our intellectually and physically disabled students must be an issue of importance for every legislator regardless of party. It is shameful how we continue to fail this population, their
families and the professionals who dedicate themselves to special education. Our inability to properly honor these students and their rights is directly tied to school finance reform. Many leaders in Texas talk a lot about saving lives and being pro-life which always gets my attention as a Catholic. I believe we must care for ALL children, once
they are born and not neglect them in our schools due to factors outside of their control. Disabled students, advocates and their families need everyone’s help to stay afloat at this time.
From website: "America's most emotive political battle is now raging over its schools as kids and teachers are getting drawn into cultural and ideological fights. At a time when all students were struggling to learn in a virtual environment, state leaders failed to address the educational learning loss parents and teachers are dealing with
called Covid-slide. Texas children are the future of our state, and we need to invest in them. I will continue to work with the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and local school districts to ensure we have adequate resources and funding to address the academic setbacks and mental health challenges from surviving a global pandemic has had
on our youth. Texas needs a fully-funded school system to ensure our kids have the best opportunities available to them to compete in a global market. I will engage our school districts, community colleges, Universities, and Collin County parents to ensure our students, and teachers are receiving the state’s full support both in budget and
in policy. As a legislative director, I worked on successfully passing legislation that broadened the definition of what qualifies for New Instructional Facilities Allotment (NIFA). These are the kind of results students and parents want to see and feel. I am confident that I can continue to make strides for the three independent ISD’s in HB 70
and children across Texas." From FB, 1/23: "Texas needs to put families first and fully fund public education. Texas children are the future of our state, and we need to invest in them. " From FB, 1/11: " Texas needs to put families first and fully fund public education. Texas children are the future of our state, and we need to invest in
them. I will continue to work with the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and local school districts to ensure we have adequate resources and funding to address the academic setbacks and mental health challenges that surviving a global pandemic has had on our youth." From FB, 12/20: "At a time when all students were struggling to learn in
a virtual environment, state leaders failed to address the covid-slide learning loss students, parents and teachers are dealing with. Texas children are the future of our state, and we need to invest in them. I will continue to work with the Texas Education Agency and local school districts to ensure we have adequate resources and funding to
address the academic setbacks and mental health challenges that the global pandemic has had on our youth. Texas needs a fully-funded school system to ensure our kids have the best opportunities available to them to compete in a global market." From FB, 12/14: "Texas needs to put families first and fully fund public education.
America's most emotive political battle is now raging over its schools as kids and teachers are getting drawn into cultural and ideological fights. At a time when all students were struggling to learn in a virtual environment, state leaders failed to address the educational learning loss parents and teachers are dealing with covid-slide. Texas
children are the future of our state, and we need to invest in them. I will continue to work with the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and local school districts to ensure we have adequate resources and funding to address the academic setbacks and mental health challenges that surviving a global pandemic has had on our youth." SURVEY
RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I wouldn’t characterize our school system as broken. I think teachers and school administrators are doing their best with the tools they have been given. I think public schools need more funding to develop more resources for both students and teachers, especially around mental health. Some schools
are in areas with lower income levels which means there may be higher needs in that community overall. Strengthening schools and curriculum to give students a true path forward and a chance to move up economically should always be a priority. PRIORITIES: Supporting strong public schools through state legislative action can be
broken down into the following categories: Increased funding for schools, increased pay for teachers’ salaries and exploring alternative ways to assess student achievement that are not high stakes tests. FUNDING: Schools have asked the legislature to increase funding for several sessions now, so I would say we need to increase
funding.We need to fully fund Texas public schools by increasing state funding to the levels necessary for all students to meet the state’s academic expectations and for educators to recieve pay comparable to similarly-situated professionals and health benefits equivalent to the Governor. FINDING THE MONEY: The state should ensure
continued and stable funding for public schools and community colleges by utilizing existing and new revenue sources. We should continue to fight for transparency as to where our public education dollars are going and that should also include the elimination of corporate tax breaks and a requirement for tax fairness and transparency. It is
the Legislature's responsibility to find the long-term, sustainable solutions for public school funding. While HB 3 did a lot to boost funding, it did not do enough and we have much farther to go. We cannot continue to tie school funding to property tax values. We must protect taxpayer money that has been allocated to public schools and
make sure that it is public schools who receive those dollars. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I oppose any bill or idea that supports public funding for private and charter schools. I also oppose voucher programs. I believe that these vouchers strip students of their rights and protections under the state constitution. The Texas Constitution
makes no provision for private schools but requires the Legislature to maintain a system of free public schools. The Texas Constitution also prohibits spending tax dollars for religious institutions and many private schools in Texas have religious affiliations. Vouchers or ESA’s dont give middle class or low income families a “choice” of
school because they only pay a part of the cost of tuition. As we continue to respond to the economic and academic challenges of COVID-19, the State should not waste any time on programs that don’t truly support our students and teachers. This includes all forms of vouchers, including those for remote learning. We should look into
doing a cost-of-education study to set the benchmark for optimal funding of the schools our kids deserve, covering the basics meeting special needs, and providing equal opportunity for enrichment. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I believe that the best way to measure school performance is through a holistic evaluation process that
2022 - Rep. Shawn involves teachers, parents, and students instead of one-size-fits all standardized testing.I think we should stop forcing teachers to teach to the test. Texas needs to end the misuse of state assessment as the main measure of success in a punitive accountability system. We should be using multiple measures to gauge student growth and
guide instruction; including portfolio, performance-based assessment and measures of social and emotional learning. We should also try to utilize tests that are designed for pupils with disabilities and for English Learners. IGCs: I am in support of IGC committees because I believe that some students have extenuating circumstances that
Thierry, Rep. Joe
make a traditional path to graduation harder to achieve. IGC committees have been a lifeline for those students who did not pass their EOC, but have a strong desire to graduate and are willing to work hard to do just that. I am in favor of ending the sunset date for these committees because they have been a reliable way to graduate
Deshotel, Rep. Ray seniors while still ensuring they have the academic acumen to be successful post graduation. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: While I do think it is important to hold schools accountable for teaching the necessary curriculum to their students, I have hesitation about the effectiveness of the A- F grading system. I think the system has become
Lopez
reliant solely on the results of STAAR tests, and I do not think that takes into consideration other factors that may be causing lower test scores for certain schools. Schools with a higher number of low income students have tended to score lower, and that may be a result of other environmental and community factors unrelated to the quality
of the teaching. We need a more all encompassing approach to grading our schools and then develop a comprehensive plan of action to provide any additional resources schools need in order to respond to the needs of students. We should also look at enforcing class size caps to help our teachers. The A-F grading system that evaluates
schools based on the standardized test scores of students is highly flawed, and I would vote to repeal it. Research from decades of outcomes-based funding at the postsecondary level is clear, it does not work. In addition, like high-stakes testing, it pushes schools to engage in behaviors that are neither equitable nor in the best interest of
students. As a Legislative Director at the Texas Capitol last session, I know the difficulties that working and teaching during a global pandemic has had on our teachers who had to deal with appraisals and certifications. The American Education Association and the National Academy of Education points out that students' test scores are
affected by factors that are mostly out of the teachers’ control, but are instead more affected by family circumstances and student health. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: No one should be working and struggling to make ends meet, especially not our teachers. I am in favor of a flat raise across the board for all state employees. I
also believe that when we provide our teachers with a living wage, we will find that not doing so is costing the state a lot more money. I am also in favor of legislation introduced last session around HERO pay bonuses and $15 per hour minimum wages guarantees as a start as well. Staff, including educators, should be paid and
incentivized based on their professional development qualifications and years of service. Furthermore, we also need to ensure that we offer competitive retirement packages to our teachers and continually honor the commitments we make to them.I believe the state needs to work to assure adequate training is accessible upon hiring and
throughout employment. We need to stop inappropriate assignments to serve in roles for which employees are not trained. We could also increase funding for paraprofessionals’ tuition scholarships to become teachers. The state should also look into establishing standards for custodian workloads based on square footage or buildings
maintained. COLAs: I believe that we should be keeping up with the cost of living in our state. I believe that the amount of compensation that retired educators receive should be tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which is a measure of how much goods generally cost. As we see now, inflation is on the rise, so the value of the dollar
is very different. Retired teachers should be insulated from feeling those effects so intensely. The state should always make attempts to keep up with the cost of living while giving back to our state’s retired teachers. We should also be providing for a catch-up cost-of-living increase for all TRS retirees. We cannot continue to allow the state
legislature to use our retired teachers for political theater. They need more than just a 13th check. We also need to expand and improve health benefits for our teachers. I think a pandemic coupled with inflation is more than enough reason to give teachers a cost of living increase. TRS CARE: I don't support our teachers being used as a
political tool. That is exactly what happened in the special session of the 87th session. The 13th check, however, does not finish the job for our retirees who are burdened with the stress of financial security. We need a cost of living adjustment tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). We as state Representatives must honor our pledge to
increase our contributions and work towards a realistic COLA. We need to develop a plan to ensure the sustainability of how we fund TRS Care. In the short term, more funding needs to be directed toward TRS Care to stabilize retirees on a fixed income and in the long term we need to develop a different funding structure that won’t leave
our former educators holding the bill. TRS RETIREMENT: I support keeping TRS as a defined benefit plan. I would oppose any legislation that attempts to convert the Teacher Retirement System Pension Trust Fund of TRS from defined benefit to a hybrid plan or a defined contribution plan. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I
truly believe that working families are struggling to get ahead and public services are under attack. I hope to use my experience as a state employee, to be a strong voice on the Texas House floor for issues that are important to working families, like the need to balance the economy, defend workers’ rights, secure workers’ benefits, invest
in public services, and ensure a secure retirement for all. Furthermore, during my time as Legislative Director for State Representative Ray Lopez, I worked to advance many pieces of bipartisan legislation that advanced the needs of all of our constituents, regardless of their political party affiliations. I am ready to serve the people of House
District 70 and be a voice for those who typically would not have one. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I make an effort to rely on publications by the Texas State Teachers Association, the Texas American Federation of Teachers and other teacher led organizations. When developing policy, I absolutely
believe the perspective of teachers is necessary. As Legislative Director at the Texas House of Representatives, I made it my priority to meet with the stakeholders directly impacted by whatever legislation I was pursuing. OTHER COMMENTS: I am a product of Texas public schools and truly believe that they are the lifeblood of our state.
Without strong public education most Texans would not have the chance for upward mobility in our state. I truly believe that Texas should work to keep class sizes small and students-teacher ratios low. This is especially true to improve education for our younger Texans. Greg Abbott also championed this idea in 2015 when he created a
$118 million pre-k grant program. We need to work on better ideas like this, and champion them for all districts so that there aren't areas where we see districts feeling the compensation isn’t enough and choosing to opt-out. If we continue to be irresponsible with our class sizes, we will continue to see our teachers and children pay the
price. We should continue to look at ways we can have a realistic conversation about class size waivers that will benefit the students.

2022 - Texas AFT
2020 - Greg Abbott,
Texas Parent PAC
2018 - Texas AFT

Information: bank executive, first elected to the Texas House in 2016. Voting Record: ATPE survey: Need to increase PubEd funding. Wants to target bilingual ed, CTE, teacher salaries with funding. "Never" will
support vouchers. Favors flexible classroom cap. Testing has its place, but needs to be reduced. Non-answer on salary floors, admits has not studied the issue. Likes current system for struggling schools. Website
uninformative.2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend
improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB239 - Relating to social
work services in public schools. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18
(student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project
Educo: A.
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2022 - Texas AFT,
Texas Parent PAC,
Greg Abbott

INCUMBENT NOT SEEKING RE-ELECTION. Co-sponsor: SB2026 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools). SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational
training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for
students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252
(Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a
superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a
school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school
assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the
review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills
and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services
and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human
trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead
exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "We must put an end to radical leftist ideologies, like critical race theory that divides kids based on their skin color. We must make sure wholesome American values are guiding our children’s school curriculums, not radical indoctrination." Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I think it is clear that we have a teacher shortage that we need to address and that the
instructional resources in our classrooms along with the individual attention our students are receiving can be greatly improved upon. We need greater support for our classroom teachers. I would be a strong advocate for greater public education funding by prioritizing the needs of our educators during the state budgeting process. PRIORITIES: My top priorities are: Increase funding for our public schools. Teacher pay
raises. Shoring up the TRS retirement and healthcare system. FUNDING: It should undoubtedly increase. Taking that measure will both increase student achievement by providing greater resources to our classroom teachers and also help lower the local property tax burden on our families who have had to shoulder more of that burden in recent years. FINDING THE MONEY: We need to prioritize it within the state’s
general revenue and in deciding how to use all surpluses from state sales tax collections. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Public funds must remain only in public schools. I would oppose any use of public tax dollars going to private institutions, where there is no accountability whatsoever. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Relying heavily on the counsel of our local educations and administrators, we need to ensure that our
students are learning the knowledge and skills necessary to enter college or the workforce. I believe that teachers, administrators and parents working together to plan, administer and evaluate a plan of progress for each student would be the ideal situation. IGCs: Yes, I would support ending the sunset date for the IGC committees. They offer an alternative means of gauging a student’s readiness for graduation. Every
student has different needs in order to success and I believe the IGC are an effective tool for an alternative means to achievement that end. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: While we do need an effective tool for accountability, we must make sure the evaluation of a complex educational system with many factors is not harmfully oversimplified in such a way that it harms the perception of that campus or creates a series of
impediments to its improvement in critical areas of need. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We must adequately fund teacher pay raises based on the current market and cost of living. We should also incentivize teachers that perform above and beyond and stay in the profession over time. The cost of insurance and other benefits have continued to increase and not all districts are able to make up the difference.
The state will need to step up and bridge that gap. COLAs: I would be looking to our teachers for advice on this matter but their needs to be a regular trigger for such an increase based on appropriate market-based factors. TRS CARE: The state needs to cover them. TRS RETIREMENT: We must keep the defined benefit plan and keep the commitment we made to our educators. REPRESENTING ALL
CONSTITUENTS: As a state representative, I see it as my duty to seek the advice and counsel of the experts who have devoted their lives to their respective areas of expertise. I would be seeking everyone’s perspective before casting votes on the House floor. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I would reply heavily on the teachers and administrators in my district. OTHER COMMENTS: I just
want to thank y’all for the opportunity to connect with your organization.
From her website (https://www.isaacfortexas.com/issues) "KEEP OUR SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY SAFE: I’ll institute mandatory jail time for human and sex trafficking and increase border security technology to keep drugs, cartels, and international gangs out of our schools and community." "OUR SCHOOLS: I’ll work to increase teacher pay and implement merit-based pay to attract the best and brightest educators to
our schools. We need to direct more money into the classroom so that teachers and students have the best chance to excel. I’ll also pass school safety laws including suicide prevention measures, increasing the number of security personnel, and building renovations to make schools more secure." (https://ballotpedia.org/Carrie_Isaac) "People are struggling to pay their property taxes and tired of feeling like they're renting
their home from the government. As your next state representative I'll advocate for a stricter spending cap at the state level and use excess revenue to buy down the school maintenance and operation tax. This could eliminate 40-50% of our property taxes in 11 years! This plan would make our taxes would go down every year and end the Robin Hood recapture program that steals funding from every school district in
HD45." (Previously ran for HD45 in 2020). "To improve our public education system, I plan to reduce emphasis on standardized testing and will work to increase teacher pay and merit-based pay for teachers to reward and attract the best educators for our next generation of leaders."
From website: "Texas is the greatest state in our nation. The key to maintaining this is by investing in our children. Education and juvenile rights are two of Justin’s top priorities. Texas has the second highest GDP in the nation, but is ranked 42nd in education spending per student. Justin intends to support legislation that would close that gap and provide the quality education that our youngest Texans deserve. Changing
our education system has to start with our teachers. This includes adequate pay, and providing resources to help our students and teachers flourish. Our educators, especially those in Comal County, are some of the lowest paid in the state. If elected, Justin’s top priority will be to advocate for an increase in funding for both teacher salaries, retirement, and educational programs in our local schools."Survey responses:
WHAT IS BROKEN? I would start on per-student spending. Focusing our school funding on property value creates unequal spending across the state. I want to find alternative income sources to support lower funded schools bringing them up to a standard across Texas. I also consider our teacher benefits, including income and retirement, to be far below what they deserve. Testing should not be used to determine
teacher pay or success. There are a variety of other data points that it ignores that greatly influence students' success. The state should set educational standards to create a standard across all school districts. Such as minimal subjects for each grade level. However, individual districts and teachers should be encouraged to develop the curriculum to meet the needs of the students. TOP 3 PRIORITIES: 1. Per-student
spending 2. Teacher benefits 3. Adaptive curriculum development . FUNDING: Increase and be based on per-student rather than the success or failure of a test. FINDING THE MONEY: Legalizing marijuana dedicating the tax income to primarily focus on per-student spending and teacher benefits. Calling on the state general fund to significantly increase its contribution to education. Cutting back state funding on charter
schools and private schools. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I don't believe in using state funds to support charter or private schools that are not held to the same accountability as public schools. Public funds should be used for public programs that are open to the general public. EVALUATING SCHOOLS: It should be measured by change. Such as students' grades increase in subjects based on the previous year, attendance
increases, graduation rate, trade school, and college transitions. However, this information should be used to determine the success of the programs and changes that might be needed for future success. IGCs: IGC committees are a great tool around the issues with state testing. Students' abilities should not be measured primarily from testing. I would certainly support the end to sunset date for these committees. A-F
CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F set a standard to success- though it has its inherent issues mixed with other problems with our education system, I think for now it is successful. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Educators deserve benefits that equal their importance and contribution to our community. We pay for it using alternative tax income such as legalizing marijuana, dedicating the tax revenue to education, and
increasing general fund contributions. COLAS FOR RETIRED TEACHERS: Every two years, at minimum, retired teachers should get a cost-of-living adjustment that's only based on the legislature meeting schedule. However, the cost of living should be adjusted yearly if possible. TRS CARE: I am not fully aware of these issues with TRS Care separate from the general cost of healthcare increase. Frankly, our medical
care needs massive change in general. TRS RETIREMENT: Defined Benefits plan because it is stable and promised to the retired teachers. From my understanding, the 401(k) style is not. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: This is my primary goal; I am running as a Democrat, but as a social worker, I am fully aware that the voices of all constituents need to be heard. This inclusion creates legislation built on
diversity. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: The educators in the field, working every day. They are the ones more aware of the issues and struggles. They are also educated and experienced to know the best solution to these issues. OTHER COMMENTS: The starting statement in this questionnaire that politicians use education as political fatter is true. I have made education my primary
platform, and I will continue that until we create real change in the education system. Many of our social disparities come from our failing education system, and I believe we will see some significant change in generations to come if we can start correcting those issues.
Sponsored: SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Co-sponsored: SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education). Joint authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Co-Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to
teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Co-Authored: HB2193 (creating a UIL inclusive program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers).
Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3129 (operation of public school transit). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school
students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under
the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).
Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition
of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption
and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital
devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions
administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes
provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools
and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted
yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted no - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school
students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator
training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to
the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for
graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual
education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public
schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "If Texas is to continue to be the epicenter of new jobs and businesses in America, then we must also ensure that our students are prepared for a quickly elolving future. I believe in eliminating outdated standardized testing while preparing our students for the future through a sound education system. Future generations need a firm
foundation to ensure success in whatever they may choose. Reading, writing, arithmetic, technology, history, science, language, technical trades, agriculture, and the Word of God are a solid foundation on which to build."
Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). SB179 (Relating to the use of public school
counselors' work time). Co-authored: HB 1016 (Requires schools to notify parents and kids before doing an active shooter drill). Authored: HB129 (Requiring a one-credit digital citizenship course). HB144 (Supplemental information added to IEPs). Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Authored: HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled
students). Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access
program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB944 (Relating to the establishment of a new open-enrollment charter school or campus and to the expansion of an open-enrollment charter school). Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for
free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training
for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Absent for vote - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual
Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability

House
District
75

Mary E.
Gonzalez

Friendly

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT

HISTORY
Information: business owner, first elected in 2016. ATPE questionnaire: Does not support more funding for public schools, says we need more oversight. Non-answer about vouchers. Non-answer on classroom caps.
Against testing. Wants merit pay rather than years of service. Repeatedly talks about competition, so very probably pro-voucher. Also mentions needing choice on his webpage.Voting Record: 2017 Update:
Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted against HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill); Sponsored HJR 34 (taxexemptions for for-profit charter schools that never came to a vote.)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education
committee); Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships) Voted against HB 21 (Huberty School finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB729 - relating to the equalized wealth level under the public school
finance system.Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F

Former TPPF employee. No other info found.

No voting record, new to House in 2021. Attorney. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Public school districts are working aggressively to prepare students to become tomorrow’s workforce. The state must invest greater resources to support public school districts in
achieving their critical mission. The state must also eliminate mandates that are outdated and hinder education in and outside the classroom. PRIORITIES: Prevent adding unfunded mandates, less emphasis on standardized testing, and reduce class sizes which will
empower teachers. FUNDING: The state must invest greater financial resources for public school districts. FINDING THE MONEY: The state must invest its fair share of public education funding and not pass the burden onto local districts. CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: I
would not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools. I am completely PRO public education. STAAR: I believe that the STAAR test is outdated and must be modified, updated and relevant to today’s labor workforce development needs. Student and
teacher achievement should not be tied strictly to a standardized test. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: Classroom room participation, homework, quizzes, and tests should be equally weighted to measure student achievement and success. IGCs: I believe the IGC
committees provide individual students a second chance at obtaining a high school diploma. I support the continuation of the IGG committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F system does not fairly evaluate a school’s performance and unique circumstances, such
as the social-economic conditions of the community. Additionally, schools are negatively impacted by unfunded mandates, large class sizes, and an outdated standardized test. MERIT PAY: I support increased pay for teachers, but do not believe a merit pay raise tied to
an outdated standardized test is a fair measure of a teacher’s performance and achievement. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: I believe that class size should be decreased, and I do not believe waivers benefit student and teacher success. ATTRACTING/RETAINING
TEACHERS: The state must increase teacher salaries and offer competitive benefits packages to attract quality candidates. I also believe that the state must support the teacher retirement system and healthcare benefits package. Teachers must also be empowered and
allowed to have greater control in their classroom. COLAs: I believe teachers and retired teachers should receive an annual cost of living adjustment. TRS CARE: Cost must be capped and supported by annual cost of living adjustments. TRS: I believe the TRS system
must be protected and secured by the state. I support the defined benefit plan. I believe that any changes to a 401(k) style plan would increase unnecessary risk for participants of the program. 25x25: I would support the Texans for Public Education #25x25 plan.

DEMOCRATIC RUNOFF - VOTER'S CHOICE

DISTRICT NAME

RATING

Vanesia R.
Johnson

Neutral

Suleman
Lalani

Neutral

Dan Mathews NR

House
District
77

House
District
78

Evelina "Lina"
Friendly
Ortega

Joe Moody

Friendly

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2022 - Rep. Joe
Deshotel, Rep. Gene
Wu

2022 - Allen West,
Rep. Phil Stephenson

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2016 - Texas
Parent PAC

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT. 2012 - Texas
Parent PAC, 2008 Texas Parent PAC

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant
program for public elementary schools). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a
county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due
process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military
Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public
school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory
performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening
illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state).
Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to
the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental
access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the
residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the
protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2016. Wants to extend free kindergarten to all 4-year olds. Wants to fully restore 2011 cuts, de-emphasize testing. Voting Record: .2017 Update: voted for HB 1776
(remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB1132 - relating to the authority of an independent school district to
change the date of the general election for officers. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Co-authored: HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Co-Authored: HB129 (Requiring a one-credit digital citizenship course). Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public
School Mental Health Services). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program
for public elementary schools). Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax
imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Absent for vote - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).
Not voting - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition
of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Did not vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes
- HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Absent for vote - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Did not vote - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Did not vote - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Did not vote - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Did not vote - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Did not vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Did not vote - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Did not vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Did not vote - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Did not vote - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Did not vote SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Did not vote - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Did not vote - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Did not vote - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit
teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Did not vote - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Did not vote - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Did not vote - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Did not vote - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution
of higher education). Did not vote - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Absent for vote - SB348 (Related to parent
access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Did not vote - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Did not vote - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain
public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Did not vote - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports
program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Did not vote - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: elected and served 2009-2011, re-elected in 2013 and has served since. Voting record: for reduced testing. For 149. for increase PK funding. For PK class caps. Against home rule charter. For
increased PubEd funding. Against vouchers. For shoring up TRS. For ASDs following PubEd rules. For class caps on ASDs. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from
STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Speaker Pro Tem, Texas House. Authored legislation: HB142 - relating to a notice of educational rights and recovery by school districts and openenrollment charter schools of costs for certain student evaluations.Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).
Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

RUNNING FOR HD 79 DUE TO BEING DRAWN OUT OF DISTRICT. Sponsored: SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Authored: HB 1016 (Requires schools to notify parents and kids before doing an active shooter drill). Authored: HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school
policy for the effective integration of those devices). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition
of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption
and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital
devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions
administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes
provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools
and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted
yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonpro
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Nothing on website or FB about public education. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? Are school districts effective, efficient, economical, and equitable in how they operate and deliver education to the public? Are district leaders timely assessing and addressing shortfalls in meeting these 4 pillars in various facets of running the school district? Often politicians blast schools for being “broken” as a reaction to the
alarming and sudden revelation that shortcomings persist in fulfilling these 4 pillars and have resulted in harm to the most vulnerable student groups. Brokenness can be assigned to neglectfulness in how multiple millions of general fund taxpayer dollars persistently lead to poor academic performance in underprivileged communities, how unaddressed incidents of bullying at school result in suicide and mass homicide, how
escalating hate and violence among a diverse student populous create tension and unsafe learning environments, how student teacher sexual assault incidents can go unreported, how resource officers use excessive force toward children with developing brains without consequence, etc. I voluntarily work closely with district leaders to help them timely identify problems before they become public scandals. I understand
that decision making regarding public education can be driven by reactionary internal and external politics if I sit idly by and do nothing. As State Representative of House District 76, I will engage stakeholders of public education in a proactive, preemptive, and solution focused way. I will cultivate honest and open dialogue about issues and challenges facing district leaders and aid in strategizing and comprehensively
planning to address them. I already engage in courageous conversations with district leaders, elected officials, community leaders, parents, and stakeholders about the importance of culturally responsive pedagogy, community engagement and community planning to address long-standing race/ethnicity, gender, and disability disparities persistently resulting in poor academic performance and less academic opportunity for
specific student groups. For example, we know high quality culturally competent educators in classrooms of low performing schools get results. We know that dollars and cents are attached to the head of each pupil, yet classroom size can significantly impact a teacher’s ability to reach and teach students effectively. We know students in underprivileged communities lack community resources such as tutoring, mentoring,
and exposure to STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, and mathematics). Since we know, it’s time that we do the things with money that respond to the needs of students. Public education is a highly politically charged arena of government. If we work together to build a system of communication, planning, and action that timely responds to shortcomings, we would have avoided having to react to public scrutiny
and outcry. Then, we would have fixed what was broken. PRIORITIES: Diminishing the high stakes of state testing and its inappropriate use is a priority. We must stop allowing STAAR testing to be used by charter schools to decide who gains admission and who doesn’t. We must stop allowing STAAR scores to be an eligibility criterion for acceptance into other offered programs and services in schools especially for
students with disabilities. We need to stop using STAAR scores to evaluate performance of teachers. I also want to address the financial crisis the Robinhood tax places on districts with more property tax income. Lastly, I want to create a funding stream to support equity initiatives in school districts. These initiatives will support the hiring and adequate incentivizing of the best and brightest teachers at underperforming
schools, smaller classroom sizes, community-based tutoring, culturally responsive instructional tools, etc. FUNDING: The dramatic decline of school funding from the state of Texas over several legislative sessions greatly concerns me. As an advocate, I have expressed concern to Trustees of Fort Bend ISD about the power the state of Texas holds over local public education without making a fairer monetary contribution.
Public education remains to be one of the greatest duties for state officials to fulfill. As Texas State Representative of House District 76, I will advocate for the state of Texas to pay a fairer share. FINDING THE MONEY: The money is available in the Rainy-Day Fund. Also, charter schools that have persistently failed to meet their mission of delivering academic results of providing higher quality education to vulnerable
student groups should be closed. These funds should be redistributed to ISD’s charged with educating all zoned students regardless of their learning ability. I would examine more closely the revenues the state receives from lotteries and other forms of gambling to determine how much more could this industry sector contribute to funding public education. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I support alternative learning
environments to Independent School Districts (ISD’s) receiving public funds to educate Texas’s diverse student populous. I believe in not only more options but the spirit behind the school choice movement which supports students and parents deciding what type of learning environment best fits their students’ learning needs. I have two sons with autism that desperately have different learning needs from each other and
their nondisabled peers. I believe the accountability of private and charter schools is severely lacking compared to ISD’s. I have a concern about how private and charter schools can push out students without returning the money assigned to the student’s head or ensuring a transition plan for the students continued learning. Private and charter schools need a local electoral element to hear the plea and the voice of
communities they serve. Private/charter schools should be required to have elected volunteer to enhance public accountability to receive public funding. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I believe a pre-post diagnostic evaluation based in student growth in learning at the start, middle, and end of the year would be a more accurate and effective way to evaluate each student’s learning and public schools’ effectiveness at
achieving progress in students who are at varying starting points in their learning process. IGCs: I support individual graduation committees (IGC). Learning is lifelong, and IGC assess students individually to determine if they have the general knowledge, skills, and aptitude to continue that journey independent of K-12 public funded education. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is an ineffective rating system because it
was designed to validate pre-existing indoctrination of Baby Boomer and Generation X’s orientation of academic achievement. These generations are the leaders of today in public education. They were raised in the Americanized A-F academic achievement model. This A-F achievement model is a praise and reward system bolstered by letter identification and values. State accountability shouldn’t be oversimplified by
alphabet soup because it’s easy for the indoctrinated to value, praise, and worship. Districts need more specific, measurable attainable, realistic, and timed (SMART) measures in various areas to adequately assess and improve over time. Districts need an easier way to compare themselves to other districts of various student population, funding, demographics, programs, services, etc. in Texas. Districts must meet the
varying complex educational needs of their respective communities in modern time. Instead of using an age-old A-F rating system that validates generational indoctrinated achievement complexes, districts need a model that allows for more sophisticated measurement individually and through comparative analysis across multiple areas. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I truly believe it’s time to dream big when it
comes to pay, benefits, and job security of teachers in Texas. I have not been able to identify beyond passion, purpose, and commitment why would teachers join the workforce in Texas for the short or long haul. I would support and actively join in any effort to transform, restore, or re-invent the trajectory of teaching in Texas. COLAs: I believe retired teachers should get a cost-of-living increase annually. TRS CARE: It’s
time for government employment to mean great health care benefits. Not only would I advocate for the state of Texas to pay a greater share to offset the cost, but I would also champion a premium and copay assistance program for retired and active teachers with significant health care costs. TRS RETIREMENT: TRS should be such an impressive and defined benefits plan that it alone can attract and sustain teachers in
the profession. Living longer and knowing that time served in the teaching profession equates to earning rare, satisfactory, and unique benefits should be among the greatest career benefits in the state of Texas. We must make teacher retirement truly a prize achievement matched with complimentary impressive TRS benefits. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I have been an equity driven community advocate and
activist in the area comprising House District 76 for nearly a decade. My primary approach is to present issues and the accompanying data to help stakeholders assess real problems in my community. This approach provided me the opportunity to engage other likeminded people in nonpartisan spirited conversation aimed at finding solutions to real problems. I believe my issues based and data driven approach is the ideal
way for me to represent all my constituents and not just those of one party or special interest group. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I am an open records request junkie. I often request records and reports from school districts broken down by demographics such as race/ethnicity, gender, age, grade, zip code, kind of disability, disability program, discipline, funding type, etc. I also meet
regularly with district official and trustees to inquire about areas needing improvement as well as acknowledge areas demonstrating progress. I engage parents and other stakeholders actively in meetings and group chats aimed specifically to address an issue occurring in our public education system. As State Representative of House District 76, I would utilize these information gathering techniques but on a more
expansive scale. I would seek out relevant stakeholders in my community, around the state, and nationally as important resources to gain information and engage in dialogue to better understand Texas public education.
From website: "Our public schools have been underfunded for decades and were left vulnerable when the pandemic hit. Even the safe reopening of schools has become politicized by Governor Abbott and the Republican leadership. Our children's physical and mental health and teachers should be the focus as we keep our schools open. We have to make sure our children don't lose any more in-person learning. The
longer focus must be on stable and equitable funding for our public schools. While we work keeping schools safe and pandemic-prepared to minimize interruptions to education. The mismanagement of school funding by Texas will cost us quality teachers, which will lead to poor academic outcomes. To produce tomorrow's leaders, we need well-compensated teachers focused on creating learners, not test-takers. SURVEY
RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? The funding systems and the emphasis on standardized test scores. The state must get back to its old funding standard before it started pushing the burden onto property tax rates for ISD. We cannot continue to prioritize standardized test scores over student development. PRIORITIES: Funding, Pandemic recovery for students and Teachers, Improving preparedness for secondary
education . FUNDING: Increase. FINDING THE MONEY: Before putting the burden on property taxpayers in ISD the state paid a much larger share of the education budget. The state has chosen to give out tax credits to major corporations who would normally help fund the schools their workers send children to. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: No to vouchers. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Child development and
their comprehension skills which can be measured with academic achievement, but not the limited scope of one a year standardized test. IGCs: I would sunset, Individual Graduation Committees make pay for diploma schools possible. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: TEA’s A-F score does not give a full picture of what schools and teachers are facing and what solutions are needed. ATTRACTING/RETAINING
TEACHERS: Pay and benefits must increase, you pay for it the way you pay for anything, you work with your budget. It is about prioritizing not finding huge sums of new revenue. COLAs: Setting a set timeframe is not the best way to find COLA, the current situation is drastically different than prior to the pandemic. These should be multiple factors that trigger a cost-of-living adjustment. TRS CARE: We must fund
healthcare in Texas and that goes beyond TRS retirees. Expanding healthcare access like Medicaid expansion would help lower the cost of insurance across Texas. TRS RETIREMENT: Keep the defined benefit, as these teachers signed up for. They were dependable and steady as teachers, we should not give them a retirement that is unstable. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I will proactively go out and seek
input from residents of my district, not just the ones motivated to come to meetings. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Our educators and parents. OTHER COMMENTS: I want to help in removing politics and culture wars from school policy. Our teachers, schools, and children are being used as political pawns for GOP leaders to score media hits on conservative media sites. The irrational
anger from parents at school board meetings is fueled by a cycle of political rhetoric cycled through conservative media outlets. We must bring down the temperature and focus on getting the resources our teachers, support staff, and children need to overcome the nearly two years of learning disruption caused by the pandemic.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website, platform includes "improving the Texas school system." Nothing about education on FB.
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Statement on passage in the House of HB764, which would have scaled back STAAR testing to only the federally mandated tests: "House Bill 764 ensures Texas students are tested only as required by
federal law, instead of the state of Texas imposing additional standardized tests on our students, parents and teachers. The bill eliminates any statewide test that is not federally required and eliminates end-of-course exams for high school students." Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational
training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3430 (Establishment of a grant program for school districts or open-enrollment charter school campuses that are designated as full-service community schools). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school
students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under
the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).
Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of
SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption
and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital
devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions
administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the
United States). Voted no- HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school
drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education
services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding
human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by
or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). Sponsored: HB189 (End EOC STAAR tests). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological
sex). From website: "Public schools are a vital part of our infrastructure in Texas. As state representative, I have worked diligently to make schools places where teachers want to teach and students want to learn. I voted uphold the state's promise to retired teachers. In the next session I will work to eliminate big-government style standardized testing and I will refile a bill to repeal the inequitable Robin Hood funding
scheme that is harmful to West Texas." From FB, 1/29: "I’ve long opposed the use of STAAR as an overly expensive and inaccurate way to measure accountability. And in a school year like this, a high-stakes standardized test makes even less sense because our schools are confronted with teacher shortages and COVID-19 absenteeism. I’ve taken the concerns I’ve heard from West Texas teachers, students and parents
and am elevating their voices in calling for STAAR to be suspended. And I’ll continue my fight to permanently eliminate high-stakes standardized testing as the end-all, be-all measure of accountability!" On 1/28, sent letter to TEA asking them to cancel STAAR for 2021-2022. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I’m not one to blast public schools for being broken. I am the product of a public education, and I am
thankful for the teachers and administrators who invested so much in me as a student. I wouldn’t be the person I am today without my public school education. However, I am not a fan of our current method of high stakes standardized testing. To fix this, I have and will continue to support legislation similar to HB 764 from the 2021 legislative session. HB 764 would have eliminated all STAAR tests that are not federally
required in elementary and middle schools and removed all end-of-course exams for high school students, replacing them with post-secondary education entrance exams instead. This bill passed out of the House but did not make it out of the Senate. PRIORITIES: 1. Provide tools and resources to ensure our public schools are as safe as possible. 2. Provide education funding equity across the state at a level that ensures
Texas students receive the best education in the country regardless of where they live in the state. 3. Reduce (if not eliminate) high-stakes testing. FUNDING: I feel that the legislature has taken steps in the right direction as it pertains to school finance reform, but much more work needs to be done. School funding needs to increase. FINDING THE MONEY: To increase funding for public education, I would find the
additional money by reprioritizing how the state allocates existing sources of tax revenue. Texas doesn’t have a revenue problem, it has a spending priority problem. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: On an extremely limited basis, only for students with special education needs who do not live in a school district where there is a school that can meet their educational needs. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Graduation rates
and reading scores are metrics I look at often. But each school and school district faces unique challenges that make apples to apples comparisons difficult, if not impossible. I prefer to take things on a case by case basis, asking: is this school utilizing all available resources to provide the highest quality education possible for its students or not? IGCs: Individual Graduation Committees are an excellent tool to evaluate
student performance in a way that standardized test results cannot. I would support ending the sunset date. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Evaluating schools on an A-F scale is effective because it can help identify where additional resources and support are needed in some parts of the state. It is ineffective because it demoralizes some schools that are doing miraculous things for their students despite significant
challenges not faced in other parts of the state. Just because a school receives an “F” rating does not mean they are failing their students. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: In 2019, I co-authored HB 3, which created the Teacher Incentive Allotment and provided $2 billion for dynamic pay raises for Texas teachers. I’ve watched Ector County ISD utilize the TIA to attract teachers from across the nation and reduce
the massive teacher shortage facing the district. In 2019 and 2021, I supported legislation to provide a “13th check” for retired Texas teachers. I’ll continue to support efforts that incentivize and reward quality teachers. COLAs: Retired teachers should have an annual COLA. TRS CARE: An annual cost of living increase would help address the rising costs in healthcare. TRS RETIREMENT: In the long-run, it's more
difficult for the legislature to ensure promises made are promises kept when it comes to defined benefit plans. It makes sense for new teachers to be on a 401(k) style plan. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I conduct town hall meetings in each community I represent, inviting anyone to attend, regardless of party affiliation. At least once a year, I mail out a newsletter and solicit feedback from constituents, without
limiting who receives the newsletter based on anything other than who lives in my district. I take time to listen to anyone who wants to talk, regardless of how or if they are going to vote. My job is to represent the people who live and work in House District 81 in the Texas House of Representatives. When I fight for infrastructure funding or resources for local law enforcement, I am fighting for everyone, not just those who
agree with my political leanings. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Teachers, principals, school administrators, school board members, parents, and students are the most important resources for information about Texas public education. OTHER COMMENTS: Providing quality public education has always been a top priority for me as a state representative. I’m a graduate of Texas public
schools, and I’m proud to say my daughter will be as well. I will always fight for Texas teachers and students because I know how important and life-changing a quality public education experience can be, and the difference it can make for the next generation of Texans.
Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based
on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance
on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and
accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted
yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop
for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Absent for vote - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal
financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials
and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses).
Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in
public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention
information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that
reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a
declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information).
Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools).
Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain
learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence
homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of
school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
Information: first elected to the House in 2014. TPE questionnaire: Increase funding by reducing mandates and testing. Allow local districts to target which programs get additional funding. Will not rule out vouchers.
Not in favor of classroom caps. Tests should be a part of teacher evaluation. Against pay floors. Non-answer about privatization of struggling schools. Does not favor higher state contribution for insurance, says should
negotiate better instead. Wants promises kept to teachers in TRS, but should look at other options for future teachers. No information about issues on website. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For 149. For
suicide prevention training. For increase PK funding. Against PK caps. Against home rule districts. A2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21
(Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for
retiree insurance). 2019 session: HB708 - relating to the payment by a school district for the purchase of attendance credits under the public school finance system. HB736 - relating to eliminating the requirement to
use public school assessment instruments as a criterion for promotion or graduation or to make certain accountability determinations. HB711 - relating to certain adjustments to the taxable value of property of certain
school districts and the reduction of Foundation School Program funds received by certain school districts. HB712 - relating to the repeal of provisions requiring school districts to reduce their wealth per student to the
equalized wealth level. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student
mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 - (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo:
D.

Information: first elected to the House in 1992. Former Speaker from 2003-2009. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US
history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education.Voted yes - HB3.
Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying).
Grade from Project Educo: C

Sponsored: SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB547
Information: first elected in 2015. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school
improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance) Voted against funding for Pre-K in 2015. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements
accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Absent for vote - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance) Voted
how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative against funding for Pre-K in 2015.House Vote #12 - 2017: EDUCATOR QUALITY. Opposed measures to improve educator quality. Voted against a bill to establish a mentoring program for inexperienced teachers and state funding for mentor stipends, scheduled release
Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities time, and training. ATPE supported the bill, which later died in the Senate. House Bill 816 by Rep. Diego Bernal (D-San Antonio), 85th Legislature, Regular Session. The House approved the bill on third reading on May 11, 2017. (Record vote #1162. View an official
for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration record of the vote in the House journal
of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget
reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731
(Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill
#1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill
used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the
Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of
certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785
(Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention
of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation
by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for fieldbased experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for
a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public
schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Filed HB 248 to enhance TRS pension fund. Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of
certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for
public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes
bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates
for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519
(Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official).
Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095
(Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating
violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school
students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the
University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Phil
Stephenson RUNOFF
BLOCK
VOTE

Neutral

Stan Kitzman

NR

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing on website or FB about education. Former teacher.

Neutral

No website found. From FB, 3/21: "As I move forward in my bid for Texas HD85, I receive many surveys and other requests. For example, I am currently filling out a survey about Texas education. For the most of my thoughts on issues facing our teachers and students is politicians in the educational system. We have to get politics out of the school system and let teachers teach and students have the most opportunities
to learn. I 100 percent back our teachers and students in Texas." DId not complete ATPE survey. T4PE Survey responses; WHAT IS BROKEN? First and foremost I feel the most issues facing the Texas school system is the interference caused by politicians and politics getting involved. Honestly I am unsure of how to get the above mentioned out of the schools. I feel the best we can do is let teachers teach the core
curriculum and provide an environment where students want to learn. Also let local school board administrator's do what they were elected to make decisions for their local school district. PRIORITIES: 1- Attract qualified teachers with passion to teach and mold the young minds. 2-Increase starting salaries and have a program in place to would allow school districts to periodic review and use a graduated scale on an
agreed increase in salary.. Look at establishing a cost of living increase for retirees. 3- stop mandating the required state test to get their diplomas. FUNDING: I think we need to increase funding . I feel we need no matter what its to invest as much as possible into our future generations. Ensure all will have the basic tools of knowledge to grow into productive members of society. FINDING THE MONEY: We all are
aware of pet projects supported by elected officials that have nothing to do with supporting our students, not helping to grow Texas stronger as an independent state. So I will look into some of the unnecessary spending of taxpayers dollars and take steps to expose and put pressure to redirect those funds to Texas, our educational system. The best investment I feel is into our future generation. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS:
The point I see is that they are private/charter schools which means all their funding is through private donations. No, I would not support using tax dollars in these schools. I do believe scholarships should be available for those students. I would consider looking more in depth on the vouchers/tax credits since I am not knowable of all the ends and outs dealing with those two topics. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I
would seek advice from those working in the educational system, ie teachers/school administrators. It is wiser to seek counsel from those actually engaged in the education field. IGCs: I really do not have enough current knowledge on the subject. I will say I have never supported these tests for a few reasons. Even though I graduated in 1987, teachers were more concerned about passing the exit test at the time than
actually teaching. and I still feel it puts unnecessary stress on teachers and students. We know from different aspects. Keep in mind when someone completes their requirements to receive their degrees, they are not required to do an overall test to see if they will actually graduate with a degree. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is a very ineffective way to grade. When you use letters to represent the level of
understanding it doesn't really send a clear message. We all know from experience how much some teacher would use red markers to show failure. When numbers are used , one can see okay I need to increase my numbers and I see it's possible. Now when we see a "F '' Failure, the message kids generally play over and over is, I am a failure and what's the use. It's like a sociological warrior against a student.
ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: In addition I will say that to ensure that future legislators are really committed to fighting for our teachers and our students. COLAs: I believe a period of 2 to 3 yrs could allow for a just period to be considered for a cost of living increase. TRS CARE: I feel I need to do a lot more investigation on the TRS program since I have no background in finance nor in investment but I am
smart enough to seek out a qualified expert to help me navigate TRS. TRS RETIREMENT: Refer to above response. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I have never hidden how I feel about party politics and business as usual. I know if I am given the honor to serve I fully intend on working with all members of the Texas house to ensure we are productive and answerable to our constituents. My first and foremost
responsibility is to serve all Texans. I know if elected it's about serving not self serving. The Texas House belongs to the people and we must as future legistitor respect that trust and honor. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: The best resources are the ones working in it everyday. Teachers, administrators , and the parents. If any elected official really understands that person, it is to seek
information from those engaged in it everyday. OTHER COMMENTS: I realize I am not the smartest man in the world and I always seek to surround myself with people who are much smarter but I know the whole political scene has to stop putting politics over people. I have said many times publicly how I REFUSED to rubber stamp party politics or business as usual mindset. It's time for a new mindset in Austin and
remember as elected officials we are there to serve the people. Period.

Larry E.
Baggett

HISTORY
Information: accountant, first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Voting record: for reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. For home rule charters. For increasing PubEd
funding. Against vouchers. For shoring up TRS. Against ASDs following PubEd rules. For delaying expansion of charters. Don't understand the position on home rule charters, as it is not consistent with a generally
friendly demeanor toward public ed. Friendly, but with reservations. 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements
from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)
Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB183 - relating to a pension revenue enhancement plan for the Teacher Retirement System of Texas. Co-authored legislation: HB3 Relating to public school finance and public education.Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $2500 from Charter Schools NOW PAC.
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Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote
learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Absent for vote- HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities).
Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to
public school students). Absent for vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared
disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Absent for vote - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Absent for vote - HB3456
(Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Absent for vote - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Absent for vote - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures,
and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote - HB 3932
(Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124
(Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled
in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Absent for vote - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764
(Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from
testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let
students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for
educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization,
accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for
the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education
services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to
exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs
regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of
uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of
higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted
yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total
amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an
increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental
appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 1985. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)2015- Voted against increase in funding for public ed. 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Grade from Project Educo: C

Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Authored: HB3449 (Relating to the
mentorship of a public school concussion oversight team and the removal of a public school student for an interscholastic athlete activity on the basis of suspected concussions). Authored: HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for
certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-Authored: HB586 (Relating to the creation of a state financing program administered by the Texas Public Finance Authority to assist school districts with certain expenses; granting authority to issue bonds or other obligations). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted
yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation
School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Absent for vote HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted no - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC,
issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Absent for vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Absent for vote - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Absent for vote - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Absent for vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American
patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now
just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based
educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095
(Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating
violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Absent for vote - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Absent for vote - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Absent for vote - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the
required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Absent for vote - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating
to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Absent for vote- SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and
instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Absent for vote - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district
offering in person instruction). Absent for vote - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Absent for vote - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University
Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles
of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain
instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the
preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic
competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2010. From website: I strongly support public education, institutions for higher education and our schools for career and technical training. We should provide highquality education opportunities for Texas students so that they will be competitive in our workforce and have the best chance of success. All Texas children deserve the opportunity to live up to their fullest educational
potential, and our public schools and teachers are a key ingredient to making that possible. I am a product of the Texas public schools, and I know this served me well in my life. My Amarillo ISD public school
teachers taught me well and prepared me for my future. My children attended public schools and have gone on to attend Texas public universities. The education opportunities our community provides will help our
region grow and remain economically robust. I will continue to advocate for changes to our current school finance system so that all districts are treated fairly regardless of where they are located and regardless of
their size. Further, equitable funding also makes sense in our modern mobile society. A child educated in one area of our state will likely grow up to become a business owner, nurse, plumber, or engineer in another
community. Thus, we must ensure that our career technology and vocational programs are emphasized like college readiness is today. While I strongly support public schools, I also fully support the rights of parents
to determine what type of education they believe is best for their own children – whether public, charter, private, parochial, or home school. Education dollars, wisely spent, are the best resources for generating
economic development, reducing crime, promoting self-reliance, and building a strong and competitive Texas for future generations. Voting Record: 2017 Update: sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and
promotion requirements for STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and
public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

Member, PubEd committee. On 12/1/21, made a post on Facebook stating "Students in Texas should be learning in an environment that promotes growth and success, and not the teachings of radical indoctrination. I support removing these anti-American agendas from our school curriculum in order
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Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB434 (Would
allow students to substitute CTE courses for foreign language in graduation requirements). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to
revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education
impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256
(Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted
yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public
school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production
of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD
takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public
schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public
school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to
establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator
training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338 (Relating
to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for
graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual
education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public
schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. From DMN interview: As a former educator and the mother of two teachers, I understand the need for a strong education system, and I am very grateful to all
who invest their lives in our kids. Studies have shown that more funding doesn't equate to better outcomes, but that kids will thrive if we give them the tools. Let's get back to the basics of education. I'd like to see more
money in the classrooms (right now studies show that only 21% of school funding makes it to the teachers-- the one who most impacts the educational outcome of a student). We should also reduce Standardized
Testing and with it the cost of both making, administrating and grading those tests-- and the wasted classroom time that is required for teachers to "teach to the test." Our focus should be to unleash the educators to do
what they do best, and that is to educate: not filling out paperwork or administrating tests. I look forward to hearing the recommendations of the School Finance Commission and learning their viable suggestions for
improvement. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying.
Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer
funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: D

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-authored: HB764
(Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career,
or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes
- HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of
an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competencybased educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care
for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to
the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to
provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social
studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary
and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the House in 2014. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance) ; 2015Supported/voted for bills favorable to schools (reduced testing, Alt. grad. committee; PK funding, suicide training). 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted
yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade
from Project Educo: A.

Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3033 (requirment to report through PEIMS the number of students transported for a mental health
emergency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School
Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates
to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of
sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802
(Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and
administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in
public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered
to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690
(Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public
school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted
yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Absent for vote - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716
(Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the
required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Absent for vote - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Her voting record is generally supportive of TRS funding, but not of public school increased funding. She supports charter schools, but not using vouchers to pay
for them out of public funds. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR; 2015voted to reduce testing time for STAAR; voted against funding for PK; against class size limits in PK; and voted for home rule (charter) districts; 2013- voted for funding for TRS; voted against public funds being used
for vouchers; voted against increased spending for public schools. 2019 session:
Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health
services) . Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: D
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Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website on school choice: "While the amount of funding for Texas public schools continues to rise, the promised results have yet to come to fruition. Our students are suffering as results continue to fall. Each student is an individual with specific needs and talents, and they deserve an education that benefits each and every one of them uniquely. That
is why it is time to create an educational environment in Texas where parents, not the government, control the education of our children." From website on parental rights: "Too often parents and children are held hostage in a litigation limbo within our family court system. When this happens, it makes it possible for our family courts and child custody procedures to become more of a lucrative industry rather than a positive
solution. The current systems were put in place with a promise to put our children first, but more often than not our children come last and fathers are at a disadvantage. It's time to reform this system and finally put our children first." From FB, 8/17: "It's time for a in-depth audit of public education in Texas. I support public education, and also support transparency. Like with any government program, occasionally you have
the pull back the curtains and see what's really going on. In tax year 2017, Texas school districts levied $32.1 billion in property taxes, 54.1 percent of all property taxes levied by political subdivisions in that year." From FB, 12/10/21: "Over the last few years, I have talked to hundreds of Teachers and Parents who have been calling for an end to the STAAR test. We need to listen to them and abolish the STAAR Test."
NOT SEEKING RE-ELECTION. During Special Session 2, filed HB127, to ban mask mandates specifically in public schools. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance
system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted
yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote
learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the
requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted no - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received
by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public
schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State
Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain specialpurpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated
instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of
dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted no - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or
undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or
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Not running for re-election. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state comptroller). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a
graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB3846 (Relating to the scheduling of the first day of school for students by school districts and open-enrollment charter schools). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). CoAuthored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to
military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted
yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data
collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those
instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational
institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Absent for vote - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on
Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and
the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students
who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for
purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public
schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to
rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in
schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to
bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the
inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide
and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). Sponsored: HB189 (End EOC STAAR tests). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Former mayor of Southlake. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "Parents count on local and state leaders to keep classrooms open and kids in school. Plain and simple. Kids need in person instruction, and we shouldn’t mandate masks. It is clear that we can teach children in person while making masks optional for those who choose to wear them. But as much as that, parents are counting on school districts
to teach our children facts, not to push political agendas. As a former mayor, I have firsthand experience fighting back against the Critical Race Theory agenda that pits neighbor against neighbor, divides where no division exists and poisons thought rather than teaches shared human values. When I fought back for fairness, transparency and inclusiveness of all, liberals from across the country attacked me. But I didn’t back
down then and I won’t back down now. The American Dream is open and accessible to ALL who are willing to work hard. That starts with investing in a great education for our students, keeping politicized curriculums out of the classroom, and ensuring our schools stay open for in-person learning." More from website: "I am the proud mom of three children. Education is a priority in our home, and it should be a priority for the
state of Texas. We must invest money in the classroom and support our teachers. Our schools should challenge our students and prepare them for the jobs of tomorrow. As the mom of a child with severe dyslexia, I understand how important it is to have an education system that focuses on the growth of the child because no two students are the same. I support more local control and funding for specialized education
programs, so all children have the chance to learn and succeed." Nothing about education on FB. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? First and foremost we have an obligation to provide a great education to every child regardless of what zip code they are born it. That is one of the guiding principles of our nation. I do not believe our current system is broken but we must put the work in to make it better. We must start
work today with our Superintendents to make improvements that insure our children are being prepared academically for the future. Many people much smarter than me have looked at ways to improve funding, services and testing. Obviously public education has become politicized to the point where people are not willing to sit down and make the hard decisions and consider new ways of doing things. Everyone involved
needs to take ownership. In my district we have three school districts fed by multiple cities and a vast disparity of economic backgrounds. Many children in the district are on a path that does not include a four year college. A one size fix is not going to work and while there are basic academic requirements that must be met in every district, we must tap in to our specific administrators to craft the best opportunities for our
children to succeed. PRIORITIES: Funding, student success, teacher retention and profession building. FUNDING: We have an obligation to fund public education but at this point in time, in my opinion, we don’t have any agreement on what needs to be fixed or how we fix it. How do we create an environment where young people see teaching as a meaningful profession? How do we retain great teachers and how do we
ensure that our students succeed academically? Money will not fix a problem without a plan. Right now I don’t see the long term plan. FINDING THE MONEY: Answered above. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: In speaking to my Superintendents I do believe there are children that would be better served outside of the traditional public school model. We need to bring the parents of special needs learners to the table to
discuss different learning models. I also think we need to be willing to look at remote and rural areas where children travel far distances to and from school to see if there is a better model for those students. I am the mother of a learning different child who was unable to mainstream in to public school. It is imperative that all schools are held to the same high standards. I am willing to look at Magnet schools and in district
charters as long as they are under the district umbrella and don’t operate with lower standards. I would also be willing to discuss a tax credit but I have much more to learn about public education funding. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Again, we have to tap in to our Superintendents. Each district views testing differently and I believe they should have more input in to when that testing is done. We’ve created a
pressure cooker where too much emphasis is on test results. Even the time of year that the testing is done affects results. We have an obligation to ensure students are learning at their level but could there be a system that takes more measurables in to consideration. IGCs: I have just become familiar with Individual Graduation Committees since House bill 999 passed in May. I need to learn more about how this is
actually working in my district. I have no strong opinion right now. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I grew up with A-F so I would have to be talked out of it. I felt as a parent raising three children that I had a clear understanding of where my children were at academically based on their letter grade plus or minus. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Im stressed over this issue. Young college students aren’t considering
teaching in the numbers we need. If elected I would hold teacher roundtables in my district to get input directly from them. I have had teachers over the years that greatly impacted my life for the positive. COLAs: The TRS Board has voted for COLA adjustments in 2022. I would need to learn a lot more about the decision making process and what measurable it is based on. First and foremost how do we pay for the
benefits. TRS CARE: Again, I need to study this issue. TRS RETIREMENT: I don’t have an opinion yet. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: It will be my job to learn and to consider all sides of every issue and if I am in disagreement I will clearly state why and how I made my decision. I served for 6 years as the Mayor of a City and I believe in good governance which means being well studied, well informed and
accessible to the people you represent. I have no qualms about standing up for what I believe is right and clearly articulating why I think a position is the best course once I have done my homework. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I will always start with the experts in my district; the Superintendents. There must be room at the table for parents, community stakeholders and educators.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "The next generation is under attack! Each day students in our district are being brainwashed by Critical Theory and Critical Race Theory, where they are taught that their identity and value are based upon the color of their skin rather than their character! In addition, our children are being robbed of their innocence through sexually explicit
content that is being distributed in their classrooms as well as their libraries. Not on my watch! As a former college adjunct professor, public school mentor, and football coach, educating the next generation is near and dear to my heart. It’s time to outlaw the sexualization of our children! It’s time to outlaw racist ideologies that seek to divide our children, not unify them. It’s time to teach our children to love America, not hate
it! It’s time to fight for our kids! " From FB, 2/10/22: "I’m thankful for all the teachers and faculty that work so hard to educate and meet the needs of our students. It’s time to resource our schools, take a stand to protect our kids from indoctrination, and hold school boards accountable. Parents should have the final say!" From FB, 1/27: "On Tuesday we had our first Liberty March with For Liberty And Justice Over 100
parents and citizens rallied, prayed, and marched to take a stand for our kids at the Fort Worth ISD board meeting! It’s time to take a stand against the leftist, racist, and anti-America ideologies that are invading our schools! I cannot wait to fight for education and fight against indoctrination for District 93! Parents should have the final say!" From FB, 1/18: "It’s time to TAKE A STAND for our kids! Parents should have the
final say on their child’s education, not the government! I’m committed to fighting the leftist, anti-America, and anti-hope agenda in our schools!" From FB, 2/1, announcing the endorsement of Texas Homeschool Coalition: "I am committed to fight for school choice, take a stand against anti-America and anti-hope ideologies in our schools. Parents should have the final say in their children’s education, NOT the government!"
From FB, 12/14/21: "Tonight I was given one minute at the Fort Worth ISD meeting to share my thoughts on the effects that CRT has on the next generation. As someone who has been a public school mentor (small correction - for almost* 10 years) and as a parent, I am fed up with the victimization of our children. I am fed up with our kids being taught that their identity is in the color of their skin, and that their country and
government is rigged against them."
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or social media available.
Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Authored: HB2120 (relating to school district hearings regarding complaints). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a
vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to
requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to
an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special
education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC).
Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which
public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for
production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted
yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of
public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students,
the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted no - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public
school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to
establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Absent for vote - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Absent for vote - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted
yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Survey Responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I’m not a fan of sweeping generalizations such as this. “Broken” can mean many things. I’d prefer to describe what I think are areas of concern about our public education system and where improvements can be made. The basic mission of our public education should be to ensure our kids are getting the requisite knowledge necessary to be informed and functioning adults when
they graduate. I would suggest that we have some work to do in order to achieve this objective fully for every student in our system. To ensure our system of public education has the necessary capabilities to achieve the basic objective described above, I offer the following recommendations in three areas: Getting children ready to learn: I believe in “universal pre-k” because the more we have children ready to learn, their
chances of having a successful academic career in school increases. Today’s environment of “patchwork” pre-school and kindergarten is very good for those who can attend and or afford it, but the economics of the current situation put many children at a disadvantage that cannot afford to pay. I’m sure you’ve all seen the data on the importance of having children being able to read as early as possible. Universal Pre-K
(UPK) will allow all kids the opportunity to be learning “ready” by the time they enter first grade. Standardized Testing: The current method of determination of a school or school district performance has been driven down to an evaluation of test scores on standardized testing. This is a mistake. Children are not single dimensional when it comes to the way they progress and learn. Evaluation of the efficacy of a teacher, a
school, or a school district based on test scores leaves out a host of other indicators as to whether or not a child is growing and learning. Testing is important, but so is growth in the ability to think, create, communicate, all of which are important qualities a functioning adult needs during their lifetimes. Standardized testing does not take this into account, and as a result skews the reality of the quality of the education
delivered and received. A more comprehensive approach into gauging quality of service and effectiveness of the education process is needed. Children learn and respond to information in many different ways. We need a holistic measurement system that takes that into account. Public Education Funding: The current system is underfunded. The recapture process, while well intended is not achieving the desired
results. School districts are being criticized for not having sufficient resources and the general public has an overall negative attitude towards how we operate the public school system. This boils down to ensuring the school districts have the necessary funds to achieve the baseline objective mentioned above for each of their students. Funding is currently driven by an attendance model instead of an enrollment model.
This is one of the first things relative to funding that needs to change. By design it winds up under funding schools and ultimately hurts the student. The funding per student right now in Texas is in the bottom half of the country when compared with the other 49 states. Texas’ economy is strong and wealthy enough to be first in the nation in terms of funding per pupil. The current funding levels are a choice. A better
choice can be made by fully funding what is needed. The benefits will return to the state in significant measure. The other factor impact public education funding is the desire of some to push public funds towards private schools or charter schools with vouchers or other funding schemes. This is a mistake. It exacerbates an already problematic funding situation by diverting funds into a smaller community. We should
resist the redirection of public funds towards these entities. As to where we get the funds from to increase resources for our public education system, there are a variety of ways to do this. I’ll offer up a few here, but the list most certainly is not exhaustive: Increase the rate of Royalty Payments received from the Oil & Gas (OGI) Industry. Currently, the OGI pays about $16B annually to Texas in terms of tax receipts and
royalty payments for leasing and producing on public lands. Increase the royalty payments and direct those funds to the Public Education Budget. Decriminalize and legalize Cannabis. There are significant expenses borne by the state for enforcing the prohibition of Cannabis. The reduction of those expenses through legalization coupled with the tax revenues generated by the sale of legal Cannabis would provide
significant sources of funds, some of which could be apportioned to the Public Education Budget. Increase Road Use Taxes for Interstate Freight Transport - According to the Texas Department of Transportation’s Texas Freight Mobility Freight Plan, over $1.6 trillion or 1.2 billion tons of freight are moved in Texas highways annually. Instituting a levy on goods shipped through Texas would generate significant income for
use in the Public Education System. PRIORITIES: 1. Universal Pre-K. 2. Teacher pay & healthcare (increasing pay and making healthcare more affordable). 3. Changing the school funding formula to one based on enrollment rather than attendance. Other important issues: Reduce class sizes by hiring more teachers (ESPECIALLY reduce the number of SPED students in each class so they receive the assistance they
need). Allow for continued free breakfast and lunch (federal issue, but still important). Adamantly oppose voucher programs. Protections for immigrant children in the school system. Protections for LGBTQ+ students. Social and emotional learning. FUNDING: Funding should increase; especially given the needs our student population has after COVID. We need to provide resources to students and teachers to help close
the gap caused by COVID, but education funding should ALWAYS be a priority. Schools need access to more resources for general populations and special education students, but we need the funding to make that possible. FINDING THE MONEY: The Foundation School Program and/or the Economic Stabilization Fund (aka: “Rainy Day Fund”). These are sources of funding that can provide a temporary infusion of
revenue to the Public School Budget, but there needs to be a system and permanent fix to the funding formulas that support Public Education. The items around sources of funds identified in the answer to question 1 are examples of areas where funding/new revenue can be generated. As Texas continues to grow, both from a population and an economic growth perspective, we need to establish sources of revenues that
get the necessary funding for education every year and maintain those levels in perpetuity. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I am generally opposed to this, as I see diminishing returns by moving money into a smaller subset of concentration. There may be a legitimate case for this, but I would support it only if it does not undermine traditional public schools. They must abide by the same laws and regulations applicable to
public schools in order to receive public funds. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Not by standardized testing results. While it is important to understand whether students are making progress, standardized tests are an incomplete and flawed system to determine that. This ends up being unfair to communities with low socioeconomic demographics and therefore threatens to take funding from schools with students that
have the most need for it. It would be better if students could demonstrate their knowledge and growth through a culminating project or something like that. This will allow for more individualized focus on each student and not a one size fits all approach (that definitely does not fit all). IGCs: IGC Committees give students who are unable to pass their EOC an opportunity to graduate. I believe these should NOT be
eliminated unless Texas takes a different approach to state testing. Students who generally are unable to pass a STAAR/EOC test are largely English language learners, many of whom have only been in the country for a short time. They are also SPED students who still have to take the EOC but are unable to pass even with accommodations in place. Again, standardized tests take a one size fits all approach to learning,
and that is unfair to students in this demographic. They need to have the opportunity to show what they’ve learned and graduate. Until state accountability decisions change, the IGC committees should remain in place. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: As with standardized testing, The A-F accountability rating is a highly ineffective evaluation tool. Because this rating system is based on test scores, it is an incomplete
analysis of student, school, and district ability. The districts and schools who tend to receive lower ratings are those with high poverty rates. Those students simply don’t have access to the same opportunities as those living in high socioeconomic status districts. Their parents work multiple jobs or may not have the education level necessary to help their ki
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Information: lawyer, first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Voting record: For reduced testing. For 149. Against increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. For home rule charters. For vouchers. For shoring
up TRS. Against ASDs following PubEd rules. Agaisnt ASD class caps. Against delaying expansion of charter schools. 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB
1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted against HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance
system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB228 - relating to accountability and Districts of Innovation. HB233 - relating to the
scheduling of the first and last days of school for students by school districts. HB218 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for
nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. Co-sponsored legislation: HB466 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of student loan repayment or
scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. HB218- relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan
repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational licenese. Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in
the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating
to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F. On 6/9/20, called for the abolition of STAAR testing for the
20-21 school year due to coronavirus.

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2014. Pro-voucher. Voting record: For reduced testing. Against 149. For suicide prevention, but placed comment in house journal that he intended to vote against.
Against increased funding for PK. Against PK caps. For home rule districts. Website: reiterates that parents should be free to find a school that can challenge students to succeed (vouchers).2017 Update: Sponsored
HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools); voted against HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted against HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a
commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Voted against HB 21 (Huberty School finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB525 relating to the limitation on administration and use of certain assessment instruments in public schools. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes HB3. Voted no - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F
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From website: "David will support programs that increase mental health resources and allow intervention before violence occurs in the classroom because parents should never worry about the safety of their children at school." Also from website: "Strong public schools are key to the continued prosperity of Texas. David will work to ensure that every child has access to a good education and that our educators are given the
tools they need to help our children succeed." Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based
allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic
activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization
tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing).
Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped
program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective
courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are
disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional
materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to
policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted
yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in
a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing
STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know
these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and
other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal
management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information
regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179
(Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from
certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual
learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for
building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding
under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted
no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual
disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high
school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Special Session 1: Sponsored: HB120 (Relating to a cost-of-living adjustment applicable to certain benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access
to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the
residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the
protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

No voting record, new to House this session. Lawyer, former Mayor. No mention of public ed at Campaign Kickoff speech. Priorities from website: Strenghen Public education, Cut property taxes.

Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the
Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted
yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Absent for vote - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of
SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption
and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital
devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no- HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions
administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes
provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools
and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring).
Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs).
Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten
programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention
plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice
regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Did not vote - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring
program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator
certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted
yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information,
including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to
class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289
(Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and
instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district
offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic
League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United
States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional
requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year
in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional
amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based
on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2012. Voting record: For reduced testing. For 149. For suicide prevention training. For increased PK funding. Against PK caps. For home rule districts. Against
restoring PubEd funding. For vouchers. For TRS funding. Against ASDs following PubEd rules. Against ASD caps. Against delaying expansion of charter schools.2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for
donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend
improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships). 2019 session: Coauthored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18
(student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project
Educo: C.
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Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or social media found.
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Co-Authored: HB129 (Requiring a one-credit digital citizenship course). Joint authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education
program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate
in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under
the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all
educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Absent for vote - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual
Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student
ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general
conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster).
Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776
(Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776
(Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Special Session 1: Sponsored: HB159 (Relating to a cost-of-living adjustment applicable to certain benefits paid by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted
yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total
amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an
increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental
appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "Public schools are the foundation of a strong state. All children deserve equal access to educational opportunities, and public schools need our support in order to compete on a national and global level. Lately, education legislation has focused on ridiculous attacks on transgender children and bogus racial discrimination. We must focus on providing a future-ready
education for our students, not censorship and vile discriminatory policies." Also from website: "In Texas, our teachers and support staff are dedicated professionals who work tirelessly to ensure a strong future for our young Texans. Texas drastically underpays support staff, and struggles to retain educators across the spectrum. All school employees deserve a livable wage. We must invest in our school staff in order to
invest in our students." Nothing on education on FB. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Assessment is ‘broken’ in Texas. We are over-reliant on standardized tests, and Pearson has a monopoly on all assessments in this state. Students lose multiple days of learning each school year to prepare for and take these grossly overpriced assessments. We need to shift towards growth-based tests, instead of comparative
achievement. PRIORITIES: Increase paraprofessional pay and retention. Cap class sizes instead of relying on ambiguous ratios. Promote equity in public schools - stop book bans, outlaw discriminatory practices, and advance support for students with IEPs and 504 plans. FUNDING: Texas is ranked roughly 40th amongst states for per-pupil funding [note: this information is dependent on whether Washington DC is
included]. We need to increase funding to stay competitive in the future workforce. FINDING THE MONEY: We need to switch to enrollment-based funding vs. attendance-based. I support legalizing and taxing cannabis products to increase available funds for school. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Private schools and privately owned charter schools have enough money without our tax dollars. EVALUATING PUBLIC
SCHOOLS: Staff and teacher surveys will provide reliable evaluations of overall school culture. Skills- and TEKS-based, not reading/vocabulary-based basic assessments will show student growth. IGCs: IGC committees are essential for certain students, and every Texan deserves a chance to graduate. These committees should continue. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is ineffective in evaluating campuses because it
is difficult for the average teacher to understand without training, and is incomprehensible to many taxpayers. It also does not take certain aspects of a school culture into account, and is over-reliant on expensive standardized tests. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teachers in Texas deserve student loan forgiveness, strong benefits, and regular cost of living increases in salary. We can raise sin taxes, switch to
enrollment-based funding, and legalize and tax cannabis. COLAs: Retired teachers should get a cost of living increase at least biennially. TRS CARE: I would promote legislation raising cigarette taxes and legalizing and taxing cannabis. TRS RETIREMENT: If given regular cost of living increases, TRS would be a more reliable retirement plan than a 401(k) style plan. However, many retiring teachers would prefer a more
competitive retirement plan. This question is difficult for me to directly answer, as I have heard both sides of the argument from retired and retiring teachers. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I do not take corporate PAC money, and am involved in the community as a teacher, taxpayer, and community volunteer. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I follow local school board meetings,
talk with my colleagues, and listen to concerns of parents and students. OTHER COMMENTS: Texas vastly underserves its population with special needs in the school system. Our dedicated paraprofessionals who work to make school inclusive for students with IEPs need to make more than the $9.28 hourly average in Texas.
Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and
the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled
students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students w
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2020 - Greg Abbott
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AFT. 2016 - Texas
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Worth Star Telegram

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2012. ATPE notes: supported additional education funding, relief from high stakes testing, and short-term funding health insurance, absent for payroll deduction vote
but would have voted for amendment(ATPE opposed), supported David's Law, overall of 13 ATPE votes, opposed 6, supported 7. Website: fight for ed dollars to go to direct teaching expenses, end Robin Hood, tie
grant/ state money to direct academic improvement & require accountability audits. Member of House's Public Education Finance workgroup. Local control to school districts: end unfunded mandates, more community
involvement, less $ sent to state for redistribution. Kids in public schools.Voting record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against PK class caps. For home rule charters. Agaisnt increased
PubEd funding. For vouchers. For shoring up TRS. Against delaying charter school expansion.Website: talks about "ending Robin Hood" so there's a gap in his understanding of school finance. Promoting charters is
a priority. Texas Virtual School is a goal. Boasts of championing home school. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School
Finance Bill); Sponsor of HJR 46, propposed constitutional amendment to direct excess revenue into TRSSponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system,
end-arounds public education committee) Communicates with local trustees and supts. Attends ISD & PTA events, accessible to the public. Responsive to districts' legislative requests(assisted ISD with online school,
filed taxparency bill in cooperation w/ISD & trustees).Voted for 4 special session House school finance bills(21,22,23,30). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB570 - relating to certain meetings of open-enrollment
charter schools. HB567 - relating to the adjustment of a school district's wealth per student under the school finance system to reflect campus security costs. HB569 - relating to the information required to the included
in or with a school district ad valorem tax bill. HB638 - relating to the issuance of posthumous high school diplomas to certain students. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public
education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A
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AFT. 2012, 2008 Texas Parent PAC

No voting record, new to House. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The funding for schools is broken. While income is primarily based off of tax revenue there should also be measures put in place to support all schools, not just those in the affluent

Ran in 2020, past research in history tab. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or social media found.

Candidate has a history of mental illness as noted by the Dallas Morning News and D Magazine. Responded to Dallas News survey and said: "I do not have any new ways to describe how the public school funding get
funds. I am happy to see up increase the financing and hope that we can do the same for mental illness." To create jobs, she said, "Texas has to pay more attention to the education policy. With many of our work
force, especially the technology employee comes from out of the state." No website or social media found.

From website: "I am a proud graduate of public education and I know how successful a child's future may be when they are rooted in a solid eduction. I believe every student in should have access to a quality public education. We must support our school districts to create learning environments that benefit our students, teachers, faculty and neighborhoods. I’m committed to working with education champions and unions to
increase access to Career and Technical Education, Early College High School, and Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math (STEAM) programs, fully funding Pre-K programs and increasing teacher pay." SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not believe our public education system is broken as we have teachers, staff and other personnel who show up to teach Texas children daily while
Republicans work to cut off the budgetary resources necessary to have our state’s system be the envy of the United States. It is evident through the numerous corporate relocations that Texas has experienced over the last two decades that our state’s public education system is not broken. I do believe, however, with more resources and intentional leadership and support to our teachers, faculty, and staff we can still
make the public education system in Texas the best in the country. PRIORITIES: I am committed to addressing the following public education priorities: 1. Working with education champions and teacher unions to increase access to Career and Technical Education, while also examining ways, means, and partnerships to boost Early College High School, and Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math (STEAM)
programs. 2. Fully funding pre-K programs. 3. Increasing teacher pay. FUNDING: I feel school funding should be increased. FINDING THE MONEY: I believe that through the legalization of cannabis in Texas, much like we’ve seen from our neighbors in Oklahoma, there is revenue upside in which we can invest into our state’s public education system that can be a model for the rest of the country. Additionally,
wasteful spending and priorities from a state dominated by Republicans since 1994 has cost Texas generations of opportunity that we must act upon and reverse now. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: None. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I think we need to evaluate our public education system under the condition of Republican domination and leadership since 1994. We’ve regressed and we must stop the bleeding.
What further evaluation is necessary? We need a change in state government and the legislature to actually prioritize Texas children, teachers, and staff, and that believe our state’s education system can be a model for the rest of the country. IGCs: I support IGC Committees. Yes, I would support ending the sunset date for IGC Committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I do not know enough information to make an
informed judgement about the A-F grading system at this time. I am committed to working with experts in this area to support the best and most effective system available to evaluate campus performance. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: We have to first create educational environments that ensure teacher safety. Secondly, we must ensure that our teachers are valued by their pay, benefits and security. Third,
we must prioritize that our teachers are valued by not tying their pay, benefits and job security to any scale that compromises their ability to educate our students. COLAs: I believe that retired teacher increases should be automatically increased when inflation increases. TRS CARE: I believe that TRS Care for retires must remain affordable. When elected, I will not support any legislation that would cause additional
increase in TRS cost for retirees. TRS RETIREMENT: I support leaving TRS as a defined benefit plan. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Through my many years of experience leading groups of multi-race, generation and political affiliation, I’ve always upheld the standard of listening to all before I make any decisions. House District 100 is a very diverse district, consisting of neighborhoods from the upper
middle-class down to those that are 80% below the poverty level. It is imperative that, when I cast a vote, that it is on behalf of all residents of the district. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDCUATION: I believe that teachers and students are the most important resources in gaining information about the state of public education. OTHER COMMENTS: I am the product of a quality public education. It was
my K-12 public education that enabled me to attend higher education institutions like Texas A&M University and the University of Texas at Arlington. Additionally, as a first-generation college graduate, the top tier education that I received empowered me to pursue career opportunity that included work in our nation’s capital. I’m highly motivated to ensure others in HD-100 feel they can accomplish their goals and
ambitions through a quality public education like I was able to do.
Survey Responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I was a public-school educator for 25 years. It is not “broken.” It is doing what it is designed to do: foster obedience and conformity to the state. The only thing that will fix education is allowing for a diversity of models (including homeschooling models) so that families can make the best educational choices for their children. PRIORITIES: Increased privatization of education, not
forcing families to attend a particular school based on ones ZIP code, and ending compulsory attendance requirements, which make schools more like the prisons for which they serve as a pipeline. FUNDING: Government school funding should eventually be eliminated as better alternatives arise in the free market. Parents should be able to keep the property tax dollars and spend them on the best educational
circumstances for their children. FINDING THE MONEY: n/a VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: None. I oppose vouchers and tax credits as well, because that still is government appropriation and redistribution of funds. Let everyone keep their money and spend it as they see fit. People are still going to send their children to schools, so schools will come about (even in economically disadvantaged communities) to meet their
needs. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Certainly not by standardized testing in a handful of subjects. Does the public school actually equip each student who graduates with the skills and independent thinking required to thrive in society for the next 30 years? That is a hard thing to quantify, but a random, longitudinal study of students for ten years after graduation would be a much better measurement of the
effectiveness of a school or district. IGCs: While I oppose the STAAR system completely, the very existence of IGC committees is a tacit acknowledgment that schools are not hitting their targets of giving a basic education (or at least what they claim to be a “basic education”) to every student. It would be far superior to do away with all uniform standards of what a particular human being should know by reaching a
certain age. Let them take specific competency tests based on particular subject areas, or – even better – based on particular skills, similar to certifications in trades and information technology. That would be a far better signal to employers of a graduate’s abilities than the standard high school diploma. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Like everything else in standardized government education, it treats the students of
campuses as uniform units, rather than as individuals. Also, just like the faculty/staff evaluation metrics (e.g. T-TESS), they ultimately are subjective, and different schools/districts may have received a different result with different evaluators. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Compensation for teachers, like in any other profession, should be based on performance outcomes, instead of merely based on longevity
in the profession. A substandard teacher who has been in the profession for 15 years typically makes the same as an excellent teacher working at the same school who has been there for 15 years. There are few incentives for teachers to rise above mediocrity under such a model. In a non governmental, privatized school, teachers would be expected to meet clearly-stated, school-specific goals. They would be
compensated for meeting them or eventually terminated if they did not. COLAs: That is a difficult question to answer, because I oppose the pension model that currently exists. Since we already have tens of thousands of retirees in the system, though, a COLA should be evaluated yearly to determine the overall affordability based on the returns of TRS investments, as well as the impact of inflation on the spending
power of the monthly checks. TRS CARE: The problems in a heavily-regulated, insurance-based healthcare system are far beyond the scope of this questionnaire. Suffice it to say that healthcare costs are rising for everyone, not just those under TRS Care, so the changes that need to be made are much larger in scale than “fixing TRS Care.” TRS RETIREMENT: As long as people are paying into TRS, it should be a
401(k) style plan. That offers more of a guarantee that it will be solvent to support retirees. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I appreciate the irony that this questionnaire was sent to me from a special-interest group. There is no way that any one elected official will mirror the will of a community diverse in their opinions on anything, and that especially applies to education. However, by allowing for individuals the
freedom to make their own educational choices, they are empowered to act in their own best interests, rather than being told by the government what is “best for them.” RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Did not answer. OTHER COMMENTS: As a father and as a life-long educator, I am very passionate about equipping young people adequately to thrive in our world today (as well as in our
world tomorrow). While I understand that many public educators feel exactly the same way, the government-run education system has shown itself completely incapable of instilling the skills in its students to adapt to an ever-changing world. Furthermore, students are individuals, and there is nothing that the current, one-size-fits-all education system can do but insist on conformity with a mere handful of options. Far from
abandoning our most vulnerable students, a market-based educational model would allow for competition in education, raising the standards and expectations for the entire “industry” in the same way that the free market improves our lives in every other area.
Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness
for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection
and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721
(Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for
promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or
programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643
(Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational
Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment
under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to
achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating
to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this
state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831
(Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying
and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion
of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition
of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials
to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Absent for vote - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1144: (Suicide prevention training for teachers). Co-authored: HB1207 (Additional training and course work for public school principals). Authored: HB1249 (Public accessibility of charter school financial statements). Authored: HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). CoAuthored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain
counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468
(Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with
disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible
offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain pub
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Not running for re-election, Running for Congress. .Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1068 (Use of personal leave during school holidays by district employees). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764
(Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election
to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education
impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC).
Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which
public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Absent for vote - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for
production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted
yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of
public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and
training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Absent for vote - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public
school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to
establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Absent for vote - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted no - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the
amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3:
Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160
(Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

areas. You can almost always “follow the money,” and determine which districts will be successful and which ones won’t. I plan to, at least address the issue of a lack of funding, by pushing for additional streams of income within the State of Texas. One such said stream
of income is pushing for additional legalization of marijuana. The taxation on the plant will provide for additional funds for education. We can earmark said funds and specify for equity in distribution. Some students are lost to the school-to-prison pipeline. We can’t simply
kick children out of school or give them this long disciplinary record that lacks context and substance. Far too often children are being removed from the classroom because of disciplinary issues. While I wholeheartedly believe that educators must have the ability to control
their classrooms, I don’t believe that every child needs to suffer the same fate. I strongly believe that there needs to be a process by which mental health professionals and the like can investigate to determine the source of the problem before throwing a child into the
disciplinary system which many times is the culprit for the school-toprison pipeline. As a former board member with Metrocare Services (mental health), I intend to push for additional funding for mental health organizations in the state as well as. I’d push for mental health
organizations to receive incentives for partnering with local schools. There is an overall problem with the accessibility of schools, as many, especially in economically depressed areas and/or areas victimized by gentrification are being shut down. There must be an effort
to work with elected officials on all levels to ensure that children have access to a school in their neighborhood. Our schools are overcrowded. As a child, I experienced both overcrowding and a small student to teacher ratio. While I thrived in both environments, the
statistics make it clear that we all need to make an effort to get more educators into classrooms so that the ratios are reduced if we truly want to give every child his/her optimal opportunity to thrive. Once again, this is a “money matter,” that will be resolved with additional
funding. Students are not prepared to enter a career. We must encourage career readiness programs so that students that opt out of attending a post-secondary institutions are ready for the workforce. We can offer tax incentives for corporations that choose to offer
apprenticeships to high school students. PRIORITIES: Finding ways to better support schools via funding, resources and partnerships to help those in need. We need to recruit and retain quality teachers in our classroom (higher pay, better and more secure benefits and
build a culture of collaboration not standardized testing). We must make a significant investment in early childhood education with a priority on fully funding full day Pre K programs. FUNDING: Per the comments above, school funding absolutely needs to increase. We
also need to find a state funding formula that better supports equity across all schools. FINDING THE MONEY: Pushing for the full Legalization of Marijuana would provide an additional stream of income and it would reduce the cost of incarceration in the state, while
adding tax revenue to the budget. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: In general, I am not a supporter of the voucher system. I try to maintain an open mind, but in the current way that the voucher system works, I am absolutely opposed. This questionnaire specifically asked about
if I believe that funding should be increased for public schools and there are a multitude of financial needs within the public school sector, so I would not be in a position to support removing more public funds from education, when there’s already a dearth. STAAR:
ABSOLUTELY NOT!!!!!! I believe it’s important to access where scholars are, but in its current state scholars must pass several tests as a means to graduate. A scholar failing a STARR exam should be a ding against the school, but it should not impact whether a student
moves to the next grade. In addition, it makes educators feel that they have to teach to a test instead of creating well rounded Texans. Scholars also suffer from test fatigue. They are facing a state test, a district test and a national test, each year. It’s ridiculous.
ADVANCEMENT: Per my statement above, NO! Testing should be used as one measure of student progress and of maintaining a baseline of student knowledge – that’s it. Tests should NOT be the only measure for school accountability purposes and scores should
definitely not be the major tool used to evaluate teachers. To the extent that tests are used, we should emphasize growth because it’s fundamentally unfair to judge a teacher or school by the success or failure of a student on one test, especially when there are so many
other factors that go into performance (family circumstances, poverty, etc.). IGCs: In its current state, I support the IGC committee because I don’t support the STARR exam being the final factor of allowing a scholar to graduate. However, issues with the IGC will also be a
factor because schools are evaluated on graduation rates and if that is the case, the IGC will always push to have scholars graduate so that it doesn’t hurt their graduation numbers. I would support ending the sunset date on these committees. A-F CAMPUS RATING: An
“A” rating is simple…. Close your eyes and envision the school you want your child to attend. What does it have? That’s an “A” school. (IE. Great teacher retention, scholars are growing and learning, great educational experiences are provided, additional extracurriculars
are a part of the day to day, parents and the community are actively involved. etc) I don’t know that there is a such thing as a perfect system, but we need some way to quantify and recognize a necessity for improvements and this system does that. MERIT PAY: I totally
disagree. Merit pay as a potential bonus may be okay, but I don’t even recommend that. There are too many things that factor into scholars that land in teachers’ classrooms. Children are dealing with undiagnosed disabilities, social/emotional issues as at home, abuse,
homelessness, broken homes, etc. A quality teacher at a school with a population that traditionally scores poorly will make less than a mediocre teacher at a school with a population that scores traditionally scores well. Additionally, merit based pay also leads to unethical
practices like teaching to the test and/or flat out cheating. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, as previously outlined, I support class caps. But in order for caps to work, more personnel would likely be needed. I do believe that temporary waivers should be allowed. For
instance, if a district cannot afford to hire more personnel, then they should be allowed to apply for a temporary waiver, but these should be granted in very limited circumstances. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Educators are the gateway to all other careers.
Therefore, they should be treated as such. They need quality benefits (Great Healthcare, Maternity leave, Pay, Pay and more Pay). Incentives should be provided to the BEST candidates (not just any candidate) to work in the most difficult schools. Teachers need to know
that they have access to the basic resources that they require so that they can successfully teach. There should never be music programs with no instruments or science courses with no lab materials. Additionally, there should be a focus on support, and two-way
communication in retaining and attracting great teachers. Teachers want to be great for themselves and for their students. I think you recognize their expertise and allow them to help shape the school in turn a positive school culture develops. More and more good
teachers leave because of low morale or distrust with the administration. Once again, I have addressed one of the easiest ways for us to increase the overall state budget’s income, is through the full legalization of marijuana. COLAs: It is imperative that at a bare
minimum cost of living increases should correlate with inflation. TRS CARE: Educators feel the pressure from both sides; healthcare costs are astronomical and their checks aren't as sizable as they should be. I initially sat down with each elected official that shares a
portion of HD100 with the intent of establishing relationships so that we could work together on issues such as this. We need the federal government to institute more regulations on the pharma and insurance industries. I want to work with elected officials on every level to
accomplish affordable healthcare in Texas for all. It is unfortunate that the TRS Care system is not stable and on the brink of collapsing. We truly have to pump more money into our overall budget and we need support from the other levels of government. TRS: We need
something that works and right now TRS doesn’t, especially in comparison to other states’ teachers’ retirement systems. There’s not enough money being put into the system, so yet again, money is an issue. I am not opposed to a 401(k) system if it can be shown to be
more effective than any option available to improve the current broken system. 25x25: Yes.

Information: first elected to the House in 2013. Current Minority Leader. Voting Record: for 149. For increased PK funding. For hard cap on PK classes. Against home rule. For increased PubEd funding. For
prohibiting vouchers. For TRS. For making ASDs use PubEd rules. For hard caps on ASDs. For delaying expansion of charter schools. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill). 2019 session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.
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Information: attorney, first elected to the Texas House in 2018. 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services).
Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Member, PubEd Committee. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Authored: HB1302 (Would add project-based learning to CE requirements and add a workforce readiness project to list of student performance indicators). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public
schools). Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2975
(Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Authored: HB3346 (relating to an indicator of achievement for evaluating the performance of public elementary, middle school, and junior high campuses and districts under the public school accountability system). Authored: HB3888 (Relating to the resignation of a public school teacher employed under
a term contract). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB4064 (Relating to policies and procedures for addressing bullying and harassment in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students
who receive mental health services). Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military
readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data
collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted
yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those
instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational
institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on
Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and
the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students
who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for
purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted
yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for
field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Absent for vote - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians
to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a
minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to
emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by
a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating
to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of
an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Absent for vote - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the
inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems,
and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is
elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the
resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to
requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. FUNDING: must restore $5 billion taken from schools in 2011. We also need to account for inflation and increased student enrollment. Would like to see the legislature heed call to
action and study how to fix the finance system. Examine impact of a provision that has allocated money to school districts to offset mandated property tax cuts. It should also examine the use of local property taxes to fund education and its
effects on educational quality and Texas taxpayers. PRIORITIES: Supports the use of Rainy day funds and other sources to fully restore education cuts an dincrease teacher salaries. VOUCHERS/CHOICE: Oppose state assistance for
private education, commit to opposing it and have a track record of doing so. Successfully kept LULAC at the state level from supporting vouchers. Vouchers do not provide choice for all students. They serve to weaken public schools and
sacrifice equity. Opposes full time, privately operated "virtual schools" as well. Special education is one of the best examples for why vouchers should be opposed and charters should be more closely regulated, because they do not meet
the same standards and protections that public schools must meet. Public schools work daily to meet the needs of all students. Charter schools do not. CLASS SIZE: supports limits on class size and waivers. TESTING: support and
believe in the need for some standardized testing. Scores show that it is working in that more kids are going to college, more are trying, and we are closing the achievement gap. Federal dollars also require testing. next session needs to
reconcile state concerns with federal NCLB legislation. Reduction in # of tests is an improvement. Open to hearing suggestions from educators. Since we use a variety of methods to evaluate student performance in the classroom, couldn't
we apply that to evaluating teachers and schools? support rewarding exceptional performance, but there are problems with incentive pay based on student performance on tests. Supports accountability but feels we are misusing tests to
penalize. Excessive high stakes testing takes away instruction time and narrows curriculum.SALARY: state should maintain a floor for salaries that increases based on experience over the first 20 years. FAILING SCHOOLS: support local
control. There are already provisions in place for TEA to come in, correct the problems, and return to local control. Those closest to the process should have a voice in the process. INSURANCE: state has not increased contributions since
2002. Advocate that public school employees be provided the same level of contribution and should be eligible for the same COLA/increase as other state employees. TRS: support defined benefit. Need to give a cost of living increase.
2019 session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website found. Nothing about education on FB.

2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility,
Texas Home School
Coalition

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Authored: HB1080 (Eligibility for UIL participation for students receiving mental health services). Joint-Authored: HB1568 (Relating to the School district property value study conducted by the state
comptroller). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Authored: HB204 (Panic buttons in classrooms). Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school
students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to
participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Authored: HB538 (Relating to the removal of restrictions on funding and payment of costs for certain full-time online educational programs). Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school
students). Authored: HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties) Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. CoAuthored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered
by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness
outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends
sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular
activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for
purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of
guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including
interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for
prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American
patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now
just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based
educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating
to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted
yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring
program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator
certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted
yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information,
including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to
class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289
(Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and
instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district
offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League
to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in
the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and
prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum
compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological
sex).

Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and
the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled
students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities).Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School
Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints t
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HISTORY

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889
(Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education
program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students
who receive mental health services). Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military
readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data
collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those
instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational
institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on
Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and
the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students
who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for
purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public
schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to
rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in
schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to
bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the
inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide
and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

Information: lawyer, first elected to the Texas House in 2018. From website: I support Texas students and teachers. It’s past time for real reforms that put more money into classrooms while also reducing the
property tax burden. We should end the over-testing of our students and free school districts from burdensome regulations that increase administrators. We also need to treat failing schools as a state crisis and work
to fix and save every school. 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB674 - relating to soliciting from school districts served by a regional education service center certain information in conjunction with the annual
evaluation of the center.Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes
- HB3.. Voted no - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted np - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F. As of 2/25, recieved $7500 from Charter Schools Now PAC. Took money from American Federation for Children, a pro-charter PAC.
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ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2020 - Greg Abbott

Friendly

Carl Sherman friendly

2022 - Texas AFT 2018 Texas AFT

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness
for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection
and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721
(Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for
promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or
programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643
(Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational
Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the
allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who
fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for
purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for
severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE
students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public
schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to
rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in
schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to
bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the
inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide
and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

From website: "Quality education is a core value in our district and constitutionally mandated in Texas. Despite partial fixes passed more recently, the leadership in Austin has a long-running poor record on preparing our children for the future by properly supporting public schools. We need to put more resources into schools, and we need to do it in a way that does not place an undue burden on homeowners who have
covered the bill as the state has reduced its contribution to public school funding. We also need to fully fund special education and support trade programs, community colleges, adult education and other ways to prepare our workforce so we can be competitive with other states." From FB, 1/25: "We need to do better to support our Teachers! That means ensuring we keep our promise on funding the pay raises promised in
2019." From FB, 12/15: "Recovering from the pandemic includes remedying our children’s lost instruction, and supporting our teachers so this can be accomplished. Intimidation of teachers through book banning and limiting the teaching of critical thinking in the curriculum only hurts our children." From FB, 11/18: "Texas' funding for public education is at a 20 year low. Local property taxpayers are having to make up the
difference. Texas has a responsibility to fully fund public education in order to fund teacher pay raises. Elect Elizabeth Ginsberg to the Texas State House in #HD108 so our schools can get the support they need." STATEMENT AT BEGINNING OF SURVEY: I am running for State Representative for District 108 because my district needs strong leadership that is focused on real challenges. I reject the extremism and antiintellectualism that has permeated our state politics. District 108, where I have lived for more than 25 years, is a moderate district with constituents who want solutions to real problems instead of gridlock and hyper partisan culture wars that distract us from pressing matters. I will be proud to represent this community and focus of state’s resources on excellence in our constitutionally mandated Texas public schools.
SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not believe our public schools are broken, but I do believe that there are politicians trying to convince the public that is true. I believe the motive behind this misinformation is to shift public funds to the funding of charter and voucher schools and this is not in the best interest of Texans and is a violation of our constitutionally mandated public schools. Our public schools are
a microcosm of our community and faces the same challenges. I do not consider this to be broken. PRIORITIES: I do believe that there are areas that need change and improvement. The areas I see are as follows: 1. Fixing our system of school financing that has a shown a long-term trend of shifting from state to local funding with a corresponding increase in property taxes. I believe the state should be paying a
greater share of school funding so that property taxes can be reduced. 2. Committing resources to assure students can read effectively by the third grade. This includes making remedial programs available to all students with reading challenges. The current system of funding requires schools to triage those students with severe problems for special attention. There are other students who could benefit from a
supplemented or mor robust reading instruction program. I defer to educators on the best way to accomplish this. 3. Supporting teachers as professionals and give them the latitude to teach based on their training, skills and personal observations, and the authority to create appropriate curriculum. Teachers should be paid as professionals as well. Compensation includes a good retirement. The 13th check they received
from the Texas Legislature was small comfort in comparison to the fact that retired teachers have not received a cost-of-living increase or a wage analysis since 2013. A one-time payment was a small bit of relief, but a wage increase needs to be permanent. With the Texas comptroller’s office issuing a revised review estimate this past year saying Texas was in position to have “continued economic growth through the
next biennium,” the COLA increase for retired teachers should have been a priority. FUNDING: Texas has no greater obligation than to operate its constitutionally mandated public schools, and those schools are underfunded. Texas ranks 43 in per pupil funding. The state's share of public school funding has not increased, placing a disproportionate burden on local property taxes. It is shameful that our state government
has failed to adequately invest in the success of Texas children and compensate our teachers for their critical work. Additionally, Texas children, particularly those with special needs, are not receiving the remedial assistance they need in literacy. My understanding from speaking with parents and educators is that there is a triage system to identify only the most severe instances of need because of budget constraints.
Additionally, children without advocates for their needs are left behind, and particularly if they have moved or have sporadic attendance. This leaves so many Texas children behind in their literacy skills, creating long term deficiencies in their ability to learn material down the road, and achieve their full potential. FINDING THE MONEY: There is no more important investment for the state than investment in our
constitutionally mandated public schools. Fortunately, we are in a time when Texas has the funds available to make this investment. The Texas comptroller projects a $23 billion surplus revenue for the period ending in August 2023. Texas has also spent $6 billion on border security, which is a federal responsibility, and has shown very little effectiveness in making our border more secure. I recommend ending State
border security efforts and using a significant portion of the budget surplus to increase the state portion of education funding for our traditional public schools. Additionally, a reevaluation of our property tax system, including commercial valuations, should be considered. Under the currently system, there is significantly more date available for establishing residential valuations, and less incentive to challenge valuations.
Taxes on commercial properties and multifamily housing is based on less data for comparable, and there is greater incentive to challenge valuations. This has allowed commercial interests to avoid paying the same effective rates as residential property owners. I believe correction of this systematic problem can make property taxes more equitable, and result in stabilization of local taxes without jeopardizing school
funding. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not support the further expansion of public charter schools, nor do I support vouchers tax credits or scholarships using tax dollars. I am deeply concerned that extremists are working to sharply increase the number of charter schools in an effort to outsource education. This is not in the best interest of Texas children or Texas communities and is not consistent with our Texas
Constitution. Our traditional public schools are underfunded, and the removal of additional funds from the education budget to support charter schools or vouchers will further erode our traditional public schools. Because charter schools pick their students, children with challenges will not have options in charter schools or will be abandoned by those schools. I am concerned that charter schools have very little
transparency in terms of how public funds are spent, no oversight by an elected board, and do not have the same requirements for teachers and performance as traditional public schools. Further, there is a mixed record of success for charter schools. I believe poorly performing charter schools should be shut down, with assistance provided to parents to find the public school appropriate for their child's needs. I do
believe that charter schools have responded to demands from parents to offer choice in finding the school that best meets their child's needs. Fortunately, many public schools have responded by creating academies and magnet schools that give families choices within the traditional public education system. I believe that this is the future of public education. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Public schools should be
evaluated in a more wholistic way addressing all of their functions and challenges, as well as the responsiveness to each of their constituencies. There is a place for testing; however, it appears that currently he tests are driving the evaluation process and curriculum and being used in ways that are not simply for evaluation of progress by students. A more wholistic view of evaluations should include academic
performance as well as a description of academic improvement with a response from educators about a plan to address areas of need. Community challenges should be identified, including poverty and income levels, student special needs and English proficiency. Funding from all sources should be described and fiscal responsibility evaluated. Teacher and parent satisfaction should be reported with deficiencies and
plans of action included in the description. IGCs: I support IGC committees because they can offer alternative evaluation paths for students with learning differences or who have faced personal challenges that has impacted the continuity of their education. I believe in second chances. IGC committees are a good option in the high stakes STARR testing environment that is currently part of Texas educational system.
However, my research shows the requirements to vary greatly among school districts. This is concerning. Students who graduate should have met the same degree of rigor as those who passed via a STARR test; however how that degree of rigor is met may vary by student. I would support continuing the programs after the sunset date. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I believe that an A through F evaluation system is
too one dimensional to accurately capture all of the metrics that should be considered in evaluating school performance. For example, a school that functioning well and consistently turning out well educated students, may receive a lower letter grade because there is simply not as much room for improvement, or they do not have a high number of children in poverty, skewing the results. This should not be viewed as a
penalty, but many in our community believe that this means their children are losing ground. The “grades” are most effective for real estate agents marketing homes in a district, but not helpful to parents in making choices about their child’s education or to educators in determining how to improve learning. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teachers must be treated as the professionals that they are. This includes
increased pay, dedicated periods for class preparation, a voice in curriculum, flexibility in curriculum, and offering paid sabbaticals to experienced teachers. I believe that second career teachers can be an important source of new teachers, who bring professional expectations to the job. Teachers further should be permitted to earned social security rather than waive those benefits under TRS. Additionally, retired
teachers should get regular cost of living increased like the social security system. The “13th check” approach just invites legislators to hold increases hostage for political gain, like happened this last legislative session. Concerning paying for these costs to make sure we attract high quality to the teaching profession, see response to question 3. COLAs: Teachers should receive an annual or perhaps bi-annual cost of
living increased tied to economic indicators in the same way that Social Security benefits are increased. TRS CARE: Rising costs of healthcare are an issue faced by business and public entities and controlling the cost of healthcare through greater coverage in our community will work to stop to massive increase in healthcare costs. Increasing Medicaid coverage will ultimately lead to lower costs for everyone. The
contributions to TRS Care are based on teacher salaries. As described earlier, salaries should be increased, and this will increase employee, district and state contribution to the system without a corresponding increase in healthcare expenses. This may close part of the gap of the rising costs. TRS RETIREMENT: We have promised teachers a defined benefit plan and we must honor that promise. I am familiar with the
Texas County and District Retirement System because my father recently retired from TCDRS after about 15 years of employment. It is an example of a fixed benefit plan for public employees that reflects the changing realities of funding retirement while meeting the promises made to public employees. It is solvent but offers a fixed benefit. There may be some changes that could be adopted to the TRS system.
REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: District 108 is a moderate district. I will not win unless I convince voters that I will represent all members of the community. I am independent and a listener. I describe myself as passionately moderate. After redistricting, I believe that House District 108 is one of the few swing districts left in Texas, and whoever is elected from this district must be a bridge-builder and be willing to
work across the aisle, with both constituents and legislative colleagues. This is who I am as a person and as an attorney. I also commit to holding regular town hall type meeting and accessible and regular district office access. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Organizations like Texans for Public Education and TRS are a wonderful resource for me. I also believe it talking to PTAs, parents,
teachers and administrators directly. In responding to this questionnaire, I reached out to these resources for input. There are many wonderful organizations providing data on the impact of education on our community and the effectiveness of various approaches to education. Any organizations I rely on must agree on the necessity of having excellence in public education. As a critical thinker and researcher, I believe I
have the skills to ascertain the pros and cons of various proposals, and accept that particular solutions may not be perfect, but learn what I can in crafting policy. OTHER COMMENTS: There are two additional comments I would like to make about public education – (1) I would resist efforts by politicians to micromanage curriculum based on fear; (2) We must have a reasonable science-based response to this pandemic
to protect, students, teachers, families and our community. Legislation this last session directing how our history is taught harms students and is disrespectful to teaching professionals. The history taught in Texas schools must be based on facts. We cannot allow fear of changing demographics to control how our history is taught. This last legislative session, a ban on the teaching of Critical Race Theory was passed,
despite the fact that this subject is not taught in Texas public schools. Politicians should also have no role in deciding what books are appropriate for children. Teaching sanitized history and banning books are the marks of authoritarian or a communist country, not the mark of a democracy. I trust teachers and librarians as professionals to guide children to the appropriate books. School districts have policies for the
review of books based on developmental and professional education standards to determine their appropriateness. Virtually all educators agree that children should be encouraged to read materials from an array viewpoints. This is one way empathy and critical thinking skills are developed. What this law will do is intimidate teachers to discourage them from teaching subjects that are remotely controversial. Our students
lose. To be prepared as citizens and as learners, students must be taught critical thinking skills and exercise those skills. This requires tackling materials from a variety of viewpoints, asking tough questions, and not being afraid of the answers. If our children cannot do that, our education system has failed. I also believe that our state leadership has failed in our pandemic response, and schools, our teachers and our
students are paying the price. This community needs leadership in Austin that listens to the science and empowers local leaders to respond with a plan that protects our community. We are fortunate to have leadership in this district that can develop a plan based on science. However, our state leaders and governor have politicized vaccines and masks, manipulated data, and tied the hands of local leaders to implement
science-based plans that acknowledge our responsibility to consider the health of our neighbors. This hurts our schools because students and teachers are being exposed to the virus with no ability to manage the spread. As I am meeting with people in the community, I hear about the frustration and anger teachers are feeling, and that they are considering leaving their profession. In the next few years, our community
will be facing a shortage of teachers that will compromise both our health and education systems.
Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080
(participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School
Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189
(Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance
of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802
(Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and
administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in
public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered
to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the
Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547
(Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690
(Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public
schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public
school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability
to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to
instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public
school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted no - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes
- SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving
special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator
training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating
to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for
graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual
education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public
schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings).
SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction
of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL
SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes
- HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services).
Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a
complaint and requesting a specia
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HISTORY
Information: lawyer, first elected to the Texas House in 2014. Member of House Public Education committee. Website: Education points are listed as: •Raise the standards for our public schools, because
education is the key to economic opportunity
•Provide for local control and support compensation structures for teachers that reward performance, not seniority
•Promote policies that encourage real learning instead of “teaching to the test”
•Continue reforming Robin Hood, which saves DISD and HPISD taxpayers millions, while maintaining or increasing levels of education funding
•Work to revise the 10% rule that prevents deserving students from being able to attend our top state schools
•Lead for cutting edge technology in our classrooms that will better prepare our students to compete in a global marketplace 2014 ATPE survey: more funding if done responsibly. Need to cut more waste and
improve efficiency. Pro vouchers. Evaded TRS question. Very slick with most answers...hard to classify. Favors a hard cap. Voting Record: for reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Agaisnt hard cap
for PK. For home rule. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)
2019 session: Authored legislation: HB443 - relating to a limitation on the amount of school property tax revenue that is subject to recapture under the public school finance system. Co-authored legislation: HB111 Relating to training for employees of school districts and open-enrollment charter schools on the prevention of sexual abuse, sex trafficking, and other maltreatment of certain children. Co-sponsored legislation:
HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Co-authored legislation:
HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).
Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Information: former mayor of DeSoto, first elected to the Texas House in 2018. ATPE Survey answers - PRIORITIES: 1. We need to recruit and retain quality teachers in our classroom (higher pay, better and more secure benefits and build a culture of collaboration not
standardized testing) 2. We must make a significant investment in early childhood education with a priority on fully funding full day Pre K programs. 3. Realign budget priorities to fully fund our schools. FUNDING: I will push for full restoration of the billion dollar cuts
immediately. Funding these recommendations would simply require the Legislature to realign the state’s budget priorities to increase the emphasis on providing high quality public education to every Texan. Finally, I will stand up to protect the Property Tax Relief Fund,
which some House members continue to threaten after last session. Alterations to business franchise tax will lead to significantly less funds for crucial programs in our public schools, like STEAM programs, specialty schools and, of course, Full Day Pre-K. HEALTH
CARE: This again goes back to a funding issue. The State must increase its contribution to our educator healthcare system. The teacher who recently died because she didn’t have the money to pay for flu medications is a stark reminder of our responsibility to fight for
our public employees. If the State refuses to pay its fair share, we should consider creative ways to cap the amount that educators are asked to pay. TRS: defined benefit, cost of living raise for retirees. TESTING: Testing should be used as one measure of student
progress and of maintaining a baseline of student knowledge – that’s it. Tests should NOT be the only measure for school accountability purposes and scores should definitely not be the major tool used to evaluate teachers. TEACHER PAY: Yes – but the key is state
funded. Our local school districts are already overburdened with unfunded mandates from Austin. I will push the State to fund an across the board pay raise. PERFORMANCE PAY: Teacher pay should be passed on quality and experience. Student GROWTH should
only be used as a small portion of a teachers evaluation. It is absurd to think that teachers should be responsible for student performance on one test. No other profession is judge off such a simplistic and dangerous metric. VOUCHERS/TAX CREDITS/ESAs: Absolutely
not. I will oppose private school vouchers in any form whatsoever. It is ludicrous that lawmakers in Austin would even consider funding for private school vouchers, when we can’t even fully fund our public schools. I will oppose any attempts at privatization and fight for
more equitable funding of public schools. PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION DUES: I support. Worker’s rights are fundamental to what it means to be an American. Besides, hardworking Texans should be able to do whatever they want with their money and
Republicans in Austin should not interfere with this right just to push an anti-union political agenda. DOIs: I support DOIs to the extent that local districts can reduce the enormous amount of standardized testing in our schools – this should be the focus of such local control
initiatives. I do not support increasing the class size limit – there is no way in the world that a teacher can be as effective in a room of 30 students, as she or he can be in a class of 18 students. We must also require our educators to be highly qualified. The teacher
shortage in Texas should not be addressed by lower standards – it should be addressed by increasing pay and employment conditions. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12
(state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade
from Project Educo: A.
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2022 - Texas AFT
2020 - Greg Abbott

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1302 (Would add project-based learning to CE requirements and add a workforce readiness project to list of student performance indicators). Co-authored: HB764
(Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or
military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of
an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489
(Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability
ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class
size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed
American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner
powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competencybased educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care
for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and
behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and
dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public
school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by
the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No platform on website. Nothing about education on FB.

2022 - Texas AFT,
TSTA 2018 - Texas
Parent PAC, TSTA,
Texas AFT

2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools).Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a
graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the
public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all
educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the
Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education).
Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979
(critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those
districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Absent for vote- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying
in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide
prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the
committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted no - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental
access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the
residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the
protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). From website: "Investing in our teachers, students, and neighborhood schools has to be a top priority for the state and I will continue to make this my top priority in Austin. Last legislative session I coauthored House Bill 3, which invested $11 billion in our public education. I believe we
need to increase teacher pay, provide additional training and support for our teachers, and fully fund all day Pre-K. These are all areas where we need improvements and where our spending should be concentrated. We still have much work to do to improve our public education." From FB, 1/21: "I’m so proud to be endorsed by the Texas AFT! Having the support of our teachers means so much to me, especially during
such a challenging time in our world and in the classroom. Thank you so much for all you do for the community, and I look forward to continuing to work with you to strengthen public education and to fight to protect hardworking teachers and students." From FB, 1/19: "I am so proud to inform you that I have officially been endorsed by the Texas State Teachers Association! This endorsement means so much to me as a
former educator, a mom, and a public education advocate. I am so proud of all the work we’ve done to increase funding and resources for Texas public schools with the passage of HB 3 and being able to maintain that funding this last session. I look forward to all the great work we will do moving forward for our next generation of leaders!" SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? Funding and an antiquated formula
were the problem. I co-authored HB 3 which invested $11 billion in public schools, provided property tax relief and education reform. We spent the 87th legislative session trying to make sure we sustained those promises and that we had the money to do what we planned while keeping up with the new demands the pandemic brought on. I will continue supporting the proper funding of our education system.
PRIORITIES: Keeping our neighborhood schools properly funded, which means in today’s world keeping our teachers and students safe and that everyone has access to broadband. Allowing teachers to teach our students, increasing teacher pay and figuring out a cost of living adjustment for our retirees. FUNDING: We must increase school funding. FINDING THE MONEY: We should consider legalizing marijuana
and casino gambling. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I would not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Students should be measured on what they have learned. Tests would be based upon content and curriculum taught, at the end of course, measuring how well the student has mastered the content and how far they have grown. IGCs: I do not agree with IGC
committees. Yes. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is an ineffective evaluation tool for campuses because A-F because it is based on testing only. The focus of education must be on academic learning and growth as opposed to an isolated performance on a single assessment. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: I would make sure our school put educators first, supported them, backed them and invested in
them. I would make sure incentives were included and awarded. I believe state funding has to increase and with those allocated funds would come increased teacher pay. I also believe in parent involvement. I would encourage our parent and booster organizations to support, organize and implement a program, until the state allocated proper funding for a teacher pay raise. COLAs: I believe it must be adjusted with
inflation. TRS CARE: A COLA would help. TRS RETIREMENT: Yes, I believe in a defined benefit pension plan and that it must be actuarially sound. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I make sure I immerse myself in my community attending events with various organizations, have legislative updates and maintain an open-door policy. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Talking
with teachers, principals and administrators. OTHER COMMENTS: Thank you for the opportunity to answer your questionnaire and be considered for endorsement.
NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. Sponsored: SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools.) Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the
indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill).
Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military
Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school
finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory
performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening
illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted no - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses
in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction
and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school
campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for
Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted
yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying
in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide
prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the
committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental
access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the
residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the
protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website. Only personal FB.
Former US representative and Texas state representative. Did not complete ATPE survey. Nothing about education on FB. From website: "Education – The State’s Most Important Job Texas should have the best public school system in the nation. Instead, we are 43rd in per pupil expenditure. Our objective must be to change the priorities of the legislature to put public school funding first. Educating our next generation
and our workforce is the single most important responsibility of state government. In fact, the Texas Constitution refers to it as “the duty of the legislature”. After decades of neglect, the legislature finally made a small attempt at reforming and improving our school finance system in 2019, but the impact of the COVID pandemic has more than wiped out any gains that might otherwise have been made. According to the
National Assessment of Educational Progress – considered the “gold standard” for determining educational quality, Dallas performed below average compared to other urban districts, to Texas in general and to the overall U.S. average before the pandemic hit. Even more concerning, DISD – and all of Texas – has failed to close the significant performance gaps between students of color and white students or between
economically disadvantaged students and their peers. Neither the state nor the district have provided sufficient programs and services to level the playing field. Then in 2020, DISD average daily attendance dropped by over 15,000 students and still has not recovered. Worse yet, studies indicate that the necessarily hurried switch to virtual education was of limited success in educating many of the students who did attend.
Despite the urgency, the Governor Abbott and Republican legislators tried to hold back the federal aid that Democrats in Congress provided, until a massive political backlash forced them to release the funding. While that will help Texas schools develop and offer appropriate programs and services over the next few years, it will run out and the state must step in to continue them. Testing can be valuable when it is used as a
diagnostic tool to help teachers learn where their students’ needs are. This is particularly true in Texas, which has an extremely high mobility rate and large percentages of disadvantaged and English language learner students. When state tests were first adopted in 1984, they were given at the beginning of the year to provide background on students new to the school and district and to evaluate the impact of the “summer
slide” caused by ten weeks with no ongoing edu
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HISTORY
Information: accountant and marketing manager first elected to the Texas House in 2008. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For, then against, 149. For suicide prevention training. For increased PK funding.
Against PK caps. Absent for home rule districts, but indicated that she was for. For restoring PubEd funding. For vouchers. For TRS funding. Against requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules. Against ASD caps. Absent
for delaying charter school expansion.2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools) voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB
2329 (Eliminate county school districts ability to levy taxes); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to
public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. Wants to restore federal spending and per pupil spending needs to be higher. Anti voucher and charter. Teachers need a pay increase. We need to give
teachers better support and professional development so they can do the best job possible. TRS pension needs to remain and insurance costs should be addressed. Stop teaching to the test and stop using the test
to evaluate teachers. Active member of TRS and active substitute in her school district. 2019 session: Co-sponsor HB455 - relating to policies on the recess period in public schools. Co-authored legislation: HB3 Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Information: Attorney, first elected to the House in 2018. Was a lawyer for one of the groups involved in the school finance suit. Says he would take several billion from Rainy Day fund to immediately fund public
schools, then look at other solutions such as a guarantee of a certain percentage of local tax dollars remaining with local schools rather than being recaptured by the state, or using money spent on border control
(which is a federal issue) to fund schools. Would allow local control of spending priorities, which he believes will boost salaries, career and technical education, tutors, extended day, summer school. Believes full day
pre-k should be funded at state level. Opposes private school vouchers and believes public money should be spent on public schools. Would have voted for amendment to state budget declaring that state funds
could not be used for vouchers/tax credits. Favors smaller class sizes, in particular the 22:1 in grades K-4. Would be wiling to look at tightening requirements for district waivers. Believes we should use standarized
tests to measure student year-to-year progress, like the NAEP, and not be used to evaluate teachers. Would support local districts experimenting in the best ways to assess teachers, but opposes statewide mandate
to incorporate test results into teacher evaluation. Would support a higher, revised state minimum salary schedule. Wants to do further research on the issue. Wants to further research the area of addressing failing
schools, but would not support private takeover. Says the state should raise their share of the cost of teacher health insurance. TRS should remain a defined benefit. Public education is a top priority for him and the
need to fund public schools is one of the major things driving his run for office. 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school
students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health
services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A
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Julie Johnson friendly
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RATING

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT

Philip Cortez

Friendly

Aaron
Schwope

NR

John Lujan

Neutral

Friendly

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. In committee meeting on 8/23, during hearing on SB7 (13th check for retirees), asked why we couldn't use $8b surplus to fund a COLA for retirees. Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic
studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB3638 (Establishes an African American studies advisory board by the SBOE). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147
(Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning
programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the
requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received
by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public
schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State
Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain specialpurpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no- HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated
instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of
dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or
undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students).
Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5
tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted
yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)).
Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other
cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human
trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on
behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to
team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the
posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a
constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and
operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead
exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
Information: attorney, first elected to the House in 2018. 2 kids in public school, website says she supports public education for all. “Texas clearly does not spend enough per student. The basic allotment per student,
expanding our pre-K campuses and offering more wraparound services at schools around the state is an obvious start to direct increased spending. Since 2008, property owners and local tax authorities have had to
make up for the $18B shortfall that has been enacted since the state reduced it’s subsidization of budget from 50% to 37%. Your education shouldn’t be determined by where you’re born in our state or how much your
parents’ property is worth-if they have any property at all. Regarding funding, our state is enjoying a healthy sales tax surplus and its revenues along with the Rainy Day fund should be considered for funding in the
short term... We are at a political stalemate that shortchanges our children and Texas property owners. There are a variety of options on the table for this formula, from consolidating local authorities to centralizing and
simplifying our property tax jurisdictions.” Authored legislation: HB959 - relating to the calculation of the rollback tax rate of a school district. HB 65 - relating to reporting information regarding public school disciplinary
actions.Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health
services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Absent for vote - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website just says: "quality education for all." No campaign FB found.

NR

Trey Martinez
Friendly
Fischer

Frank
Ramirez

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - Texas Parent
PAC, TSTA, Texas
AFT

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness
for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection
and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721
(Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for
promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or
programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643
(Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational
Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment
under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to
achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating
to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no- SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this
state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831
(Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying
and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion
of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition
of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials
to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Absent for vote- HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: Previous incumbent, held seat from 2000-2016. Re-elected in 2018. Voting Record: Voted for HB 743 in 2015 to reduce time on testing. 2015: Voted for SB 149 (IGC committees for graduation). Voted
for HB 2186 to train educators in suicide prevention. Voted for HB 4 to increase funding for pre-k. Supported an amendment to HB 4 that would have limited class sizes to 18. Voted against HB 1798 which would
allow public school districts to be converted to deregulated home charter districts. 2013: Voted for SB 1 to increase funding for education. Voted for an amendment to SB 1 to prohibit public funds being spent on
vouchers. Voted for SB 1458 to shore up TRS and provide a benefit increase. Voted for HB 12 to raise standards for entering education, require districts to provide appraisal results in a timely fashion and consider
multiple years appraisals when making personnel decisions, and require the state to do a survey of teacher salaries and working conditions. Voted for Texas Teacher Residency Program. Voted to deny expansion of
charters. 2019 session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions).
Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB256 (Addressing workplace bullying in school districts). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in
UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent for
vote - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance
payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the
board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain
public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional
interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a
school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Absent for vote - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school
district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of
public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding
documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would
allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to
training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes
- HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and
notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school
students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive
character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and
related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating
to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental
special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain
signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from
public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and
remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual
disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school
students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2
(Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the
maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the
residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2016. Former incumbent. Voting record: for restoring PubEd funding. Against vouchers. For TRS funding. For ASDs following PubEd rules. Absent for ASD caps. For
delaying charter school expansion. ATPE responses: Increase funding. Allow local districts to allocate money to programs. No vouchers. Supports TRS. Hard cap. No privatization. Charter schools need to follow same
accountability and rules. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Co-sponsor HB455 - relating to
policies on the recess period in public schools. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or FB found.

2022 - Governor
Abbott

2022 - Texas AFT
2021- Leo Pacheco

IT executive. From website: "As the son of an educator, a father, and an employer, John knows that a strong education is key to preparing our next generation to succeed. John will fight to increase funding for local schools and put money directly into our classrooms where it belongs."

Self-employed. Website: PRIORITIZE PUBLIC EDUCATION: "Equitable Funding of Schools: I will work to ensure that funding for our public school system is not cut to balance state budget shortfalls. I will work to restore funding to our schools to ensure our families have access to a high-quality education. I will work to address our inequitable school funding model and end the dependence on struggling families to fund the
majority of the cost of our school system. I will work to protect homeowners from being overburdened with rising property taxes that is largely caused by the state continuing to reduce its share of the cost of public education. Increase Teacher and Support Salaries: The pandemic has given us a greater appreciation for the work our teachers do and the great role they play in the growth and education of our children.
Teacher salaries and retiree benefits should be reflective of the importance of their work. I will advocate for increasing teacher salaries and resources to support training and teaching expenses. I support a 13th check for retirees and fully funding the Teachers Retirement System. Create Safe Schools: No child should fear going to school and parents should not have to be afraid to send their child to school. I will work to
cultivate school environments that are most conducive to students’ ability to thrive, where we can trust that our children will feel safe in their learning environment. STARR testing and A-F School rankings: Children learn at different paces and in different ways. To rely completely on student performance on standardized tests as a basis for advancement ignores these differences. I am against reducing or threatening the
accreditation of schools based on student performance on standardized testing. Truth in Education: Erasing history from our curriculum because it’s uncomfortable to confront harms our ability to confront the future and learn from our past. I believe our children should be taught about the full scope of our history, and that our curriculum should reflect a priority of making Texas students the best educated in the nation.
SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? The public school finance system in Texas is broken. It relies too heavily on property values and property taxes to fund public education. As a result, wealthy communities have school systems that are better funded compared to school districts in neighborhoods with lower property values. The Legislature has tried to enact work-arounds or “band-aid” fixes, like Robin Hood or
recapture, but these do not address the core issue with our school finance system. We need to work to completely revamp our school finance system. Some of the ways we can do that include diversifying the investments of the Permanent School Fund, which are heavily centered on the oil and gas industry. We need to reduce the reliance on local property taxes, namely homeowners, to fund public education. The state
should also increase its basic allotment per student and link recapture to a percentage of the allotment to make the system more equitable. PRIORITIES: -Increase per pupil funding -Increase teacher pay -Revamp accountability standards that focus too heavily on standardized testing. FUNDING: Texas falls behind the national average in per-pupil spending and in teacher pay. We need to increase school funding to
ensure that students in Texas are among the nation’s best educated, and that teachers in Texas are among the highest paid. FINDING THE MONEY: Texas taxpayers currently fund incentive programs, like the Texas Enterprise Fund designed to attract businesses to the state but that have failed to create the types of high-paying jobs and economic development that these programs are supposed to create. This is an
example of ineffective incentive programs whose funding can be redirected to public education. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I am a product of the Harlandale Independent School District—a district that accepts any and ALL students regardless of background or grades. Charter schools are not held to the same standards in the sense that they are able to cull those who do not meet their standards and be more selective about
the students they enroll, allowing them to tout 100% graduation and college acceptance rates. Students with a history of disciplinary action, bad grades, or those requiring a robust special education program are not always accepted by charter schools. This attitude is a disservice to those same children who may benefit from the heightened resources that charter schools have access to and may readily provide. Voucher
programs similarly take money from our public schools, public school teachers, and public school students. Instead of providing funding to pay for students to attend public schools, the common sense solution would be to use that funding to make sure our existing public schools are fully funded, that our public school teachers are paid on par with their counterparts in other states, and that our students receive more per-pupil
funding. I am against the use of public funds for charter schools or private schools. EVALUATING SCHOOLS: High-stakes testing is not an effective way to evaluate public schools. I would support a holistic approach to school evaluation that takes into account distinctions in age, maturity, home environment, socioeconomic status, and the ways in which students learn differently. Texas should take advantage of the latitude
granted by the Every Student Succeeds Act to revamp our accountability system and utilize alternative assessments to measure academic success. In the Harlandale Independent School District, we have an 88% economically disadvantaged student body. To believe that students who are facing a litany of challenges in their homes and communities are able to learn at an equal rate is irresponsible. IGC COMMITTEES: I
believe that Individual Graduation Committees are a useful tool to allow students who may have experienced hardship throughout their high school career to get a diploma. Reliance on a standardized test or assessment should not dictate success or failure in our public education system. I would be in support of ending any deadlines on these effective committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: I believe that the formula
determining the level of accreditation for our districts or individual schools is inherently flawed. The fact that there is a baseline criteria for determining a district and schools rating doesn’t allow for any flexibility that addresses challenges specific to different districts. Once again, in HISD, where our student body is 88% economically disadvantaged, we are expected to be rated by the same criteria as Alamo Heights ISD,
where their economically disadvantaged student rate is 20%. Where they ma

As the son of a retired public school principal, I am committed to improving the quality of our education system. In order to break the cycle of poverty, we must have an educated workforce to attract high paying jobs to
the district.
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District
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RATING

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION
Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB2465 (Requiring cultural inclusion curriculum as part of the enrichment curriculum for public schools). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district
of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB370 (Implementation of certain rules regarding public school accountability adopted by the Commissioner or TEA). Authored: HB605 (Relating to the adoption of a healthy and
safe school water plan by public schools). Authored: HB622 (Relating to creating abbreviated educator preparation programs for certification in marketing education and certification in health science technology education). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an
election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special
education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted
yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to
SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in
which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Absent for vote - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and
requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those
devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Absent for vote - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable
performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided
by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public
school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572
(Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's
Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Absent for vote - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management
techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid
to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to
continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365
(Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696
(Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students
receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted
yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in
educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338
(Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition
for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality
bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in
public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Absent for vote - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school
buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the
reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead).
SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes).
Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not believe that schools are broken. There are numerous
systemic challenges that schools have to navigate through and attempting to do so is complicated as they deal with bi-annual legislation (new laws passed) and the implementation of them. Schools also have to address changing communities, social norms, natural disasters, and the opinions as well as the perception of many. It seems to me schools aren’t given the proper time to implement the desired results for
continued improvement and on-going revisions to the law. Specifically, the major issue facing schools is the inability to scale up an equitable and sustainable system of success so that all students receive a quality education. Currently there are schools that are unsuccessful in educating students. Each situation is different so let’s do a deep delve to find out why and use the results to identify common threads and make
changes for the better. I believe local units of government have a role to play by providing summer jobs and other youth development experiences that supports school improvements. It takes a collective effort; schools represent just one piece of the complicated puzzle. PRIORITIES: The top 3 priorities for me are ensuring schools are: 1) adequate funding based on a realistic per pupil formula; 2) schools should be given
ample time and a grace period to implement new rule making and programs; 3) reduce and/or eliminate all the negative conversations around what schools are doing bad and put a greater focus on what schools are doing good. FUNDING: I don’t know if school funding should change. I would like to see a study on what it really takes to educate a student in a variety of situations. The study should focus on what is needed
to bring as many children as possible to a high level of competency. FINDING THE MONEY: : If there is a need for additional funding the state needs to meet its’ burden in funding schools properly. There are several pots of money available such as the rainy-day fund, oil and gas tax, franchise taxes, substantial percent of the lottery and/or state earnings from new business enterprises. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I
believe public funds should only be available for public schools. Which currently are what I call traditional public (ISD’s) and public charter schools. My concern is if public funds are used for other institutions without accountability it would lead to many problems as well as lack the appropriate checks and balances. Access to public funds should come with proper oversight and monitoring. I believe charter schools are the
appropriate mechanism in the public-school space as they are accountable to the state similar to traditional ISD’s. If other entities want access to public funds, they should create a charter school. EVALUATING SCHOOLS: I believe the current system of accountability is appropriate, as it measures levels of proficiency, growth, college, and career readiness as well as graduation rate and types. Each of these measures
assist students prepare for life beyond secondary school. The system also allows schools that serve high need students an opportunity to show how they move the needle and reduce penalizing schools for not having all students at proficiency but gives credit for student growth. IGCs: Individual Graduation Committees are a positive approach because it empowers the schools in conjunction with parents/guardians to do
what’s best for individual students. In most cases schools have the most knowledge of their students’ academic and social abilities and should be granted the opportunity and flexibility to make the best decision for each child. I do believe pay should be equal to the level of professional responsibility of the profession, but we must remember teachers work 185 to 210 days at most during the school year. Also, a key
component in retaining good teachers involves developing a growth mindset where teachers receive proper training, feel valued, appreciated, are celebrated for their successes, and can experience career growth within the profession. The federal, state government along with the local school districts should pay for these benefits. COLAs: Each year cost of living goes up, to meet escalating cost retirees should be given an
appropriate cost of living increase annually just like any other workplace. TRS CARE: : I would find ways to reduce the cost as well as develop a statewide health care option that addresses the vast needs of TRS retirees. This would entail engaging insurance companies and other key stakeholders into meaningful conversations with the goal of developing affordable high-quality healthcare options. TRS RETIREMENT: I
support both, a defined benefit plan and other options such as a 401(k) plan, retirees should be given multiple options that would address their individual needs. Older retirees need their defined benefit plan. Some younger workers who are not inclined to stay on the job past five years may need a plan that moves with them. In developing statewide opportunities, we can no longer think one size fits all or think it’s okay to
use a broad brush, Individualizing is the key to meeting retiree needs. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: : To ensure I work with everyone deliberately I hear all sides of an issue as well as do the research to understand the issues at hand. I also host inclusive city-wide events and a monthly “Power Breakfast” to educate my community and answer questions. My history has shown my ability and willingness to work
across the aisle and hear from all stakeholders. I keep an open mind and make sure that my decisions are based on data and facts not sound bites. I also value everyone’s position even when I may not agree. I promote an open-door policy. RESOURCES FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION INFORMATION: There are multiple resources and data points that inform education. I believe the data reveals the story. Therefore ,the
TAPR reports are very informative as it shows individual school outcomes as well as compares schools to their specific region and the state. When making decisions about public education we must focus on student outcomes as well as understand the business side of the school/district. Texas shares a lot of information as compared to other states. The only suggestion I have is to create a one-stop format (centralize) so
that searching for information is more accessible. OTHER COMMENTS: To improve the educational system in Texas we must start by addressing specific issues such as how legislatures, interest groups and other stakeholders define what they expect from public education. Create a common language of understanding. Then look at all the laws impacting education and see if the state is on the right path. HB3 was major,
but will it resolve the issues at hand? When will we Know? Will we be patient enough to give it a chance to work?

Friendly

HISTORY
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2016. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance).
2019 session: Authored legislation: HB496 - relating to the placement of bleeding control kits in public schools and to required training of school personnel. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school
finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $3500 from Charter Schools NOW PAC.

Ran in 2018 and 2020, past research in history tab. Website positon is a the same as in 2020.

Ran in 2018. Did not respond to survey, but did provide the following statement: Thank you for your inquiry. Mr. Ronald Payne is a solid supporter of quality childhood education. In this regard Mr. Ronald Payne is
proposing a Texas State Constitutional Amendment to which the proposed text thereof is:The State of Texas and all Political Sub-Divisions thereof whatsoever, SHALL provide equal Public Funding that follows the
Student to ANY Public, Private, or Home-School, regardless of such school thereof being secular or religious. Supports school choice. Supports a Weighted Standard Student Formula modeled after Hawaii System
of Educational Funding so that education funding follows the student. Would support that money going to religious schools as well as secular. All schools that receive public funding should provide for a variety of
learning styles and embrace alternative teaching methods such as the Montessori System. Shoudl have special programs for advanced academics, occuptional training, the educationally challenged and diverse
elective classes designed to prepare graduates for advanced placement college credit or occuptional certification so that after graduation they can rapidly enter the workforce. All schools that receive public funding
should whenever possible have extended hours of operation with before, during and after school academic tutoring and meal programs. They should also have comprehensive Adult General Education and vocational
training programs with classes that are online and/or have flexible days and times. Foreign Language and Culture Programs should be established to teach sociology and cultural anthropology and to teach the
languages most relevant to our national security and economy and to otherwise facilitate international trade, to include, but not limited to, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, French, German, Italian, Arabic, Hebrew,
Afrikaans, Amharic, Hausa, Shona, Swahili, Zulu, Kurdish, Persian, Pashto, Russian, Ukrainian, Turkish, Hindi-Urdu, Korean, Japanese, Mandarin, Cantonese, Burmese, Khmer, Lao, Thai, and Vietnamese. Supports
federal and state student loan payment assistance in which loans could be deferred, adjusted, or forgiven, based on economic cicumstances and government/community service.
Member, PubEd committee. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB1522 (Relating to the adjustment of the average daily attendance of a school district on the basis of a calamity).SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2018. feedback from San Antonio area trustees: "Absolutely the best best best. Former board member from Alamo Heights. I've known him for many years. Spread the
of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). Co-sponsor: SB2026 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools). SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Coword - he's on our side. Strongly anti-voucher." Attorney, Alamo Heights School Board for 12 years & Pres for 3 terms; opposed the controversial “Robin Hood” method of school finance; instrumental in successfully
authored: HB1016 (HB 1016 (Requires schools to notify parents and kids before doing an active shooter drill). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB1726 (Reporting bullying and cyberbullying through PEIMS). Authored: HB2230 (Incorporating fine arts into the foundation curriculum). Authored: HB244
(Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of challenging Austin bureaucracy to keep local tax dollars in Austin to fund the alternative ed program for Bexar County at-risk youth; former TASB board member.
certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Authored: HB3256 (Confidentiality of a full-time public school employee's home or residence address in certain government records and documents). Authored: HB3298 (Computer science and technology education, training, and curriculum). Authored: HB3299 (Requiring From vote411 -- What would you do re: School Funding - Ensure that the State provides adequate funding for the provision of an efficient and equitable public education for all children of TX, as required by the
certain information about physical and mental health as part of the enrichment curriculum for public schools). Authored: HB445 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits in public schools). Co-Authored: HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children Constitution, and to reduce the increasing dependency on local property taxes. The State must prioritize public education spending with existing funds. Finally, the Robin Hood system which redistributes local tax
who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB547 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain
dollars is broken & must be overhauled to address this longstanding problem. 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high school
counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468
(Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12
disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the
(state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions).
Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a
Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $1000 from Charter Schools NOW PAC. Authored the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend
declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456
the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID.
(Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and
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measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to
the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to
student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant
program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout
recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for
students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for
public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programVoted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). s and
subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district
personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD
takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use
of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local
government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning,
and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building
construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the
transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the
parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes
that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Ran in 2020, past research in "history" tab. Website does not have an "issues" tab. I believe that there are 2 issues that urgently need to be addressed by the legislature - school funding and educator collective bargaining. If elected, I am committed to work with public education allies in the House to close corporate property tax loopholes so that corporations are accountable to pay their fair share to Texas public
education and to place a moratorium on the expansion of charter schools. I will also work with allies in the House and with educator associations to implement collective bargaining rights for Texas public education teachers and school staff to ensure that teachers and school staff are guaranteed: a competitive salary with full benefits including a defined pension with annual COLA, a defined workday, the right to engage in
political advocacy, the ability to have organizational fees & dues voluntarily deducted from paychecks, due process in disciplinary/termination matters, the right to strike if agreement cannot be reached at the bargaining table. I also support the repeal of SB3 and will oppose any efforts to censor educators from teaching unbiased, factually accurate curricula to their students. PRIORITIES: Keeping the state accountable to
fully fund public education, current and retired educator compensation, school safety for students and educators. FUNDING: I believe that the state needs to increase school funding to bring our per student investment minimally to the national average of $15,114, to increase educator & school staff compensation, and to make TRS actuarially sound. FINDING THE MONEY: If elected, I am committed to work with public
education allies in the House to close corporate property tax loopholes so that corporations are accountable to pay their fair share to Texas public education and to place a moratorium on the expansion of charter schools and create a realistic timeline for charter schools to come into compliance with Texas public school standards and become taxing entities or to turn over their campuses to the governance of the associated
ISD. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: None. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: A holistic evaluation that includes input from the teachers, school staff, students, & parents and includes periodic student assessment, availability of/accessibility to extracurricular activities, health & safety on campus for students and educators, as well as student matriculation/graduation rates, and campus improvement. IGCs: I believe that one of
the greatest strengths of public education is the commitment to educate each child to their fullest potential, not to educate every student to perform well on standardized testing. I would support ending the sunset date and removing STAAR requirements for high school graduation. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: It is ineffective to evaluate campuses based on STAAR test scores. The STAAR test has been, since its inception,
a flawed and inequitable tool. Now, as we move toward the 3rd year of education in a pandemic, our students and teachers should be given every tool necessary to overcome educational hurdles, not penalized for performance on the STAAR. As a public school parent, I know that a campus and district are much more than the results of one test. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Competitive pay + benefits
(medical, dental, vision, pension, paid time off, maternity/paternity leave, guaranteed hazard pay), defined workday, implement collective bargaining rights for educators. Please see answers to questions 1 & 4 for expansion on increasing school funding. TRS RETIREMENT: I support keeping the defined plan that was promised to Texas public educators. I am opposed to the privatization of TRS. REPRESENTING ALL
CONSTITUENTS: I believe that every decision made as a legislator should be made with the best interests of the future of our state in mind. To achieve this goal, I would work with grassroots community organizations, employee associations & labor unions, parent groups, the business & professional communities, and constituents to ensure that every voice is heard and that every vote made takes into account the ongoing
needs of Texans. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Texas AFT, Texas State Teachers Association, Texas Freedom Network, IDRA, Texas Parent PAC, TEA, Raise Your Hand Texas, Every Texan (fmr Center for Public Policy Priorities).

From website: "Texas public schools serve our most valuable resource - our children. I will always prioritize the best interests of Texas students and educators. I SUPPORT ensuring that our public schools are fully staffed with school counselors to address students'
mental health needs.I SUPPORT our Public School educators receiving both the pension they earned through the state, and the social security that they contributed to through the federal government. I OPPOSE penalizing Public School students for low performance on
state-mandated tests. Student promotion should not be dependent on STAAR test performance, and those who do not perform well on the STAAR test should be provided with additional resources to help them excel to the best of their abilities.I OPPOSE recapture
(Robinhood) tax dollars being used to reduce the state's responsibility in funding public education.Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I do not believe that Texas public schools are broken - but they are underfunded. To better serve our students and educators, Texas
public schools need to be fully-funded without creating an additional tax burden on individual Texans. I believe that the legislature canfully fund public schools by: Closing corporate property tax loopholes, Addressing the repeal of the Franchise Tax, Assessing and
adjusting the cost of educating low income and special needs students, Placing a moratorium on issuing new charters, Addressing the funding of existing charter schools by setting a clear timeline for funding independent of the General Education Fund or compliance with
traditional public school standards & taxing.PRIORITIES: 1. Fully-funding public education: Educator Compensation, One-time use of the Rainy Day fund to give educators the across the board raise promised in the last session, One-time use of the Rainy Day fund to give
retired educators a cost-of-living increase, Livable wage requirement for all public school employees, Required annual cost-of-living increase for all public school educators and support staff. 2. School Safety: Assess the effectiveness of the School Marshal and School
Guardian program, Increase funding for school counselors and set a clear timeline for schools’ compliance with the state minimum 1:400 counselor:student ratio, Increase funding for public school law enforcement continuing training. 3. Testing: Decreasing the emphasis
on standardized testing in public schools, including the weight of STAAR outcomes for individual elementary schools’ A-F rating, Requiring additional support for students whose STAAR outcomes are less than satisfactory, Providing additional SAT tutoring for all public
high school students who opt to receive it. FUNDING: The state’s share of public education funding should increase. FINDING THE MONEY: Please see response to question 1.CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: I do not support the use of the General Education Fund for private
schools, and do not support the use of the General Education Fund for charter schools with current charter requirements. Should Texas charter schools be required to adhere to the same standards as traditional public schools - governance by a democratically-elected
school board, employing certified educators who have the option to unionize, accepting all students regardless of physical, educational, or medical needs, and meeting curriculum standards - I would not oppose the use of public funds. STAAR: No. I believe that the
STAAR test should be formulated with greater input from educators who teach the corresponding grade levels, and that it should not be used as the tool to measure the success or failure of an individual campus, nor should it be used to determine whether a student is
able to advance to the next grade level. As the parent of a Texas public school student, I've seen firsthand the detrimental effect that high-stakes testing has for students, educators, and parents. The STAAR test cannot accurately convey the educational accomplishments
or aptitude of an individual student. Forcing educators to teach to the test does a disservice to both the educators’ teaching abilities and the students’ education. The use of STAAR test outcomes to rate schools does not adequately convey the quality of education and
creates further educational inequity. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: I support IGCs/determination by teachers, staff, and parents. IGCs: I support ending the sunset date for these committees. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F rating is particularly ineffective in
elementary schools, where a majority of the rating is dependent
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HISTORY
Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2015 in a special election. Former San Antonio city councilmember. Member of House Public Education committee. Voting Record: For reduced testing. For
suicide prevention training. For incresded PK funding. For limiting PK class sizes. Against home rule. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); Absent for HB
21 (Huberty Finance Bill). Authored legislation: HB102 - relating to a school district assigning a mentor teacher to a new classroom teacher. HB268 - relating to transportation services for homeless students. HB199 relating to permissible uses of the instructional materials allotment. HB129 - relating to the assignment of certain certified or licensed professionals to certain public schools. HB267 - relating to the attendance
calculation for elementary grade levels. HB272 - relating to the calculation of average daily attendance for school districts providing certain full-day prekindergarten programs. HB231 - relating to transportation services
for homeless students. HB165 - relating to providing for endorsements for public high school students enrolled in special education programs. HB202 - relating to a study regarding the costs of educating educationally
disadvantaged students and students of limited English proficiency in public schools. HB420 - relating to corporal punishment in public schools. HB441 - relating to a state subsidy for the cost of general education
developement exams for those over the age of 21. HB706 - relating to the eligibility of certain children with hearing impairments for audiology services under the school health and related services program. Coauthored legislation: HB92 - Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a community school. HB116 - Relating to improving training and staff development for primary
and secondary educators to enable them to more effectively serve all students.HB239 - Relating to social work services in public schools. Authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public
education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. No website or FB found.
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Incumbent not running for re-election. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the
operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Authored: HB4334 (Relating to the
provision of information regarding certain public assistance programs by public schools). Co-Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain
public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training
for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Absent for vote - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds
for purposes of certain budget reductions). Absent for vote - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual
Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Absent for vote - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted
yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain
student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform
general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared
disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted
yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted
yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning
management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead
of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school
districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25
(Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the House in 2015 special election. Former prosecutor. During special election campaign, made restoring public school finance an issue of note. Voting record: for reduced testing, for
suicide prevention training, against home rule districts. Website lists eduction as first legislative priority. Wants to restore funding cuts, reduce testing, increase teacher pay, make college affordable. ATPE responses:
increase funding. Prioritize PK and drop-out prevention. Against vouchers. Hard cap. Testing is necessary but over-emphasized. Supports pay raises, but non-answer on salary floor. Against privatization of struggling
districts. Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance)Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree
insurance). 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953
(TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Absent - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing about education on website or FB.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respon to ATPE survey. No website or social media found.

NR

Neutral

Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. In twitter conversation about HB547 (homeschool UIL bill), said: "nothing wrong with letting school boards decide if they want to do it." Sponsored
SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Authored: HB1080 (Eligibility for UIL participation for students receiving mental health services). Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Authored: HB1942 (Relates to adult high school charter programs). HB220 (Establishing resource campuses to improve a low-performing campus). Authored: HB2230
(Incorporating fine arts into the foundation curriculum). Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored: HB2756 (Donation of food by public school campuses). Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Authored: HB332 (Use of the compensatory education allotment for programs that
build certain social/emotional skills). Authored: HB3485 (Relating to information reported through PEIMS and to parents regarding disciplinary measures used by a school district). Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a campus or district during a declared disaster). Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain
public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB81 (Relating to a public school campus's election under a campus turnaround plan to operate as a
community school). Authored: HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory
performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening
illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state).
Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to
the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental
access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the
residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the
protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations).
Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

2022 - Texas AFT

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Co-sponsored: SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education). Joint-Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Joint authored: HB1525
(HB3 cleanup bill). Authored: HB1613 (Requires literacy academy or reading instruction proficiency for educators). Co-Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Co-Authored: HB2251 (Developing a strategic plan for improvement and expansion of bilingual education). Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Co-Authored: HB244
(Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by
a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB3880
(Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Co-Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students
who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent - HB1147 (Relating to
military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs).
Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287
(Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school
students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the
requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds
received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety
in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the
State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain
special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing
accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at
risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or
undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students).
Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5
tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted
yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)).
Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other
cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor,
and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent
bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public
school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348
(Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the
transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an
inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an
elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for votes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain
curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or
disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted no - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss
in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school
students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: former San Antonio city council member. Recently retired from AT&T.
FIXING EDUCATION:The public school system as a whole is not broken, but aspects of it need to be improved.First, I believe that we need to fix the way our schools are funded. We cannot expect our public school system to run effectively
when there are not adequate facilities, supplies, or staff (both teachers and support staff).
PRIORITIES: 1. Public school funding formulas need to be addresed for equity and adequacy. 2. Facility funding, including technology, security, and safety. 3. Decrease the number of students per counselor and address the growing need for
mental health care.
FUNDING: Currently, our schools are not receiving enough funding, we need to increase school funding through multiple funding sources. Relying on a source of funding that is tied directly to property values can create undue burdens on
working-class families and seniors, and is simply not sustainable nor equitable. FINDING THE MONEY: There are several sources that could be available, but whatever source is chosen needs to be created through sustainable legislation. A
one-term approach is not a solution. The rainy-day fund is certainly a place to tap for more resources, but should not be the only place.
CHARTERS/VOUCHERS: I do not support the use of public funds for private/charter schools. The lack of accountability in private/charter schools creates a disparity between the two systems. This will weaken Texas educational standards.
Also, the funding of two school systems will take funds away from our most vulnerable children in the public school system. TESTING: The STAAR test is an annual, high-stress assessment. An annual exam is not an adequate
measurement for overall student or teacher performance. There should be performance measures that take into account individual student progress throughout the year. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: No, I do not believe that the STAAR
should be the primary measure of success for students and teachers. The STAAR testing proces is a one-chance annual assesment. If a student has had a bad day, that may yield a bad score that will impact their academic future. A better
approach would be to measure progress throughout the year and look at the benchmarks hit by each student. This overall portrait of growth will give teachers, parents, and staff a more clear measurement to determine
advancement/graduation. IGCs: I think IGC committees could have a positive effect on dropout rates. IGC committees can look closely at each student's circumstance and progress to determine their capacity for success. A-F SYSTEM: An
arbitrary letter system is not a formulative approach to measuring student success. There has to be a better method to measure incremental growth. MERIT PAY: "Merit pay" is impractical for teachers. Teachers do not have control over the
make-up of their classrooms and should not be punished for students
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HISTORY
Information: Businessman, first elected in 2011. Public education committee chair. Killed several anti-PubEd bills in committee as chair. Voting record: authored bill to reduce testing. Voted for 149, for
suicide prevention training, authored bill to increase PK funding, opposed PK caps, for home rule districts, for restoring PubEd funding, Against vouchers, For TRS funding, against requiring ASDs to follow PubEd
rules, against ASD caps, against delaying charter school expansion.ATPE responses: Need more funding. focus on recruiting counselors, on 504 program, on hiring and retaining teachers. No to vouchers. Hard cap if
funded properly, flexibility until then. Reduce testing. Should not be part of appraisal at all. Okay with floor. Okay with privatization of struggling schools. non-answer on higher contribution to insurance. Maintain TRS.
2017 Update: sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill) Website: Dan Huberty believes we need to eliminate unfunded,
unnecessary mandates imposed on local school districts so that more resources will be available for the classroom, where it is needed most to educate our children. As a former Humble ISD Trustee and private
business consultant, he uses his experiences to make government more efficient. 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB76 - relating to cardiac assessments of high school participants in extracurricular athletic
activities sponsored or sanctioned by the University Interscholastic League. HB851 - relating to the use of individual graduation committees and other alternative methods to satisfy certain public high school graduation
requirements. Co-authored legislation; HB239 - Relating to social work services in public schools. Co-sponsored legislation: HB1244 - relating to including a civics test in the graduation requirements for public high
school students and to eliminating the United Stated history end-of-course assessment instrument. Authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12
(state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions).
Absent - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $5000 from Charter Schools Now PAC.

2022 - Senator Paul Former Humble ISD trustee. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Nothing about education on website. Nothing about education on FB. Per Houston Chronicle, is not concerned about critical race theory, and noted that conservatives already control the curriculum.
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2020 - Greg Abbott ,
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Charles
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Crews

INCUMBENT NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. Member, PubEd committee. During committee hearing on 8/24, asked that politics be put aside, "stop pretending there's no problem" re: COVID, and figure out what we need to do to keep students and school employees safe right now. During formal meeting of House Public Education on 8/31, agreed to sponsor SB3 (CRT bill, second special session) as well as moved
to send it to the full House for a vote. The bill was dead in the committee until this was done. The previous evening, on 8/30, he had made statements that showed he disagreed with the bill as written. Promised when the bill was voted out that he would work with lawmakers on amendments, but on the House floor amendments were rejected on party lines. Sponsored: SB1171 (Electronic adminstration of STAAR testing,
supporting internet connectivity for STAAR, and adoption and administration of certain optional interim assessment instruments.) SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.) (HISD takeover bill). SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). SB203 (Relating to selection of statewide competitive locations by the University Interscholastic League). SB797
(Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education.) Authored: HB1147 (Allows students enlisting in TX national guard to be counted in college/career/military readiness). Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Authored: HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for
IGCs). Authored: HB2391 (Related to methods by which students may be admitted to public schools or transfer within a school district and the disclosure of information regarding public school admission methods). Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school
teachers). Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain
student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB3129 (operation of public school transit). Authored: HB3256 (Confidentiality of a full-time public school employee's home or residence address in certain government records and documents). Authored: HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration
of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Authored: HB3270 (HISD takeover bill/expansion of TEA commisioner powers). Authored: HB3445 (Relating to requiring the use of a public school's excess funds for certain purposes). Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services
provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147
(Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Absent for vote - HB1468 (Public school remote learning
programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote- HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and
the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds
received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety
in public schools). Absent for vote - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of
the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Absent for vote - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in
certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing
accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as
students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students
diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted no - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school
district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use
of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local
government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning,
and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building
construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the
transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the
parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Absent for vote - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics
training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes
that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the
exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education
initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

2020 - Greg Abbott

Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Statement on Twitter, 8/12/21: "If a school district ignores the Governor and mandates masks, or ignores #txlege and teaches Critical Race Theory - parents should have the choice to take that money and send their child elsewhere." Statement on Facebook, 8/13/21: "I would caution any school district in House District 128
from complying with County Judge Lina Hidalgo's illegal mask order. If anyone hears of a school in our district attempting to enforce her illegal order, please let me know." Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school
students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants
on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080
(participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted no - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted no - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program).
Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted no - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted no - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance
payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted no - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board,
requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public
school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests,
the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or
open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment
charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and
the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students
to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a
member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to
requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted no - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and
documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college
credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and
personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits
for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school
drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education
services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding
human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by
or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain
students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted no - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted
yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to
developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted no - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team
sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting
of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional
amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes
imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from
ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

No website or campaign FB. Did not respond to ATPE survey. T4PE responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I believe the greatest problem facing public education in Texas is the current goal of teaching to tests, rather than developing functional, well-rounded adults who are adequately prepared to face the challenges of life in the 21st Century. From my perspective, the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) published
by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) are substantially sound; however, the current system of testing seems focused too much on knowledge, and not nearly enough on demonstrated skills. I believe the current testing regimen must be revamped to equally assess both knowledge and skills. PRIORITIES: Improving total compensation for teachers. Ensuring that no teacher has to use personal funds to purchase teaching
materials. Ensuring all schools in Texas have adequate funding to provide each student with a balanced, nutritious breakfast and lunch, at no cost to the students or parents. FUNDING: As a percentage of the state budget, funding for Agencies of Education has fallen from the 2013 peak of 47% to the 2021 low of 33%. In general, I believe Texas schools spend far more on extracurricular sports than is appropriate, and
not enough spending on extracurricular academics. All too often, parents complain of uniforms, or stadiums, or transportation of student athletes- when they should be focused on extracurricular academics- debate teams, robotic teams, academic decathlons, theater, band, etc. I believe that blindly spending more state funds on schools will result in further misapplication of funding. I believe additional funding for
academics is necessary. FINDING THE MONEY: Reducing funding allocated to Business and Economic Development. Reducing funding allocated to Public Safety & Criminal Justice, specifically: Full release, exoneration, and expunction of cannabis-only “criminals” , Complete ban on for-profit prisons, Significant reduction of state funding for law enforcement agencies, Legalization and taxation of cannabis and all
cannabis derivatives. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: None. Under no circumstances whatsoever should public funds ever be used for private or charter schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Public schools should be evaluated by skills evaluation, rather than knowledge testing. IGCs: No comment at this time. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The A-F rating system begins with STAAR, a flawed testing regimen. You
cannot build a house with a broken tape measure- similarly, you cannot adequately evaluate a school with a broken evaluation tool. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Total compensation packages for teachers need to be increased & improved. Funding allocations discussed above. COLAs: Cost of Living increases should be triggered either by time (every 5 years) or tied to inflation (more than 5%), whichever
comes first. TRS CARE: I would need additional information, but I suspect that rising costs in TRS Care are substantially due to rising medical costs seen across the nation. TRS RETIREMENT: Ideally, TRS should remain a defined benefit plan; however, the Texas Legislature has consistently chosen to cheat TRS by refusing to properly allocate funds, resulting in less than 80% funding and an Unfunded Actuarial
Accrued Liability (UAAL) of $47.6 billion, per the most recent Annual Comprehensive Financial Report. While I would prefer to adequately fund TRS, it seems the Texas Legislature does not. This is one of the many reasons I am running to replace a Republican who hates public schools. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: I will always serve my constituents to the best of my abilities, and hold their well-being in the
highest regard- even when they do not hold their own well-being, or that of their neighbors, in the highest regard. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: For statistics, the internet. For personal experiences, I talk to people- in this case, educators. OTHER COMMENTS: We are in the midst of a direct assault on public education led by the Republican culture war: oppression of LGBTQ+, book
banning, and opposition to critical thinking. I had expected to see more questions regarding this clear and present danger. I strongly recommend questions focused on this assault be added to future questionnaires sent to candidates for Texas Legislature.
Co-sponsored: SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational
and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to
requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to
an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special
education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no
- HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC).
Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which
public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for
production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted
yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of
public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students,
the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the
inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to
public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted
yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999
(Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced
placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training
requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school
organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a
system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special
education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955
(Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training
programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the
adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instr

Information: attorney, first elected after contentious primary in 2016. Member of Freedom Caucus. 2014 ATPE responses: Do not need increased funding for PubEd. Pro-voucher. Keep TRS for those in it, move to
private plan for new teachers. Testing and class average should be part of appraisals. Privatization for struggling schools is an option. Too early to tell if charter schools are working. Voting Record: 2017 Update:
Sponsored HB 1355 ESAs for SpEd (vouchers); Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter schools); sponsored HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted against HB
1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted against HB 21 (Huberty Finance Bill)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance
system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships)Voted against HB 21 (Huberty School finance). 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB76 - Relating to cardiac
assessments of high school participants in extracurricular athletic activities sponsored or sanctioned by the University Interscholastic League.Co-sponsored legislation: SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes HB3. Voted no - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F. As of 2/25, received $7500 from Charter Schools NOW PAC. Took money from American Federation for Children, a pro-charter PAC.
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2020 - Greg Abbott
2018 - Texas Home
School Coalition.
Tom Oliverson Unfriendly

2016 - Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility

Alma A. Allen

Friendly

Gerry The 5
Star General
Monroe

Unfriendly

Mike Schofield unfriendly

Cameron
"Cam"
Campbell

2022 - Texas AFT
2018 - TSTA, Texas
AFT

Information: anaesthesiologist, first elected to the House in 2016. School voucher proponent. References common core.Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); Sponsored HB 510 (version of payroll deduction that never made it out of committee)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend
improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB 846 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan
repayment or scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license and to certain duties of state agencies and political subdivisions in relation
to delinquent or defaulted student loans. HB877 - relating to the actuarial valuations of certain public retirement systems. Co-sponsor HB218 - relating to the abolition of student loan default or breach of a student loan
repaymet or scholarship contract as a ground for nonrenewal or other disciplinary action in relation to a professional or occupational license. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public
education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers).
Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: F

Member, PubEd committee. Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for
transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Authored: HB1068 (Use of personal leave during school holidays by district employees.) Joint Authored: HB1114 (Would provide mental health services for students at school-based health centers). Authored: HB1417 (Content in a campus improvement plan). Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored:
HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
finance system). Authored: HB2756 (Donation of food by public school campuses). Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a
broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB517 (Relating to a school district policy regarding custodian workloads). Co-authored: HB547 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain
public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training
for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education).
Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979
(critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those
districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes
- SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain
student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform
general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared
disaster). Voted no - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted
yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted
yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning
management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a
person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts
against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to
requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the House in 2004. Member of House Public Education committee. Educational consultant. Served on SBOE. Son serves on SBOE. Endorsed by Houston Chronicle in 2014. ATPE
2014 responses: Need more funding. Districts should allocate. No vouchers. Maintain TRS. Do not link tests to appraisals. Pro hard cap. No privatization of struggling schools. Do not believe charter schools have been
as successful as intended. Retired elementary teacher, principal, central admin.2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School
Finance Bill). 2019 session: Authored legislation: HB422 - relating to annual reporting regarding the establishment of certain school district planning and decision-making committees. HB426 - relating to benefits paid
by the Teacher Retirement System of Texas. HB455 - Relating to policies on the recess period in public schools. HB876 - relating to the model training curriculum and required training for school district peace officers
and school resource officers. HB873 - relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification statements regarding certain behavior management
techniques. HB875 - relating to requiring a school district or open-enrollment charter school to report data regarding restraints administered to, complaints filed against, citations issued to, and arrests made of
students. Authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and public education. Co-authored legislation: HB239 - Relating to social work services in public schools. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state
contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted
no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Shows up to HISD and other local board meetngs in a cape and mask. Calls himself "the best education advocate in the country." Video of one such board meeting here: https://www.facebook.com/urbanreformorg/videos/3193287930994491. Has been banned from Houston ISD premesis. Website link does not work. From Ballotpedia survey: Let’s fix
education in the state of Texas. No Mask Mandates and No CRT and Porn in our schools. Fixing education is a must. At the moment our educational component is in shambles. We have to give these children a fighting chance. Per Ballotpedia, wants to serve on the House Public Education committee.

2020 - Texas
Homeschool
Coalition 2016 Texas Homeschool
Coalition

Sponsored: SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance
system). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under
the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs).
Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519
(Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official).
Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the
adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of
digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Absent for vote - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095
(Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating
violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public
school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by
the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "STEM – the acronym used in education to encompass the disciplines of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math – must be re-envisioned and updated to STEM 2.0. This advance will better develop our students into entrepreneurs, business owners, and workers with even higher value. We will explicitly and intently contextualize STEM
education within Entrepreneurship so that students are prepared to contribute to the economy and benefit from those contributions in ways that drive individual and collective prosperity in HD 132." Nothing about education on FB.

neutral

NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. Sponsored: SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.) (HISD takeover bill). Authored: HB3270 (HISD takeover bill/expansion of TEA commisioner powers). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in
certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for
students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the
study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote- HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a
result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for
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Jim Murphy

Unfriendly

HISTORY

Sponsored: SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.) (HISD takeover bill). SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a
graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2557 (School security volunteer program in certain counties). Authored: HB2605 (Prevention and safety requirements regarding sudden cardiac arrest affecting public school students participating in interscholastic athletics). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible
offered to public school students). Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Authored: HB3270 (HISD takeover bill/expansion of TEA commisioner powers). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students
to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the
indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill).
Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain
reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student
from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or
graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in
foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas
Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for
Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the
public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve
satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating
to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by
public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State
Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this
state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831
(Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and
cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of
suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Absent for vote - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the
composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and
instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Absent for vote - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to
provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture
education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies
teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and
secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad
valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and
giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

2020 - Greg Abbott
2012 - Empower
Texans/Texans for
Fiscal Responsibility

Voted for reduced testing. Voted against IGCs. Voted to increase PK funding. Opposed caps on PK classes. Voted for home rule charters. 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax credits for donating to charter
schools); voted against HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance); Sponsored HB 510 (version of payroll deduction that never made it out of
committee)Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee). Was not in 2019 session (lost to Gina Calanni).
Former state rep who lost to Calanni in 2018. From website: "For our children to benefit fully from our spending on education, more of those dollars need to be kept in the classroom. Schools must be held accountable
for the tax money they spend, and must be given the flexibility to meet our state’s educational goals in a way that best fits their students’ needs." As of 2/25, received $7500 from Charter Schools Now PAC. Took
money from American Federation for Children, a pro-charter PAC.
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Ann Johnson

Friendly

Ryan
McConnico

neutral

Carol
Unsicker

Unfriendly

Jon E.
Rosenthal

Friendly

Mike May

Unfriendly

John Bucy

Friendly

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

2022 - Texas AFT

Co-Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Co-Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Co- Authored: HB3668 (Would eliminate the use of STAAR as a requirement for graduation or promotion, and temporarily suspend accountability for a
campus or district during a declared disaster). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training
for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation
with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for
school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the
establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student
enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program,
and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school
as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students
diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public
school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021,
allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs
exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school
district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.
(HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber
attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of
public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government
regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual
instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction
projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the
transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an
inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an
elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum
in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for
those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem
taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

HISTORY
No voting record - new to House. From website: "The “general diffusion of knowledge is essential for the welfare of this state and for the preservation of the liberties and rights of citizens.” Ann believes that our chief priority in Austin is education. Our state legislature has
woefully failed to invest in our public education and neglected to prioritize our number one resource – children. In 2011, Sarah Davis chose to vote along party lines to slash public education funding by $5.3 billion, eliminating over 10,000 teaching positions and cutting preKindergarten funding. And, over the last 10 years, the Texas legislature has steadily decreased their share of state funding from 50% to 38%. Because our state has failed to adequately fund our schools, the burden has fallen on the local governments, and we have seen
our property taxes rise to compensate. Because the state does not adequately fund schools, the Robin Hood system – Texas’ attempt to equalize funding between rich and poor school districts – has become a total fraud and an excuse for the state to shirk its
constitutional duty to provide a quality education for every Texas child. In Houston, HISD has had to send $300 million local funds back to the state through Robin Hood because HISD is labeled a property-wealthy district – even though nearly 75 percent of HISD’s
214,175 students qualified for federal free or reduced-price meals in 2017-18. Taking money away from these kids is unconscionable. Robin Hood needs to be revamped.Following the election of 12 new House Democrats in 2018, the Texas Legislature finally increased
funding for public education – temporarily. However, the Republican-led legislature failed to commit sustainable funding resources. Whoever you elect this year will decide whether our state reinvests in public education, or returns to the old method of slashing public
education. Ann believes that every student deserves a quality education and that all teachers deserve adequate compensation for the work they do. Ann will fight to have our schools properly funded by the state, increasing our quality of education, lessening the burden on
individual’s property taxes, and preparing our state for a stronger future economy." Survey results: WHAT IS BROKEN? It is not the Texas schools/students/teachers/administration that are broken. It is the system.Texas does not fund public education to the level it needs.
The State Legislature needs to put more money into public education, increasing the percentage the state contributes. We should also repeal the tax cuts and revenue cap put on school districts that were included in HB 3. Because the state does not adequately fund
schools, Robin Hood has become a total fraud and an excuse for the state to shirk its constitutional duty to provide a quality education for every Texas child. In my hometown of Houston, HISD is labeled a property-wealthy district, even though nearly 75 percent of HISD’s
214,175 students qualified for federal free or reduced-price meals in 2017-18. Taking money away from these kids is unconscionable. Robin Hood needs to be revamped. Standardized testing does not measure students’ knowledge and ability to think. It is used punitively
against school districts. We should repeal the law that allows the state to take over a school district. Texas teachers should be brought up to the national average for salary and their retirement system must be protected. PRIORITIES: I’m running to make education a
priority in Texas again. Without new leadership in Austin that makes education a top priority, the next generation of Texans is likely to be less educated, less employable and less prosperous than we are. My first priority will be finding the sustainable funding lacking in HB
3. I will also work to reduce the reliance on standardized testing, remove the barriers to recruiting and retaining qualified teachers, and – especially given what we are going through in Houston – repeal state takeover laws and revamp Robin Hood. FUNDING: We have
shortchanged the children of Texas for too long. House Bill 3 was a welcome development, but hardly a substitute for the decades-long neglect of public education in Texas. We must increase the state’s share of spending on public education. FINDING THE MONEY: HB
3 relied on one-time revenue sources. We must find new and sustainable revenue streams, starting with closing the "equal and uniform" section of Texas tax law that enables owners of large commercial and industrial properties to have their assessments reduced below
fair market value. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: In no circumstances should public funds be spent on private or charter schools. We are in no position whatsoever to drain funds from public education, period.STAAR: Texas’ continuing over-reliance on high-risk standardized
testing is driven by political considerations, not by what’s best for Texas’ children. I will continue to push for systems that take the needs of all children into account. ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: Standardized testing should never be the primary determinant on
whether a student can advance or graduate. I support input from IGC committees, teachers, staff and parents. IGCs: ICG committees serve a good purpose in allowing students who have successfully completed their required curriculum but failed no more than two end-ofcourse tests to find other ways to show their knowledge of a subject and, if successful, allow them to graduate. I support IGC committees and their continuation, so I would support ending their sunset date. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: The state should repeal the
legislation that authorized the A-F grading system. The grades are based on the standardized tests taken by the students, which are a poor measurement. MERIT PAY: I am opposed to “merit pay” based on measures such as standardized test grades. These are not a
valid measure for teacher performance any more than student performance. The state should help fund across-the-board pay raises for Texas teachers until they reach the national average. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Here is what I say to groups when I discuss
crowded classrooms: “Overcrowded classrooms? Imagine driving a car with two kids in the back. Now imagine adding five more. That’s just chaos.”Expanding and enforcing limits on classroom sizes is a no-brainer. This problem needs to be fixed.
ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: If Texas is serious about providing a quality education to every child, it must get serious about attracting quality teachers. The state should help pay for salaries and benefits using recurring sources of funding. COLAs: Retired
teachers should get a yearly cost of living increase. TRS CARE: Teachers deserve to retire with dignity and security. The state should fund TRS Care to ensure these benefits will be there for teachers to use in their retirement. TRS: I support keeping TRS as a defined
benefit plan. It provides the best and most secure retirement for our teachers.25x25: Yes. For me, this job is all about education and the state’s responsibility to provide a solid foundation for all our people, which results in innovative economic growth and prosperity. Gov.
Abbott brags of Texas being an economic leader, yet we fail to reinvest that prosperity in our future and most precious natural resource – our people and public education.My parents started out as teachers. I have been an adjunct professor for more than a decade and
have seen a trend in students asking: “tell me what to do.” My concern is we have shifted our priorities from challenging students’ ability for critical thinking and problem-solving to performance-based metrics of a “right answer” on a scantron.I survived cancer because
somewhere, a teacher taught a kid to think – in music, math, biology class – and that kid later helped to develop the treatment that saved my life.

Ran in 2018 but no info found then. Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: As parents, our highest priorities will always be our children’s health and access to a quality education. As leaders, we are obligated to provide the next generation with the best environment to learn and develop into the leaders of tomorrow. Given our State's high-powered economy, best-in-class
workforce, and diverse culture, Texans expect to be a global leader in education standards. We should lead from the front and expect nothing less than excellence from our educators and education system. It is imperative for our long-term sustainability in a global economy and I strongly believe in the transformative power of a quality education. Below are several initiatives I plan to take on at the State level to improve our
education standing in the world: Keep CRT and other political indoctrination theories out of classroom curriculums. These theories are divisive, regressive, and have no place in our institutions of learning. Champion two mandatory courses for high school Seniors: Personal Finance & Money Management, Effective Communication, Rethink standardized testing and incentivize critical thinking & problem solving, Expand
customizable education paths leveraging each student’s strengths and interests, Restore local control of curriculum, Expand access to high quality Pre-K , Encourage trade schools & vocational programs." Nothing about education on FB.
Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Give that responsibility to the parents and/or guardians. Perhaps the traditional methods are not working. PRIORITIES: 1.Give that responsibility to the parents and/or guardians. 2. If tax money is a must, fund the child. 3. Unschooling, Montessori, apprenticeships, or some alternative education methods need to be try. FUNDING: Give that responsibility to the parents and/or
guardians. It should be decrease. FINDING THE MONEY: Donors & donations. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Fund the student, not the school. Competition is good for innovations. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: There would have to be comparisons with alternative education in key areas such as reading and mathematics. IGCs: There hasn’t been anything beneficial from them. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: No
consistency. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Be honest about the position. As far retaining good teachers, give them bonuses. COLAs: Only if it was agreed upon at the employment, in regards to retirement. TRS CARE: Allow for the retirees to collect Social Security. TRS RETIREMENT: Let each school, public or alternative, select which plan is best. REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Practical and
sound judgments listen and respond to all constituents inquiries to the best of my abilities. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: The teachers, the students, and the parents are honest, rather than the administrations. OTHER COMMENTS: Pod schools and online education are the future.
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Authored: HB2605 (Prevention and safety requirements regarding sudden cardiac arrest affecting public school students participating in interscholastic athletics). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on
public school students by peace officers and school security). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Authored: HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing
for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness
outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends
sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity
official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of
the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for
the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual
Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted
yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain
student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform
general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared
disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted
yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Did not vote - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted
yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning
management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a
person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts
against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to
requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. The first thing you see on his website is a big banner that says: "SCHOOL CHOICE MIKE MAY LOVES THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND HE WANTS YOUR KIDS TO HAVE A BETTER EDUCATION." More from website: "I am running for State Rep 135 because: I want your kids to have a better education. 54% of Kids in Cy-Fair ISD are failing
math. 38% of Kids in Katy ISD are failing math. I want your kids to have a better future. The Democrat Party opposes school choice because the Democrat Party puts teachers unions first and your kids last. The Democrat Party wants to continue to force your kids in to failing public schools against your will. I support school choice in Texas. Education is the ticket to a brighter future for all children. School choice is the civil
rights issue of our time. Let’s stop putting the interests of teachers’ unions over our Texas children. I will not allow schools to take parenting away from parents. State control of education was one of Karl Marx’s planks in The Communist Manifesto and right now we have state control of education. I will fight the ideological war in our schools. I will oppose any leftist attempt to control the minds of our kids - including
indoctrination programs such as Critical Race Theory and Social Emotional Learning. I will defend the Texas Open Meetings Act to ensure our school board meetings remain open to parents." Nothing on FB about education.
Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education).
Authored: HB1014 (suicide prevention info on student ID cards). Authored: HB2230 (Incorporating fine arts into the foundation curriculum). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
finance system). Co-Authored: HB586 (Relating to the creation of a state financing program administered by the Texas Public Finance Authority to assist school districts with certain expenses; granting authority to issue bonds or other obligations). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for
certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures,
and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932
(Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124
(Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong
Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in
a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance
requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (
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Information: first elected to the House in 2018. Funding - need to increase funding. Can do so by closing big business tax loopholes and working to reduce waste/inefficiency/corruption (particularly with testing and evaluation systems and
textbook buying decisions) so that more of the budget goes to educate our kids and provide better benefits for teachers and school employees. I am painfully aware that teachers are terribly under compensated and our schools have limited
budgets. We need to make this a top priority for our children and future. Priorities - teacher pay increases, improving benefits in order to attract and retain great teachers. Reducing class sizes, especially in disadvantaged districts. Programs
that encourage a well-rounded student experience, including robust extracurricular programs and career training. Also need to increase school open hours and provide meals for needy students. I would dramatically reduce the priority of
poorly designed standardized testing and also buying unnecessary expensive texts every year that erase history. Vouchers - no public funding should go to private schools, ever. Class size - opposed to increased class size as it directly
impacts student progress, engagement and achievement. Not only do we need hard caps on class size, but we need to be pushing in many cases to reduce class size. Testing - this is an area where I have serious concerns. It’s apparent
these tests are poorly designed and conceived and emphasis on them is disproportionate. I now firmly understand these testing programs are a very large part of the basis for evaluating teachers, students and schools, and that
implementation is very expensive. I also believe there is “funny business” going on involving the contracts. We already have a full slate of federally mandated testing, and any state-added testing needs to add value. We should revise the
current testing systems and let educators work on those redesigns. Evaluations - teachers are probably the single biggest factor in the success or failure of an education system. Evaluations should be one of our tools to develop better
teachers and teaching methods. They should not be primarily to punish or admonish teachers. Student scores should be considered, but in context, and as a smaller part of the evaluation. Evaluations should be heavily based on feedback
from students, and the feedback should be structured in two parts: to measure student preferences, and rate teachers on aspects of classroom teaching. Salaries - there should be a floor, and it should be significantly higher than what we see
now. Failing schools- not comfortable with private entities taking over . After discussion with T4PE members, I would advocate: better funding for teacher pay in poorer schools, stipends for teachers with exemplary results, smaller class
sizes, longer opening hours with programs for tutoring/mentoring, and meals for needy students. School boards should be accountable, but we can support them by providing training on effective solutions and focusing the TEA on being more
supportive and less of a “police force.” Heath care - state should pay a portion at least equal to what we see from private employers. With a community as large as the educator population in the state we should be able to get some
advantageous insurance plans for educators. If we want quality education we need quality educators, and we won’t attract them if we treat them so poorly. TRS - keep the defined benefit. It’s just not appropriate to address teachers benefits
for profit. Going to 401k creates more risk, and I’m against increasing the risk for our teachers’ retirement. 2019 session: Co-authored legislation: HB 116 - relating to improving training and staff development for primary and

secondary educators to enable them to more effectively serve all students. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health services). Voted yes
- HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.
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Information: lawyer and former prosecutor, first elected in 2012. Voting Record: For reduced testing, For 149, For suicide prevention training, For increased PK funding, For PK caps, against home rule districts, for
restoring funding to PubEd, against vouchers, for TRS funding, for requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules, against delaying charter school expansion.2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion
requirements from STAAR); Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill). 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB 18 (student mental health
services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers
and school security). Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Co-Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health
services).Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for
filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an
open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher
regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary
suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional
materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy
for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and
sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten
classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public
schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about
tutoring). Absent for vote - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational
programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral
intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095
(Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating
violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and
internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or
retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the
dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public
schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of
higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to
public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public
school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by
the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the
founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools,
including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory
reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

No voting record - new to House. Nothing on website or FB about education, except THSC endorsement which indicates being pro-school choice. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? I believe that teachers need support. We are currently losing teachers to other
careers, which has made for a shortage. If we want to give our children a solid education, we need to support educators. I would ask teachers themselves what they need and fight with them to secure those things. Smaller class sizes and paraprofessional support would
be at the top of my list. PRIORITIES: Support students. All students. Support teachers. Finance reform. FUNDING: Until a thorough analysis has been done and accountability is enforced in budgeting, I could not commit to an increase or decrease. Where exactly is all the
money going? Do teachers and students want/need what’s being purchased? FINDING THE MONEY: I suspect we will find waste in budgeting. Ideally, there will be a shift in allocations. Increases should always be taxpayer approved. The TFPE proposal of a 50% match
to local funding by the state is intriguing and something I would explore. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I do not see voucher legislation passing our Texas Legislature. STAAR: I do not. I cannot support a test that has dire consequences for our students, teachers, and
schools yet has come under fire time and time again for inaccuracies. The STAAR test has destroyed the autonomy of our school districts, scores are used to intimidate parents, teachers, and students, and we spend millions of dollars on it.
ADVANCEMENT/GRADUATION: It absolutely should not be the primary measure to determine advancement. Our students and teachers are more than a test score. I do support alternative measures. IGCs: I believe they are a necessary fail-safe in a broken system.
Assuming standardized testing remains in effect in Texas, I support ending the sunset date for IGCs. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: Again, our students and teachers should not be considered a score. Every single school is different and is made up of individuals with
varying circumstances. These ratings have terrible consequences for the neighborhoods surrounding these schools. MERIT PAY: This absolutely should not be happening. STAAR score-based “merit” pay causes teachers to teach to a test rather than think outside the
box and do what is best for their students. Teachers should be adequately supported across the board. CLASS SIZE CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, I support class size caps. Extra students in a classroom put extra work on the teacher and mean every student in that room gets
less time with the teacher. Districts should not be able to get waivers. Districts are notorious for obtaining waivers and subsequently never looking for more teachers to help relieve their situations. This is not okay. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Teachers need
to be paid competitively. They need to receive cost of living increases yearly. Teachers should have benefits that are desirable. Teachers should feel supported in their job regardless of test scores. I intend to support legislation that ekes out waste in order to redirect
funds. COLAs: COLAs for retired teachers should correlate with social security. TRS CARE: These men and women dedicated their lives to educating our children and it is our responsibility to support them - their long term support should be put in front of many wasteful
programs taxpayers are currently funding. TRS: I’m interested to hear more on this from current retirees as well as active teachers. 401K would put retirement in the hands of teachers, and I could see this being beneficial. 25x25: Absolutely. Took money from American
Federation for Children, which supports charter schools.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website and FB do not mention education.
Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior
management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures,
and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating
to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to
student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no- HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant
program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout
recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements
for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR
testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing
requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students
know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators
and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and
fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of
information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Absent for vote - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted
yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning
pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital
learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general
conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462
(Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746
(Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Absent for vote - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher
education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Absent for vote - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent
for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on
the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating
to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making
supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Absent for vote - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Co-Authored: HB204 (Panic buttons in classrooms). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent for vote - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes
- HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by
and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Absent for vote - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school
finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB 1194 (Requires a school district or charter to report data about discipline/law enforcement actions taken against students). When asked about his vote for HB 547 (homeschool UIL bill) on Twitter, Wu said, "let kids participate. That's it." Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored:
HB2261 (Authority of a municipal management district to provide public education facilities and public education supplemental services). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school
finance system). Authored: HB3485 (Relating to information reported through PEIMS and to parents regarding disciplinary measures used by a school district). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain
counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468
(Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students
with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of
the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a
declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456
(Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and
measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school
campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits
for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545
(Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public
school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an
independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in
the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by
public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials
program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal
penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual
instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Absent for vote - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building
construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the
transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the
parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801
(Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training
programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may
be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted no - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption
of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives,
institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: restaurant owner, first elected to the House in 2016. ATPE responses: Need increased funding. Focus on teachers and vocational education. No vouchers. Maintain hard caps. No use of testing in
teacher evaluations. Evaluate teachers on behavior, engagement, accessibility to parents, not testing. Maintain pay scale floor. No privatization of struggling schools. Increase contribution for teacher insurance.
Teachers should decide whether TRS or 401(k). Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019
session: Authored legislation: HB 65 - relating to reporting information regarding public school disciplinary actions. HB 959 - relating to the calculation of the rollback tax rate of a school district. HB 1161 - relating to a
grant available to school districts to provide services to students residing in care and treatment facilities and residential placement facilities. Absent for HB3 vote. Absent for HB18 vote. Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $7500 from Charter Schools
NOW PAC.
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Sponsored: SB1831 (anti-sex trafficking). Co-authored: HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147
(Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning
programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the
requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received
by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollmeVoted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). nt charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State
Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain specialpurpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated
instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of
dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or
undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students).
Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5
tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring
program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator
certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted
yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information,
including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating
to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289
(Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and
instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district
offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic
League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United
States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional
requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year
in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional
amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based
on biological sex).

Information: First elected to the Texas House in 1972. Voting Record: For reducing tests. For giving HS students who failed STAAR options to graduate. For suicide prevention training. For increase PK funding.
For limiting PK class sizes. Against Home RUle. For increase in Pub Ed funding. Against Pub Ed money going for vouchers. For TRS increases. For teacher quality bill. For Teacher residency programs. Opposed
an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and benefits, discipline and class-size limits. (Voted for the motion to table the
amendment.) Was absent during the vote on an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher average ratio within the proposed Achievement School District for certain low-performing schools.
Voted to delay expansion of charter schools. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Authored
legislation: HB403 - relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees and the superintendent of an independent school district regarding sexual abuse, human trafficking, and other maltreatment
of children. HB906 - relating to the establishment of a collaborative task force to study certain public school mental health services. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor
teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A. As of 2/25, received $2500 from Charter Schools
NOW PAC.

Chair, PubEd committee. Gave an interview to the Tribune in late February 2021 in which he said, "With charter schools, I just didn't think that we were providing enough alternatives in the way of schools to make sure that every child who was in a situation had an opportunity to get a public education. And we should always do that." He said he wanted to provide students with as many options as possible for school, and
feels that all lawmakers should support charter schools this session. On 4/15, during a House Public Education committee hearing on HB1399, which prohibits "gender affirming care" for trans youth, refused to allow Representative Mary Gonzalez to read her statement on the bill, saying "as always, you have the right to be wrong," and slamming the gavel to adjourn. He also refused to allow Rep Bernal and Rep Talarico to
speak. On HB3270, which would allow for state takeovers of districts, Dutton said on 5/7 that "If you have let a school fail for 5 years in a row, the school board has to get the hell out of the way." On Twitter on 5/7, he retweeted a tweet that said, "When a teacher's union is more interested in holding you hostage than educating your constituents, they oppose #hb3270." He said in the retweet: "they are more concerned with
protecting adults than ensuring students receive a quality education." After the House killed HB 3270, on May 7, he chaired a House Public Education committee hearing and said the following: "I can tell you this, the bill that was killed last night (HB3270) affected more children than this bill ever will. So as a consequence, Chair moves that Senate Bill 29 (trans sports bill - requiring students to play in the division correlating
to their biological sex) as substituted be reported favorably to the full House...and show the Chair voting aye." On August 30, in a House Public Education hearing during the second Special Session, he and Rep. Leach compromised on opposing mask bills, and came up with a plan that would allow districts to decide on mask mandates, with parental opt-out. (HB141 committee substitute). On 8/31, held a formal meeting to
vote on SB2 (trans sports) and SB3 (CRT). Adjourned without voting on SB2 and said he would "take the heat for" the decision as Chairman. Said on SB2: "I started to see that my members were going to get all cut up on it," when asked why he didn't hold a vote on the bill. Sponsored: SB1095 (notify students of college credit/work study opportunities). SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher
organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management.) (HISD takeover bill). SB1716: (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). SB
2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). SB2094 (Companion bill to HB4545, the HISD takeover bill. 4545 was passed with the tutoring component only.) Co-sponsored: SB 29 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on sex and a study conducted by the University Interscholastic League on the effects of allowing a student to participate in
an athletic competition designed for the sex opposite to the student's sex). SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Authored: HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Authored HB164 during Special Session 2, to allow public schools to determine their own mask policy. Authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Authored:
HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary
schools). Authored: HB3204 (Methods to achieve a college, career, or military outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Authored: HB3270 (HISD takeover bill/expansion of TEA commisioner powers). Authored: HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices).
Authored: HB353 (Related to the consideration of certain student differentials based on racial and ethnic groups and sex under the public school accountability system). Authored: HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD
takeover bill). Authored: HB3880 (Relating to a student's eligibility for special education services provided by a school district, including services for dyslexia and related disorders). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB4465 (Relating to grants and federal disaster relief funds available to
school districts, open-enrollment charter schools, and regional education service centers to provide services to students after a disaster in the state of Texas). Authored: HB998 (Relating to the qualifications for designation as a dropout recovery school). Authored: HB542 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory,
intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Co-Authored: HB586 (Relating to the creation of a state financing program administered by the Texas Public Finance Authority to assist school districts with certain expenses; granting authority to issue bonds or other obligations). Authored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to
participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career,
or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes
- HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health
Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the
assault of an extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to
support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted
yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school
accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41
(Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to
instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include
increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas
Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain
children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating
to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in
public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child
abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by
members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for fieldbased experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for
a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and
prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual
students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or
public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related
to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of
certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive
sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective
course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in
public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect
any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue).
Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in
interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex). On 9/30/21, retweeted the following from the American Federation for Children: "Opponents have always attempted to paint #schoolchoice as a hyper-partisan issue, but it's not, it's important to work together so that members of both parties can continue to serve families & students." From Twtiter, 9/10: "Congratulations to @ILTexasSchools on their BG
Ramirez K-8 ground breaking ceremony. I wish you nothing but success. My staff had a great time in my absence.: From website, on education: "All children can learn." From Twitter RT, 7/25/21, "Here’s my annual challenge to people who fight school choice for under-resourced families and say all they need are “fully-funded” “public” schools governed by politicos who are remotely controlled by teachers’ unions. Put your
kids in the worst performing schools you can find." From Twitter, 5/7/21, quoting a tweet about educators protecting their own interests above their students, said They are more concerned with protecting adults than ensuring students receive a quality education." "SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? What’s broken is the system for helping students at the bottom educationally. In fact, Texas’ system for helping
and assisting those students at the bottom is almost non-existent because the Legislature has consistently improved education by raising the ceiling. We need to raise the floor. And that is why I passed HB 4545 during the last Session. PRIORITIES: Improving student outcomes, generally. Specifically, ensuring that every child can read before leaving the 3rd Grade level and improving the education outcomes of Black
males. FUNDING In Texas, we spend about 38 to 40 cents of every dollar budgeted for public education. Yet, Texas still ranks in the bottom one-third of the country in education spending. Additionally, state spending on education has decreased in overall education spending resulting in local taxpayers having to share a larger burden. Texas has to increase education spending FINDING THE MONEY: Texas has leaned
heavily on real property taxes for funding public education. Yet there are roughly $300 billion in real property exemptions. Perhaps, we should review these exemptions to determine whether they are still applicable. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: First, charter schools are public schools. I would not support the use of taxpayer funding of private schools EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: Student Outcomes. Period. IGCs:
Tying graduation solely test scores has its problems. IGC’s offer another avenue to students attempting to graduate and these IGC’s should be permanent as we have done. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: A-F is simply NOT an effective tool for evaluating campuses. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: The same as we do in private industry- pay them more which ISD’s can do now. COLAs: As often as they need a
COLA. However, I tried to have the Legislature look at a graduated scale where retired teachers who had been retired the longest received a greater COLA. TRS CARE: The Legislature should review the entire TRS Care system in an attempt to reduce waste and unnecessary costs. TRS RETIREMENT: A defined benefit plan is preferable to a 401(k)-style plan which has all kinds of uncertainties. REPRESENTING ALL
CONSTITUENTS: I attend all the civic club meetings in my District and listen to all my constituents. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: Students, Teachers, Parents, Administrators, Legislators, School Board members, Media. OTHER COMMENTS: Charter school students approximate about 6-7% of the total student population. I do not think this group is at all causing problems in the ISD’S.
However, the Legislature needs to review how charter schools can force ISD’s into Chapter 41 Districts.
Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. From website: "We have had the technology for quite some time to provide students with a curriculum specialized for their abilities and interests. It is time to re-think the classroom. The technology does exist to give each student a curriculum of their own. Not all nine year olds have the same capacity for math, just as all 14 year olds do not have equal
abilities in language arts. As a consequence, some students are bored while waiting for other students to catch up. Other students work as hard as they can to catch up, while the class has moved on and left them behind. There is a better way." No FB found.

Information: First elected to the Texas House in 1984. On the House Public Education Committee and House Public Education-S/C on Educator Quality committee. Voting Record: For reduce testing. For giving
HS students that failed STAAR options to graduate. For increased PK funding. For limiting PK classes. Voted for Home Rule. For increase Pub Ed funding. For prohibiting Pub Ed money for vouchers. For TRS
increases. For teacher quality bill. For teacher residency programs. Opposed an amendment to the Achievement School District bill to require ASD schools to be subject to laws pertaining to teacher rights and
benefits, discipline and class-size limits.Opposed an amendment to impose a maximum 15:1 student-to-certified teacher average ratio. Voted to delay expansion of charter schools. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776
(remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR) Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill); Sponsored HJR 34 (tax-exemptions for for-profit charter schools that never came to a vote.) 2019
session: Authored legislation: HB528 - relating to students enrolled in open-enrollment charter schools in the determination of a district's weighted average daily attendance for purposes of complying with equalized
wealth level requirements. HB808 - related to public school students evaluated for the purposes of accountability ratings in certain school districts. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public school finance and
public education. Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no
- SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo; A. As of 2/25, took $10,000 from Charter Schools NOW PAC.

Signed the "hold harmless" letter sent to TEA to encourage them to extend the hold harmless for the entire 2020-2021 school year due to COVID. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1754 (Suicide prevention information on student ID cards). Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access
program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement
under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159
(Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and
consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from
participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation).
Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school
program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on
Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children).
Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance
system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on
certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and
accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted
yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop
for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal
financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials
and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses).
Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator
Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying
in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide
prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Absent for vote - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of
the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relat
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1114 (Would provide mental health services for students at school-based health centers.) Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Authored: HB204 (Panic buttons in classrooms). Co-Authored: HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free
prekindergarten programs in public schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored: HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive
mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the
limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent
or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to
notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the
temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the
instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter
school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or
school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size
limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted no - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Absent for vote HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on
public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of
an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in
the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by
public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials
program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal
penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's
license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring
students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan
for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding
documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional
amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes
imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from
ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: attorney, first elected to the Texas House in 2016. A quote from her facebook page " As the daughter of a former teacher, I am ready to fight for help fund teacher retirement pensions! I have co-authored
legislation to tackle this issue now that that it has also has been added to the Special Session Call." Voting Record: 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR);
Sponsored HB 21 (Huberty School Finance Bill): authored a bill in the special session to reimburse teachers for using their own money for classroom materials; Sponsor HB 20 (rainy-day fund for retiree insurance).
2019 session: Authored legislation: HB198 - relating to providing mental health services and mental health education to public school students at school-based health centers. HB204 - relating to the inclusion of
instruction about mental health in the required curriculum for public school students. HB580 - relating to authorizing school districts to reimburse under the Foundation School Program private employers for paid
internships provided to certain students in career and technology education programs in the district. HB612 - relating to free full-day prekindergarten for certain children. HB627 - relating to the rate of the cigarette tax
and the allocation of certain revenue from that tax to the foundation school fund. HB797 - relating to a requirement that school districts and open-enrollment charter schools use metal detectors on each campus.
HB954 - relating to requiring school districts to reimburse classroom teachers at certain grade levels for the cost of classroom supplies purchased with personal money. Co-authored legislation: HB3 - Relating to public
school finance and public education. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted
yes - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

NOT RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION. REP COLEMAN HAD A LEG AMPUTATION AND MISSED A LOT OF TIME DURING THE SESSION. THIS IS THE REASON FOR HIS LACK OF VOTES. Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB2287 (data collection/receipt of reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School
Mental Health Services). Authored: HB2846 (Requiring notification if a public school/charter school does not have a nurse during all school hours). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Authored: HB2954 (Suicide prevention, intervention, and postvention grant program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or
military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Absent for vote - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted
yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Absent for vote - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Absent for vote - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School
Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Absent for vote - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct
involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Absent for vote- HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests,
measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Absent for vote - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget
reductions). Absent for vote - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731
(Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Absent for vote - HB3979 (critical race
theory bill #1). Absent for vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). absent for vote - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those
districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Absent for vote - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on
certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Absent for vote - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Absent for vote - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive,
and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses).
Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Absent for vote - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Absent for vote - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student
achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Absent for vote - SB1063 (Relating to
courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Absent for vote - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to
provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Absent for vote - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Absent for vote - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Absent for vote - SB1351 (Relating to the
donation of food by public school campuses). Absent for vote - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Absent for vote - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Absent for vote - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Absent for vote - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other
cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Absent for vote - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Absent for vote - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Absent for vote - SB179 (Relating to the use
of public school counselors' work time). Absent for vote - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Absent for vote - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local
government regulations). Absent for vote - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Absent for vote - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Absent for vote - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Absent for vote - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital
learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Absent for vote - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Absent for vote - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Absent for vote - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of
uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Absent for vote - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Absent for vote- SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation).
Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Absent for vote - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Absent for vote - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual
education.). Absent for vote - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Absent for vote - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Absent for vote- SB797 (Relating to the display of the national
motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Absent for vote - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Absent for vote - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public
school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for
the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead).
SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes).
Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: has served in the House since 1991. Voting record: For reduced testing. For 149. For increased PK funding. Against PK class size caps. Against home rule. For increased PubEd funding. Against
vouchers. For TRS. For ASDs to go by PubEd rules. For ASD class size caps. For delaying expansion of charter schools. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from
STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Absent for vote - HB953 (TRS
contributions). Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo: A.

From website: "State funding and support at all levels of education is a lifetime investment with endless return from our future leaders. Ensuring that children have access to diverse programming, adequate learning resources/technology, with the appropriate oversight of curriculum for Grades Pre-K through 12 will be the keys to empowerment in aiding our bright minds. Collaborating with the collegiate campuses located in
the heart of the district with advance access for our youth, broadens the possibilities for career opportunities and enlightens their minds on the many options available for them to achieve professionally and educationally." SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? Specifically, in TX-147 the schools are in need of updated infrastructure (i.e. removal of lead pipes to provide clean water for students) in order to create a
safe learning environment. Statistically, school without clean water perform over 20% below schools who have clean water. PRIORITIES: (1) Updating infrastructure; (2) Better living wages for teacher and education service providers; and (3) Proper updates to teach proper history and/or social studies curriculum. FUNDING: School fundings should be increased to meet student needs, and so that teacher can experience
fair wages and digital investments per student for a more effective learning environment. FINDING THE MONEY: We have to reduce wasteless spending (i.e. election audits, etc.) and utilize the funds that have been placed in the Governor’s ‘Rainy Day’ funds. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: Private schools should rely on private funding, and charter schools must be held to the same standards in all aspects to public schools in
order to have access to public funds. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I think that student performance, should be considered alongside the provided resources allocated to the specific school is the most effective way to evaluate public schools. IGCs: I would need more technical information on IGC Committees, and would then be able to more soundly support ending the sunset date for these committees. A-F
CAMPUS EVALUATION: The grading scale of A-F is effective is assessing how student retain and apply concepts in a specific subject matter. It can be ineffective because it doesn’t highlight the learning capabilities or learning needs of the individual student. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Higher living wages, benefits, opportunities for incentives, better parent/teach programing, and work/life balance. By
researching underutilized funds that can be reallocated to teachers. COLAs: The cost of living for retired teachers should be considered for increase every legislative session. TRS CARE: I would work to legislate subsidies that cap and/or heavily reduce rising costs in TRS Cares for retirees. TRS RETIREMENT: I would keep TRS as a defined benefit plan, the a 401(k) style plan is subject market conditions.
REPRESENTING ALL CONSTITUENTS: Being a small business owner, I understand the needs of people within district who are earning a middle-class income. Therefore, I am dedicated on legislating issues that assist the working class, such as myself. RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION: I think being held accountable by educators and persons within the education sector are critical for my
true representation of their needs and supporting legislation that they are seeking on a collective level. My office will be accessible to make that we have continued dialogue in and out of session. OTHER COMMENTS: Every person in our society starts in education, and in order to have positive outcomes for future leaders we must establish a strong educational foundation for our youth in all subject matter; teaching to
the whole student.
Website: Raising pay for teachers and all public-school employees, Opposing the use of public money for private school vouchers, Improving access to trade programs, vocational training, and community colleges, Crafting policies to close the learning gap for students, Ensuring our schools are safe from gun violence, Closing the digital divide in public education. SURVEY RESPONSES: WHAT IS BROKEN? How many
pages can I write? Funding, fair wages for teachers and support personnel, standardized testing, using public money to support private charter schools, crowded classrooms, laws forbidding the teaching of “critical race theory,” witch hunts for supposedly “obscene” library books, discrimination against trans students. As the Texas House District 147 representative, I will fight for better funding and salaries and against
government interference. I will support our trans and other students who are facing discrimination. PRIORITIES: There are so many priorities, it’s difficult to limit them to three: Raising pay for teachers and all public-school

Danielle Keys
Neutral
Bess

Jolanda Jones Friendly

HISTORY
Information: Owner of local funeral home. As a business owner, founded a school supplies giveaway program as well as a physical fitness and nutrition program. This earned her the Mayor's HIspanic Heritiage
Award for Education. FUNDING: should be increased and the state should pay a larger share. I would support the state paying 50% and reduce the burden that is placed on local school districts and taxpayers. The
Texas Economic Stabilization Fund can be used this legislative session to address how we fund our schools. PRIORITIES: Address how we finance public education in Texas that reflects the actual cost of educating
students. The decades old formula that has been used to determine funding needs to be overhauled. More compensation for our teachers to keep them in the classroom. Review and overhaul of standardize testing.
VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: does not support. It is not sound public policy to provide taxpayers dollars to these entities when we don’t adequately fund our own schools. In addition, these entities are not accountable to
the state. CLASS SIZE CAPS: We do have size caps for K-4 and TEA routinely grants waivers to school districts. I support extending class sizes to all elementary school grades and tighten the waiver process.
TESTING: does not support testing in its current form or tying it to teacher pay or graduation. SALARIES: supports measure being introduced by Senator Alvarado calling for $400 a month across the board increase.
The State Comptroller announced recently that legislators would have additional revenue. That's where you fund the raises. HEALTH CARE: We have an obligation to our teachers. We have to step up if we want to
retain quality teachers in the classroom. The state needs to better compensate teachers. Our teachers are paid $6,000 below the national average. We also need to pay a greater share of their health insurance
premiums. TRS: Defined benefit. A defined benefit plan will attract quality teachers. It is a policy decision we have to make. 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). Voted yes HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions). Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded
lobbying). Grade from Project Educo; A.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. DId not respond to ATPE survey. No website or FB found.
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Wrote letter to Governor/TEA asking for STAAR to be postponed for the 2020-2021 school year. Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training
under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147
(Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning
programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted no - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public
school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the
requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received
by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public
schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State
Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain specialpurpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated
instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of
dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or
undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students).
Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5
tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted
yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)).
Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other
cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school
counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations).
Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction).
Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects
entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation
allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student
enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Absent for vote - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to
the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs
for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be
imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of
residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives,
institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Co-sponsored: SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education). Co-Authored: HB1114 (Would provide mental health services for students at school-based health centers). Joint Authored: HB1504 (Ethnic studies instruction in public schools). Joint authored: HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Co-Authored: HB1726 (Reporting bullying and cyberbullying through
PEIMS). Co-Authored: HB1744 (Preparing education students to teach bilingual, ESL, or Spanish). Co-Authored: HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Co-Authored: HB2251 (Developing a strategic plan for improvement and expansion of bilingual education). Co-Authored: HB2344 (Use of a writing portfolio to assess writing performance). Co-Authored: HB244 (Establishment of a grant
program for promoting computer science certification and professional development for coding, tech app, cybersecurity, and computer science for public school teachers). Co-Authored: HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Co-Authored: HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments
and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Co-Authored: HB2975 (Prohibiting physical restraint or use of chemical irritants on public school students by peace officers and school security). Authored: HB3888 (Relating to the resignation of a
public school teacher employed under a term contract). Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program offered by the Texas Education Agency). Authored: HB4257 (Relating to the trauma-informed care policy for school districts and open-enrollment charter schools). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Co-Authored:
HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Authored: HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services).
Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a
complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Absent for vote - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Absent for vote - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in
an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher
regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Absent for vote - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary
suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional
materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy
for the effective integration of those devices). Absent for vote - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted yes - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school
campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits
for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Absent for vote - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted no HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on
public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of
an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the
district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding
certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education
programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools).
Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Absent for vote - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating
in the program). Voted no - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Absent for vote - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted
by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Absent for vote - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional
materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing
criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Did not vote - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public
schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a
driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring
students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for
the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted no - SB797
(Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted no - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of
the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Absent for vote - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Absent for vote - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment
authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for
those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem
taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).
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Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public school finance system). Co-Authored: HB3889 (Relating to the cost for certain public school students of a broadband Internet access program
offered by the Texas Education Agency). Co-authored: HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB1080 (participation in UIL for students who receive mental health services). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of achievement under
the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted yes - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted yes - HB1525 (HB3 cleanup bill). Voted yes - HB159 (Training for all
educators on how to better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB1603 (Ends sunset dates for IGCs). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted yes - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted yes - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with
the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services). Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future
extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261
(Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for
purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3489 (Development of guidelines for the use of digital devices in public schools and a school district or open enrollment charter school policy for the effective integration of those devices). Voted yes - HB3597 (Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Absent for vote - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual
Education). Voted no - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted no HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for
those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain
assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted no - HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of compensatory, intensive, and accelerated
instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted yes - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or life-threatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725
(Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted yes - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a student achievement subpop for
accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating to courses in personal financial
literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide instruction and materials and
adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted yes - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public school campuses). Voted
yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board for Educator Certification
regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state). Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating
to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted yes - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted yes - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the punishment for trafficking of
persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted yes - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying in public schools). Voted
yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted yes - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide prevention information on certain
student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the committee that reviews uniform
general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to students during a declared
disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted yes - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's contact information). Voted
yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public elementary schools). Voted
yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted no - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals, parental access to certain learning
management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school purposes on the residence homestead of a
person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school district and the protection of school districts
against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding appropriations). Voted no - HB25 (Relating to
requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

Information: first elected to the Texas House in 2004. Recipient of ATPE Freedom to Teach award in 2006. Filed legislation to extend 22:1 to 5th grade. Voting Record: absent for reduced testing, for 149, for suicide
prevention training, absent PK funding, for PK caps, absent home rule districts, for restoring PubEd funding, against vouchers, for TRS funding, for requiring ASDs to follow PubEd rules, for ASD caps, absent on
charter school expansion. 2017 Update: voted for HB 1776 (remove US history and promotion requirements from STAAR); voted for HB 21 (Huberty School Finance). 2019 session: Co-sponsored legislation: SB12
(state contribution to TRS). Voted yes - HB3. Voted yes - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted yes - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted yes - HB953 (TRS contributions).Voted yes - SB12 (TRS contributions).
Voted no - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade from Project Educo; A

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond to ATPE survey. Website does not work. Nothing about educaiton on FB.
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Co-Authored: HB1776 (creates an elective course on founding documents and requires schools to post the founding documents in their buildings). Co-Authored: HB2554 (related to the operation by a school district of a vocational education program to provide eligible high school students with vocational and educational training under a graduation plan and the application of certain student-based allotments under the public
school finance system). Co-Authored: HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Co-Authored: HB3089 (relating to meetings of school districts' local school health advisory councils). Co-Authored: HB3979 ("Banning critical race theory" bill). Authored: HB4042 (Relating to requiring public school students to participate in interscholastic athletic activities based on biological sex). CoAuthored: HB547 (Would allow homeschooled students to participate in UIL activities on public school campuses). Voted yes - HB1133 (Relating to an election to revoke a county equalization tax imposed in certain counties). NOTE - REQUESTED TO VOTE NO BUT DID SO PAST TH E DEADLINE SO VOTE IS RECORDED AS YES. Voted yes - HB1147 (Relating to military readiness for purposes of the indicators of
achievement under the public school accountability system and the college, career, or military readiness outcomes bonus under the Foundation School Program). Voted no - HB1252 (Related to the limitation period for filing a complaint and requesting a special education impartial due process hearing). Voted yes - HB1468 (Public school remote learning programs). Voted no - HB159 (Training for all educators on how to
better serve disabled students). Voted yes - HB189 (Relates to severance payments to a superintendent or administrator in an open-enrollment charter school). Voted no - HB2256 (Creates a bilingual sped program for students with disabilities). Voted no - HB2287 (Relating to data collection and receipt of certain reports by and consultation with the Collaborative Task Force on Public School Mental Health Services).
Voted yes - HB2519 (Composition of SBEC, issuance of sanctions by the board, requiring a school district to notify a teacher regarding the submission of complaints to SBEC). Voted yes - HB2681 (Elective courses on the study of the Bible offered to public school students). Voted yes - HB2721 (Prohibiting a student from participating in future extracurricular activities for certain conduct involving the assault of an
extracurricular activity official). Voted yes - HB2802 (Administration of certain public school assessments and the temporary suspension of accountability during a school year in which public school operations are disrupted as a result of a declared disaster and the requirement to use those instruments for promotion or graduation). Voted yes - HB3261 (Electronic administration of tests, measures to support internet
connectivity for purposes of the test, the adoption and administration of optional interim tests, the review and use of the instructional materials and technology allotment, and requests for production of instructional materials). Voted yes - HB3456 (Inclusion of funds received by certain educational institutions or programs in foundation school program funds for purposes of certain budget reductions). Voted yes - HB3597
(Relating to policies, procedures, and measures for school safety in public schools). Voted no - HB3643 (Creates a Texas Commission on Virtual Education). Voted yes - HB3731 (Relating to public school accountability ratings, including interventions and sanctions administered to a school district, open-enrollment charter school, or district or school campus assigned an unacceptable performance rating. (HISD takeover
bill)). Voted yes - HB 3932 (Relating to the establishment of the State Advisory Council on Educational Opportunity for Military Children). Voted yes - HB3979 (critical race theory bill #1). Voted no - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - HB41 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools).
Voted yes - HB4124 (Relating to student enrollment in certain special-purpose districts and the allotment under the public school finance system for those districts). Voted yes - HB4509 (Relating to instruction on informed American patriotism in public schools and study of the Founding documents of Texas and the United States). Voted yes - HB4545 (Relating to the assessment of public school students, the
establishment of a strong Foundations grant program, and providing accelerated instruction for students who fail to achieve satisfactory performance on certain assessment instruments. (Bill used to include increasing commissioner powers, now just is about tutoring). Voted yes - HB572 (Relating to the inclusion of students enrolled in a dropout recovery school as students at risk of dropping out of school for purposes of
compensatory, intensive, and accelerated instruction and to a study by the Texas Education Agency on competency-based educational programs). Voted no - HB690 (Relating to training requirements for a member of the board of trustees of an independent school district). Voted yes - HB699 (Relating to public school attendance requirements for students diagnosed with or undergoing related treatment for severe or lifethreatening illnesses). Voted yes - HB725 (Relating to the eligibility of certain children who are or were in foster care for free prekindergarten programs in public schools). Voted yes - HB750 (Relating to requiring a school district to post the district's employment policy on the district's Internet website). Voted no - HB764 (Reducing STAAR testing for public school students). Voted yes - HB773 (Includes CTE students as a
student achievement subpop for accountability). Voted yes - HB785 (Relating to behavior improvement plans and behavioral intervention plans for certain public school students and notification and documentation requirements regarding certain behavior management techniques). Voted yes - HB999 (Exempts kids from testing requirements for 2021, allows IGCs for all 5 tests rather than 3). Voted yes - SB1063 (Relating
to courses in personal financial literacy & economics for high school students in public schools). Voted yes - SB1095 (Relating to notice regarding the availability to public school students of college credit and work-based education programs and subsidies for fees paid to take certain advanced placement tests. (Let students know these programs exist)). Voted yes - SB1109 (Relating to requiring public schools to provide
instruction and materials and adopt policies relating to the prevention of child abuse, family violence, and dating violence). Voted yes - SB123 (Relating to instruction in positive character traits and personal skills in public schools). Voted no - SB1267 (Relating to continuing education and training requirements for educators and other school district personnel). Voted yes - SB1351 (Relating to the donation of food by public
school campuses). Voted yes - SB1356 (Relating to the participation by members of nonprofit teacher organizations in a tutoring program for public school students and related retirement benefits for certain tutors participating in the program). Voted yes - SB1365 (Relating to public school organization, accountability, and fiscal management. (HISD takeover bill)). Voted yes - SB1590 (Relating to rules by the State Board
for Educator Certification regarding virtual observation options for field-based experiences and internships required for educator certification). Voted yes - SB168 (Relating to emergency school drills and exercises conducted by public schools). Voted yes - SB1696 (Relating to establishing a system for the sharing of information regarding cyber attacks or other cybersecurity incidents occurring in schools in this state).
Voted yes - SB1697 (Relating to allowing parents and guardians to elect for a student to repeat or retake a course or grade). Voted no - SB1716 (Relating to a supplemental special education services and instructional materials program for certain public school students receiving special education services). Voted no - SB179 (Relating to the use of public school counselors' work time). Voted yes - SB1831 (Relating to the
punishment for trafficking of persons, online solicitation of a minor, and prostitution and to the dissemination of certain information, including the required printing of certain signs, regarding human trafficking; increasing criminal penalties; providing a civil penalty). Voted yes - SB1955 (Relating to exempting learning pods from certain local government regulations). Voted no - SB2050 (Relating to bullying and cyberbullying
in public schools). Voted yes - SB2066 (Relating to emergent bilingual students in public schools). Voted no - SB2081 (Relating to class size limits for prekindergarten classes provided by or on behalf of public schools). Voted yes - SB226 (Relating to instruction in educator training programs regarding digital learning, virtual learning, and virtual instruction). Voted yes - SB279 (Relating to the inclusion of suicide
prevention information on certain student ID cards issued by a public school or public institution of higher education). Voted yes - SB289 (Relating to excused absences from public school for certain students to obtain a driver's license or learner license). Voted yes - SB338 (Relating to the adoption of uniform general conditions for building construction projects entered into by school districts and the composition of the
committee that reviews uniform general conditions). Voted yes - SB348 (Related to parent access to public school virtual instruction and instructional materials for virtual and remote learning). Voted yes - SB369 (Requiring students to submit a FAFSA application as a condition for graduation). Voted yes - SB462 (Relating to funding under the transportation allotment for transporting meals and instructional materials to
students during a declared disaster). Voted yes - SB481 (Relating to the transfer of certain public school students to a school district offering in person instruction). Voted no - SB560 (Relating to developing a strategic plan for the improvement and expansion of high-quality bilingual education.). Voted yes - SB746 (Relating to requiring the parent of a student enrolled in a school district to provide and update a parent's
contact information). Voted yes - SB776 (Relating to the creation of an inclusive sports program by the University Interscholastic League to provide students with intellectual disabilities access to team sports). Voted yes - SB797 (Relating to the display of the national motto in public schools and institutes of higher education). Voted yes - SB801 (Relating to the development of an agriculture education program for public
elementary schools). Voted yes - SB1776 (Relating to the inclusion of an elective course on the founding principles of the United States in the curriculum for public high school students and the posting of the founding documents of the United States in public school buildings). SPECIAL SESSION 2: Voted yes - SB3 (Relating to civics training programs for certain public school social studies teachers and principals,
parental access to certain learning management systems, and certain curriculum in public schools, including certain instructional requirements and prohibitions). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment authorizing the legislature to provide for the reduction of the amount of a limitation on the total amount of ad valorem taxes that may be imposed for general elementary and secondary public school
purposes on the residence homestead of a person who is elderly or disabled to reflect any statutory reduction from the preceding tax year in the maximum compressed rate of the maintenance and operations taxes imposed for those purposes on the homestead). SPECIAL SESSION 3: Voted yes - SB1 (Relating to an increase in the amount of the exemption of residence homesteads from ad valorem taxation by a school
district and the protection of school districts against the resulting loss in local revenue). Voted yes - SJR2 (Proposing a constitutional amendment increasing the amount of the residence homestead exemption from ad valorem taxation for public school purposes). Voted yes - HB160 (Relating to making supplemental appropriations for education initiatives, institutions, and related agencies and giving direction regarding
appropriations). Sponsored/Voted yes - HB25 (Relating to requiring public school students to compete in interscholastic athletic competitions based on biological sex).

T4PE survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? The inequity between school districts in wealthier communities compared to poorer communities is a challenge for all states. Texas compounds this fiscal problem with the instability of funding for school districts because there is no state income tax (which is present in other states and provides consistency to public school systems). I am in the process of developing a Public
Education task force in my campaign which will be comprised of individuals from all four ISDs in District 150. These members will hopefully represent various areas of teachers, faculty, board members, and staff in order to identify the most challenging challenges facing our public schools. We will develop possible plans that I can present in sponsored bills at the beginning of the legislative session. When the session begins,
I will sponsor these bills and immediately work with colleagues across the aisle to provide the most comprehensive bills on public education possible. PRIORITIES: Teacher retention through compensation and other incentives. Excellent teachers are essential to the success of our students, schools, and communities. And teachers are resigning at a rapid rate because of the pandemic (and other factors). We must retain
excellent teachers through incentives that affirm their excellence and encourage them to renew themselves. Greater stability in Funding for Public Education. There must be stability in public education funding. This comes from developing a funding strategy and removing vouchers or charter schools from being funded with public education funds. Assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of public education during the
pandemic. We have much to learn of how public schools were impacted by the current pandemic. This assessment can better inform what policies, funding, and procedures we implement if there is another global pandemic or comparable event. FUNDING: As you have already read, I am deeply concerned about the instability of school funding in Texas especially as some elected officials avoid our funding issues by
seeking to divert money to vouchers and charter schools. This is unacceptable. I think public school funding always has room for improvement. However, the bigger problem for us is stabilizing school funding in an equitable manner that prevents the state from keeping funds that should go to certain ISDs when their property tax and other revenue is more flush.
I have been attending the four ISD board meetings each month and am impressed with the financial reports of how they are spending their money on facilities, teacher and staff compensation, student services, curriculum, and safety. I do not believe funding needs to be decreased or even severely increased. I do believe there must be a rebalancing of funding so that the state pays close to 50% as they did before 2011.
FINDING THE MONEY: The obvious answer is to invoke a state income tax. However, I have lived in our beloved Texas long enough to know that is not a realistic option Instead, I would address the imbalance of state funding at only 38% of a local school district’s share. This requires immense conversation, compromise, and negotiations by elected officials. I also believe there could be local options we have not
considered to this point such as increasing local tax or adjusting the state budget to accommodate increased spending for public schools. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: I would never support the use of public funds for private schools and vouchers. As I have already mentioned, funding for public schools is already challenging enough. We don’t need to divert these public school funds to vouchers or charter schools. We must
tackle the difficult challenge of equitably funding our public schools without the temptation of siphoning precious funds to private schools. EVALUATING PUBLIC SCHOOLS: I do not believe state testing is the best way to evaluate students, teachers, and public school performance. It can certainly be a tool to be used in a comprehensive evaluation but should not be the basis for student and teacher promotion and/or
retention. As I am not a professional educator in a Texas public school district, I am reluctant to provide my answer for the most effective way to evaluate public schools. As a Representative, I will engage professionals from several areas of school districts for their input in order to answer this question. I know that I would factor equity issues such as economic, racial, urban/rural, and size in order to assess our public
schools. IGCs: My understanding of Individual Graduation Committees (IGC) is that they were created by the 87th Texas Legislature to combat the challenges seniors had in taking the state test during the pandemic. I can imagine IGCs have been extremely helpful for those students and schools most severly impacted by this difficult two-year pandemic. Regarding a sunset date, I am awa

Ginny Brown
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HISTORY
No voting record, new to House. Survey responses: WHAT IS BROKEN? Required high stakes testing; teaching to testing; letter grading scales for schools; under-funded public schools.PRIORITIES: Increase
permanent public school funding, Create less burdensome testing requirements, Repeal or amend HB 18242. FUNDING: Increase. FINDING THE MONEY: Reassessing and redistributing current budgetary spending.
Potentially later, funds from Cannabis legalization. VOUCHERS/CHARTERS: After neighborhood public schools are fully resourced and funded, including adequate teacher pay and benefits. STAAR: No, testing
needs to fit each school and students’ specific needs. ADVANCEMENT/PROMOTION: No. IGCs: DID NOT ANSWER. A-F CAMPUS EVALUATION: It is too rigid, number grading served schools better. CLASS SIZE
CAPS/WAIVERS: Yes, I support reasonable national standard student/teacher ratios. ATTRACTING/RETAINING TEACHERS: Support changing the teach to testing demands on teachers and merit pay system. Pay
teachers better wages by prioritizing education spending in state budget and advocate for increased funding from other available sources. COLAs: Annually to match the annual COLA increase of 2-3%. TRS CARE:
Oppose TRS: Teachers gain more from the defined benefit plan and I support keeping the best benefits possible for teachers. 25x25: Yes.

Did not respond to T4PE survey. Did not respond for ATPE survey. Nothing on FB about educaiton. No website.

NR

Hubert Vo

Valoree
Swanson

ENDORSEMENTS CURRENT SESSION

friendly

Information: first elected in 2016. Website: pro-voucher. Teach traditional values. More classroom emphasis, less paperwork for teachers. Ban common core. Voting Record: 2017 Update: Sponsored HB 1184 (tax
credits for donating to charter schools); voted against HB 1776 (eliminate US history and promotion requirements for STAAR); Voted against HB 21 (Huberty's school finance bill); Voted for HB 515 (eliminate US
HIstory and promotion requirements for STAAR); Sponsored HJR 34 (Tax credits for for-profit charters and privates); Sponsored HJR 34 (tax-exemptions for for-profit charter schools that never came to a vote.)
Sponsored HB 191 (creates a commission to recommend improvements to the public school finance system, end-arounds public education committee)Sponsored HB 253 (tax credit scholarships)Voted against HB 21
(Huberty School finance). 2019 session: Authored legislation:HB134-relating to the form of ballot propositions in an election seeking authorization for the issuance of school district bonds supported by property taxes.
HB 1106 - relating to the number of school marshals that may be appointed to serve on a public school campus or at a private school. Co-sponsored legislation: SB12 (state contribution to TRS). SB29 - taxpayer
funded lobbying. Voted yes - HB3. Voted no - HB18 (student mental health services). Voted no - HB102 (mentor teachers). Voted no - HB953 (TRS contributions). Voted yes - SB29 (taxpayer funded lobbying). Grade
from Project Educo: F

